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Abstract
This master thesis describes a research project that is carried out at the Service department of OcéTechnologies B.V. Venlo. The topic of this master thesis is the implementation of models for Océ to
assess for which parts preventive maintenance is possible and to optimize the maintenance plan of a
machine with many parts. This thesis is part of a larger project of Océ to implement a predictive
maintenance program in the organization. In this thesis, we develop a model to assess when
preventive maintenance is expected to lead to savings for a part and to guide towards the appropriate
preventive maintenance policy for each part. Furthermore, we implement a mathematical model
which takes into account both scheduled and unscheduled downs of a machine as opportunities for
preventive maintenance. We apply both models in case studies for Océ.
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Executive summary
The project of this master thesis has been conducted at Océ-Technologies in Venlo. Océ is part of the
Canon Group and focuses on the business market in printing services. This project has been executed
at the Service department for the VPi300 machine of Océ.

Problem Statement
The Service department of Océ is transitioning from being a ‘break & fix’ organization in which the
primary focus is replacing parts after failure towards a ‘sense & respond’ organization, which focusses
on predicting when parts are going to fail and proactively replacing these parts. This transition asks
for new knowledge about predicting failures of parts and for a different organizational approach. In
this transition, this project focuses on introducing new models for Océ to implement preventive
maintenance for the VPi300. This thesis follows up on a previous master thesis (Teeuwsen, 2016) on
the same topic, in which a model is introduced to optimize maintenance policies for individual parts.

Research Approach
We introduce and apply three methods in this research:
1) We develop a maintenance concept based on literature and input from Océ to assess if
implementing preventive maintenance for individual parts is expected to lead to savings and
to guide towards the best suitable preventive maintenance policy per part.
2) Building forward on the thesis of Teeuwsen (2016), we use a mathematical model to optimize
the maintenance policy of individual parts.
3) Based on the work of Zhu (2015), we extend the mathematical model to optimize the
maintenance policy of individual parts with a solution approach to optimize the maintenance
plan of a whole machine.
The maintenance concept should help Océ to take preventive maintenance into account early in the
development process of new machines. Furthermore, the maintenance concept should help Océ to
put their time and effort into implementing preventive maintenance for parts for which this is
expected to result in savings in service costs. Lastly, the maintenance concept should provide
directions to implement key operator maintenance. The development of the maintenance concept
consists of four steps: first, we analyze different preventive maintenance policies. Then, we investigate
when implementing PM is expected to lead to savings for a part. Subsequently, we look into literature
for existing maintenance concepts and perform interviews at Océ for input for our maintenance
concept. Based on these steps, we develop the maintenance concept.
The mathematical model we use in this thesis calculates the average cost per year for three different
maintenance policies. These policies are: corrective maintenance, usage based maintenance, and
condition based maintenance. Corrective maintenance means that a part is replaced after is has failed.
Usage based maintenance is preventive maintenance based on a fixed replacement interval. Condition
based maintenance is preventive maintenance based on the actual state of a part in the machine. For
each of these policies, the model calculates the average cost per year by dividing the expected cost
per maintenance cycle by the expected length of a maintenance cycle, where a maintenance cycle is
the interval between two consecutive maintenance actions for a part.
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The mathematical model we use makes use of both scheduled and unscheduled downs of the machine
as opportunities for preventive maintenance. It uses fitted failure distributions of parts to calculate
when a part is expected to fail. Lastly, the model optimizes the number of scheduled preventive
maintenance visits per year for a machine.

Results
We develop a preventive maintenance concept that exists of three steps:
1) Assessment of failure rates of parts: the failure rate of a part is the probability of instant failure
of the part over time. For parts with an increasing failure rate, the probability of failure
increases over time. For these parts, it is possible to implement preventive maintenance.
1) Categorization of parts with increasing failure rates in a matrix: based on the failure frequency
of a part and the part costs, we categorize parts in a matrix. Two tradeoffs play a role in this
categorization: optimal usage of part lifetimes and implementation effort of preventive
maintenance.
2) Decision trees with guidelines on which maintenance policies to investigate per quadrant of
the matrix: based on the placement of a part in the matrix, we propose four different decision
trees which guide the user towards the best fitting maintenance policy for an individual part.
We apply the maintenance concept to the service parts of the VPi300. We conclude that 40% of the
service parts have increasing failure rates. We set threshold values for the matrix and placed the
service parts in the matrix to give insight into the possibilities for implementing preventive
maintenance for the VPi300.
We apply the mathematical maintenance optimization model to individual parts of the VPi300 and to
the VP6000 machine as a whole. For the VPi300, application of the model leads to potential cost
savings for 11 parts when a PM policy with corresponding replacement moment is implemented. The
usage of the maintenance optimization model on the VP6000 machine leads to potential savings of
2.8%. Furthermore, we conclude that the optimal number of scheduled maintenance visits for the
VP6000 is 1 per year. Lastly, we implement the maintenance optimization model in a tool which Océ
can use in the future to optimize maintenance policies.

Recommendations for Océ
The research we conducted leads to multiple recommendations towards Océ for its further transition
into a ‘sense & respond’ organization. Three important recommendations are:
1. Start a pilot project for further implementation of the maintenance models: the case studies
we conducted showed promising results; however, a gap remains between these promises on
paper and usage of the models in practice. To bridge this gap, we recommend to start a pilot
project using this approach, for example for only one module of the machine.
2. Further improve condition based maintenance: many different methods exist to model
degradation paths of parts and optimize condition based maintenance policies. In this thesis
we only use one method (the Random Coefficient Model). We recommend to investigate if
other methods could improve the current method. We expect that other methods could
improve the current method, because our Random Coefficient Model assumes linear
degradation, which is not always the case in practice.
3. Build up knowledge about failure rates of parts: failure rates are essential building blocks in
the maintenance optimization models. However, currently, substantial knowledge within the
vii

Service department about failure rates of parts is missing. We think that if Océ builds up
knowledge within the Service department, this improves the usage of the maintenance
optimization models in practice.

Academic relevance
The added value of this thesis for academia consists of applying a recently developed preventive
maintenance model (Zhu, 2015) in a company environment. To our knowledge, the model of Zhu
(2015) is the only model in literature that makes use of both scheduled and unscheduled downs as
opportunities for preventive maintenance. In this thesis, the model of Zhu (2015) is tested extensively.
We conclude that the model is promising, because the usage of scheduled and unscheduled downs in
the model suits the maintenance environment of Océ really well and leads to potential savings for
Océ. Furthermore, we conclude that in our case study the assumptions of the heuristic solution
method are not met. Therefore, we recommend to use simulation as solution approach for the model.
This research also provides insight in the limitations of the model, as well as future research directions
to expand the model.
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List of definitions
Age based
maintenance
Age limit
Click

Clustering

Condition
based
maintenance
Control limit
Corrective
maintenance
Cost rate
Count based
maintenance
Data science
Downtime
Downtime
costs
Expected cycle
costs
Expected cycle
length
Failure
consequence
Failure
frequency
Failure limit
Failure rate
Idle time
Key operator
maintenance
Labor cost
Machine
lifetime
Maintenance
cycle
Maintenance
plan

Usage based maintenance of which the maintenance interval depends on the age
of a part in the machine (Arts, 2015).
The predetermined threshold after which a usage based maintained part needs to
be replaced preventively.
Measurement used at Océ to standardize all print jobs to the same level. One click
resembles an A4 print and all print jobs are counted and converted to number of
clicks.
Clustering entails the combination of preventive maintenance activities of usage
based and condition based parts with scheduled downs and unscheduled downs
(Zhu, 2015).
Preventive maintenance conducted after a certain control limit is reached, based
on the state of a part. Inspections to examine if these thresholds are reached can
be based on continuous monitoring of data or based on periodical on-site
inspection (Arts, 2015).
The threshold after which a condition based maintained part needs to be replaced
preventively.
Maintenance carried out after the breakdown of a part to restore a failed system
or part to its required performance level (Arts, 2015).
The long term average service cost per year for a part.
Usage based maintenance of which the maintenance interval depends on the
productivity of the machine (Arts, 2015).
An interdisciplinary field to extract knowledge or insights from data with the
purpose of making decisions (Ten Have, 2016).
All the time the machine is unavailable for production due to unplanned
maintenance activities.
Costs incurred by customers not able to produce during downtime.
The long-term average service costs per maintenance cycle.
The long-term average cycle length of a maintenance cycle.
The consequences for the status of the rest of the machine if a specific part fails
or deteriorates.
The expected number of failures per year for an individual part (Océ, 2013).
The threshold after which a condition based maintained part is regarded as failed.
The instantaneous expected number of failures per time unit at time t (Arts, 2015).
Time the machine is up but is not producing.
Maintenance performed by the key operator of the customer (therefore, not by a
field service technician of Océ).
Salary cost of a Field Service Technician per hour (euro).
Duration in years after which the VPi300 printer needs to be replaced.
The interval between two consecutive maintenance actions for a part.
The maintenance methods (either PM or CM) with corresponding cost per year
and replacement intervals for all parts in a machine together and the number of
scheduled downs for a machine.

xiii

Maintenance
policy
Mean time to
repair (MTTR)
Opportunity
replacements
Part cost
Part lifetime
Part repair
time
Predictive
maintenance

Preventive
maintenance
Service part
Setup costs
Threshold
Uptime
Usage based
maintenance
Visit
predictability

The maintenance method (either PM or CM) with corresponding cost per year and
replacement interval on part level.
Expected time between two corrective maintenance visits.
Preventive maintenance actions performed together with corrective maintenance
actions in order to save setup cost.
Inter Company Price (i.e. the price a regional Océ office pays to the head quarter
to procure parts, in euro) of an individual part of the VPi300
The time from the start of usage of a part until the time the part fails.
Part of total repair time attributable to the actual repair or replacement of an
individual part
A company environment which is continuously able to predict when maintenance
should be performed on its products via continuous monitoring of the
maintenance status and uses this information to plan maintenance (Ten Have,
2015).
Maintenance performed before the actual breakdown of a part. Can be divided in
usage based and condition based maintenance (Arts, Lecture notes: Maintenance
Modeling and Optimization, 2015).
Parts categorized for service and maintenance purposes for hardware products
and software products (Océ, 2013).
Fixed costs per maintenance visit due to traveling and visit preparation.
Predetermined level after which a maintenance action has to be performed
All the production time plus idle time and downtime due to planned maintenance
of a machine. Unplanned maintenance is not counted as uptime. (Ten Have, 2015)
Preventive maintenance conducted after a certain threshold is reached based on
usage count or age, disregarding the actual state of the part (Arts, 2015).
The percentage of preventive maintenance visits per year out of the total number
of maintenance visits.

List of abbreviations
ABM
CBM
CM
ECC
ECL
FST
KOM
Océ
PM
R&D
UBM
VPi300
VP6000

Age Based Maintenance
Condition Based Maintenance
Corrective Maintenance
Expected Cycle Cost
Expected Cycle Length
Field Service Technician
Key Operator Maintenance
Océ Technologies B.V.
Preventive Maintenance
Research and Development
Usage Based Maintenance
VarioPrint i300 printer
Varioprint 6000 printer
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Definition
𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝐵𝑀 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝐵𝑀
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝐶𝐵𝑀 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶𝐵𝑀 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑈𝐵𝑀 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑈𝐵𝑀 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶𝐵𝑀 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝐵𝑀
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑈𝐵𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝜆
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛 𝑈𝑆𝐷 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 1)
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
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1. Introduction
This master thesis is the result of a graduate internship conducted at Océ for the master Operations
Management & logistics at Eindhoven University of Technology. This chapter serves as an introduction
to the research by introducing the company (section 1.1), the academic project this research is part of
(section 1.2), the company’s service environment (section 1.3) and the available data (section 1.4).

1.1.

Company

Océ Technologies B.V. was founded in 1877. It is a global leader in digital imaging, industrial printing,
and collaborative business services. Since 2010, Océ is part of the Canon Group. This group is
internationally active to become the number one company in printing and printing services in both
the consumer and business market. Océ itself mainly focuses on the business market.
This thesis takes place at the Service department of Océ and focuses on one product of Océ: the VPi300
printer. Within the Service department a project group is assigned to this printer, of which Mark ten
Have is the project leader. An organizational chart of the department, in which the VPi300 service
team is denoted with a red circle, can be found in Appendix A. Because the VPi300 printer is a new
product and is not fully developed yet, the Service department works in close collaboration with the
R&D department.

1.2.

ProSeLoNext

This thesis is part of a bigger project in a consortium of which Océ as well as Eindhoven University of
Technology are part of. This consortium, called ProSeLoNext (short for: pro-active service logistics for
capital goods – the next steps), aims to orchestrate all aspects of the after sales service. The
consortium consists of four universities and nine companies. ProSeLoNext contains three work
packages. This master thesis belongs to the first work package: predictive maintenance and service
logistics. The main objective of this work package is to use existing predictive maintenance concepts,
to add new building blocks to that, and to improve them by applying them at various companies
(Basten, 2015).

1.3.

Service environment

In this section the service environment of Océ is explained. The section starts with the service
transition that takes place at Océ (section 1.3.1), then the current situation of Océ’s service
environment in which this project takes place is explained (section 1.3.2). This section ends with
explaining the data that is available at Océ for this research (section 1.3.3).

1.3.1. Service transition
For years, the Océ Service department could be characterized as a ‘break and fix’ organization. When
something breaks down, Océ sends a technician to that place as fast as possible to fix the problem.
The introduction of the VPi300 printer asks for a change in service concept. This printer is a new
product of Océ, which was launched to the market halfway 2015. The market for this product is also
new for Océ; a market characterized as a capital goods market. The combination of a new product in
a new market makes asks different requirements from the Service department than before in terms
of machine uptime and reliability.
In order to achieve a higher machine uptime and minimize service related costs, Océ wants to decrease
the amount of corrective maintenance and increase the amount of preventive maintenance for the
VPi300 printer. Océ thinks increased usage of machine data might be a powerful instrument to
improve the planning of preventive maintenance actions in the future. Ultimately, Océ wants to
transform into a so called ‘sense and respond’ organization. This is an organization that is able to
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predict failures and fix them before they have serious consequences for the customer (Ten Have,
Sense and Respond, 2015).
In order to achieve this goal, a road to predictive maintenance has been defined. Océ defines
predictive maintenance as: ‘a company environment which is continuously able to predict when
maintenance should be performed on its products via continuous monitoring of the maintenance
status and uses this information to plan maintenance’. Eventually, Océ wants to have a service strategy
in which the status of the printer fleet, individual machines, and individual parts are monitored
continuously. Based upon monitoring and analysis, future maintenance should be planned and
performed preventively and trends in the equipment’s condition should be predicted. This approach
should result in cost savings and uptime maximization as a result of improved scheduling of
maintenance, prevention of unexpected equipment failures, and optimized spare parts handling (Ten
Have, Sense and Respond, 2015). The road to predictive maintenance consists of five milestones, as
can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Road to Predictive Maintenance (Have, Sense and Respond, 2015)

1.3.2. Current situation
Océ has already implemented the first two steps of this roadmap. Currently, it is improving on the
third step. This step consists of preventive maintenance and key operator maintenance (KOM). Key
operator maintenance is preventive maintenance performed by operators of the customer.
The current maintenance plan for the VPi300 is a combination of much corrective and a limited
amount of preventive maintenance. In the current situation, a part is maintained correctively if it is
expected to survive the machine lifetime (i.e. the duration in years after which the VPi300 printer
needs to be replaced). Moreover, when the failure behavior of a part is expected to be random or
difficult to assess for the R&D department, the part is maintained correctively as well. The idea behind
this approach is to get a better understanding of the failure behavior of the part. Presently at Océ, if
a part is not maintained correctively, then it is maintained preventively based on usage. Usage based
maintenance (UBM) is preventive maintenance conducted after a certain threshold is reached based
on usage count or age, disregarding the actual state of the part (Arts, 2015). UBM at Océ can be
divided in count based maintenance and age based maintenance. Count based maintenance is UBM
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based on the number of clicks. A click is a measurement used to standardize all jobs to the same level.
One click resembles an A4 print. All print jobs are counted and converted to number of clicks. Age
based maintenance (ABM) is UBM with a fixed predetermined time after which a part needs to be
replaced.
Technicians for the VPi300 are not present at the customer sites. Each technician has his own service
region and responds to service calls for corrective maintenance from different customers. Customers
of the VPi300 use the machine fulltime. When maintenance takes place for the VPi300, the uptime of
the machine decreases. This makes it important for Océ to optimally plan maintenance activities.
Currently, around 35 CM visits take place per machine per year. These visits are due to failure of parts
and machine errors that cannot be fixed by the customer itself. The targeted number of corrective
maintenance visits per VPi300 machine per year is currently set at 22. This number is based on a
combination of: 1) experience from the machines in the field, 2) R&D advice, and 3) estimations from
the Service department. Based on the 22 CM visits, the Océ Service department has decided to plan
four scheduled preventive maintenance visits (scheduled downs; SD’s) per year per machine.
During each of these four SD’s, a set of PM activities is planned to be performed by the service
technician. These activities include replacing parts as well as cleaning activities. Furthermore, PM
actions are performed as much as possible together with CM actions in order to save setup time and
costs. For these PM actions, Océ uses maintenance triggers. When Océ implements preventive
maintenance for a part, an age limit or count limit is determined. This age or count limit is integrated
in the information system of the VPi300 machine. When a part surpasses its limit, then a trigger is
activated in the machine. Then, when a service technician visits the machine for corrective
maintenance of another part, the technician sees that a maintenance trigger is activated and performs
the extra preventive maintenance activities on top of the corrective maintenance if the customer
allows it. In the literature this is referred to as opportunity replacements (Zhu, 2015). If the customer
does not allow the extra PM actions, then they have to be performed during a regular SD visit.
Recently, a student performed research for Océ on deciding on the best maintenance policy for
individual parts of the VPi300 (Teeuwsen, 2016). The scope of this research was narrowed to one
module of the VPi300: only the parts related to inkhandling have been included. For this module,
based on the method of Zhu (2015), a mathematical model to decide upon the best maintenance
policy per part was designed. This model decides if parts can best be maintained correctively, usage
based or condition based. For the UBM and CBM policy, the model also calculates the optimal
replacement thresholds. This model contributes to implementing the third milestone of the ‘Road to
predictive maintenance’. Furthermore, the condition based policy is new for Océ and can be seen as
the first step in implementing the fourth milestone.

1.3.3. Available data
Machine data are the foundation of the road to predictive maintenance that Océ has in mind. Basically,
three important data flows help the development and maintenance of the VPi300: visit report data,
remote data and data of an Océ machine that is comparable to the VPi300: the VP6000.
1.3.3.1.
Visit report data
Whenever a field service technician (FST) performs a visit to a machine in the field, a service report
has to be filled in. The information from the field service technicians forms the Business Warehouse
Reporting. These data are analyzed every month by a business analyst. The business analyst tries to
find trends at fleet level and combines the information from FSTs with sales and parts information.
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These combined data are the input of monthly quality dashboards. In these quality dashboards
individual machines are compared with each other and trends are shown. Examples of KPI’s in the
quality dashboards are: parts consumption, print volumes, and mean clicks before failure (MCBF, the
expected number of clicks between a fix and the next failure). The visit report data are the most
important data type for this thesis.
1.3.3.2.
Remote data
The VPi300 is the first printer with the ability to analyze machine data remotely. For this, the machine
is equipped with sensors to measure the condition of the machine. The sensors generate 8 GigaByte
(GB) of data per day per machine. The remote data have a purpose for the Service department as well
as for the R&D department. Monitoring the remote data helps the Service department to decide on
improving maintenance for parts. For the R&D department, remote data provides information about
the behavior of parts in the field. This helps the R&D department to improve the design and increase
the reliability of parts.
The imported data is stored in the Data Warehouse. A distinction is made between service data,
functional log, and billing data. Service data is all the data that is useful at this moment in time for the
Service department. For example, the occurrence and amount of errors and warnings can be useful
for planning maintenance. The functional log tells information about the condition of the machine (i.e.
the temperatures, clogging of filters and inkheads). Currently, this data is particularly used by the R&D
department; however, the remote data might be able to help in predicting maintenance for the
Service department. The billing data provides information about the use of consumables and the
production volume of the printer.
Océ is looking for methods to make better use of the remote data. Furthermore, because of the recent
market entrance of the VPi300 and the continuous improvements from the R&D department, it is
uncertain whether the data that is logged until this moment can be useful to predict maintenance yet.
1.3.3.3.
VP6000 data
Since the VPi300 is a machine that is recently brought to market and is still being further developed
by Océ, the amount of visit report data that is available from the VPi300 is limited. Therefore, in the
case study also the data of the VarioPrint6000 (VP6000) printer of Océ will be used. The machine
produces comparable printing volumes as the VPi300, however it prints only in black and white.
Customers use the machine mainly to print books. The lifetime of this machine is also comparable to
that of the VPi300 (i.e. approximately ten years). Furthermore, the service environment of the VP6000
is comparable to that of the VPi300 (i.e. mostly CM, maintenance triggers for PM). In contrast to the
VPi300, the VP6000 is fully developed and plenty of visit report data is available to optimize
maintenance policies of parts and the machine.
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2. Project design
In this chapter, the design of the project is presented. The chapter starts with the problem statement
& scope (section 2.1). Subsequently, the project goal (section 2.2), the deliverables (section 2.3), the
research questions (section 2.4), and the report structure (section 2.5) are shown.

2.1. Problem statement & scope
This project focuses on introducing preventive maintenance models for the Service department of
Océ. We distinguish three current problems regarding preventive maintenance:
1) It is currently unknown for which parts preventive maintenance is useful: the current
preventive maintenance actions at Océ are based on expert knowledge or experiences from
previous machines. A thorough analysis of parts for which preventive maintenance could lead
to savings in service costs and machine reliability is lacking and a standardized approach to
implement preventive maintenance is desired.
2) Optimal maintenance policies for many parts of the VPi300 are unknown: Teeuwsen (2016)
has taken the first steps towards the implementation of a mathematical model to optimize
the maintenance policy per part of the VPi300. However, her project scope consisted of only
one module within the VPi300. The model of Teeuwsen still has to be applied to various parts
of the machine.
3) There is no optimal maintenance plan for the machine as a whole: it is currently unknown how
many scheduled preventive maintenance visits should take place. Océ is in need of a
maintenance plan on machine level (i.e. multi-item maintenance), which calculates the
number of unscheduled downs and scheduled downs while simultaneously optimizing the
maintenance policy of each part.
These three problems are tackled in this thesis sequentially. First, we investigate how to assess for
which parts preventive maintenance is possible. Then we investigate the optimal maintenance policy
per part. This second step is needed in order to optimize the maintenance plan for the whole machine.
Together, by tackling these problems we help to implement the third and fourth milestone of the
‘Road to predictive maintenance’ of Océ.

2.2.

Project goal

The main goal of this project for Océ is to take the next steps in its ‘Road to predictive maintenance’.
Tackling the three problems as discussed in the previous section translates into the following goal of
the project: introduce models for Océ to assess for which parts preventive maintenance is possible
and to optimize the maintenance plan of a machine with many parts. Furthermore, we apply these
models in case studies. Together, the models and case studies in this project should help the Océ
Service department to:
1) Save service costs by optimizing maintenance policies;
2) Increase machine uptime by optimally combining maintenance activities.

2.3.

Research Deliverables

In order to achieve the project goal, we determine deliverables for Océ (section 2.3.1) and academia
(section 2.3.2).

2.3.1. Company deliverables
We distinguish six deliverables from this research for Océ:
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1) Preventive maintenance concept: based on literature and input from Océ, we develop a
maintenance concept to assess for which parts preventive maintenance is expected to lead to
savings and which preventive maintenance policy best suits the characteristics of a part.
2) PM usefulness for parts VPi300: we apply the developed preventive maintenance concept in
a case study of parts of the VPi300. This should lead to conclusions about for how many parts
PM is expected to lead to savings and which preventive maintenance policies best suit the
characteristics of parts of the VPi300.
3) Mathematical multi-item maintenance model: based on a literature review, we deliver the
best fitting multi-item maintenance model for the service environment of Océ.
4) Optimal maintenance policies for parts VPi300: we perform a case study on parts of the VPi300
using the mathematical model. This leads to optimal maintenance policies for parts of the
VPi300 and potential savings in service costs.
5) Optimal maintenance plan for VP6000: Using the multi-item maintenance model, we perform
a case study of the VP6000. We choose the VP6000 for this case study, because it provides
substantial service data of each of its parts, whereas for the VPi300 service data about a
limited number of parts is available currently. This leads to an optimal maintenance plan for
the VP6000, consisting of optimal maintenance policies for individual parts, an optimal
number of scheduled downs per year and potential savings in service costs. This deliverable
should provide a foundation to use the multi-item maintenance model for the VPi300 in the
future, when service data about all its parts are available.
6) Maintenance optimization tool: for future usage of the maintenance optimization models,
we implement the models into a tool that Service employees can use in the future.

2.3.2. Academic deliverables
The academic value of this project is embedded in the models for maintenance optimization on part
level and machine level. A relevant issue in academia is the maintenance plan for a system that
consists of many parts, some of which can be maintained via condition based maintenance, while
others require corrective maintenance or usage based preventive maintenance. By performing a case
study on part level and a case study on machine level with a mathematical model that will be chosen
later in this research, this research will provide insights into practical usefulness of theoretical
maintenance optimization models.

2.4.

Research questions

We distinguish five research questions in order to achieve the research deliverables.
1) How to assess for which parts preventive maintenance should be implemented?
a. What is a useful maintenance concept to assess the importance of implementing
preventive maintenance per part?
b. Which parts of the VPi300 should be maintained preventively and which maintenance
policies should be investigated for these parts, according to the developed
maintenance concept?
Answering the first research question should result in reaching the first and second deliverable for
Océ of this research. A maintenance concept is a supporting framework in order to be able to make
rational and justifiable tactical decisions concerning maintenance (Waeyenbergh & Pintelon, 2004).
This maintenance concept should help to assess for which parts preventive maintenance should be
implemented.
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The research approach to answer this question is as follows: first, based on literature and the thesis
of Teeuwsen (2015) the preventive maintenance policies which are suitable for Océ are distinguished.
Then literature is analyzed about existing maintenance concepts. The next step is obtaining criteria
from Océ to include in the maintenance concept. These criteria are obtained by performing interviews
with employees. This leads to the development of a custom maintenance concept for Océ. After
validating the maintenance concept by discussing it with the end users of Océ, it is applied to parts of
the VPi300. Based on the outcome of this case study, we select a subset of parts of the VPi300 that
will be used further in this research as case study for optimizing maintenance policies.
2) Which multi-item maintenance model should we use?
Answering the second research question helps to reach the third deliverable of this research. The
research of Teeuwsen (2016) resulted in a model to optimize maintenance policies on part level. In
literature this is referred to as a single-item maintenance model. In this research, we want to
implement a model that is able to optimize the maintenance plan a machine as a whole (i.e. multiitem). An option for this multi-item maintenance model is extending the model of Teeuwsen (2016)
to machine level, based on a heuristic solution method of Zhu (2015). However, more models exist in
literature for multi-item maintenance. Therefore, first an analysis is performed of existing multi-item
maintenance models in literature. These models are compared with the maintenance environment of
Océ to obtain the multi-item maintenance model that best suits Océ’s maintenance environment. This
multi-item maintenance model includes a model to optimize maintenance policies for individual parts.
3) What are optimal maintenance policies for individual parts of the VPi300?
The third research question helps to reach the fourth deliverable of this project. Based on the outcome
of the second research question, we apply a single-item maintenance model to the subset of parts of
the VPi300 that is chosen in answering research question 1. For these parts, service data and available
remote data will be analyzed to assess the input values for the model. The model will then we
implemented in programming language Matlab. Applying the model in a case study should lead to
optimal maintenance policies for parts and to a deeper understanding about the potential savings in
service costs of the model for parts of different modules of the VPi300. Furthermore, it leads to
conclusions towards academia about the working of the mathematical model in practice.
4) What is the optimal multi-item maintenance plan for the VP6000?
This research question helps to achieve the fifth deliverable of this research. The multi-item
maintenance model that is selected based on research question 2 will be used for a case study for
Océ. The subject of this case study is the VP6000. The VP6000 is chosen for the case study, because
for the multi-item maintenance model to work, data should be available about all parts in the machine.
For the VPi300, unfortunately, these data are not available yet. Therefore, the VP6000 will be used to
test the model and to show Océ what the potential savings in service costs by using the model are.
The service data of the VP6000 will be analyzed and the model will be implemented in Matlab and
used to optimize the maintenance plan of the machine. This leads to conclusions towards Océ and
academia about the working of the mathematical model in practice.
5) What does a useful tool to apply the maintenance optimization models in practice look like?
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The fifth and last question helps to achieve the sixth Océ deliverable of this research. To improve the
practical usefulness of the proposed maintenance optimization, we develop a tool that Océ Service
employees can use to optimize maintenance policies of parts and calculate the optimal number of
scheduled downs for a machine. To answer this research question we use the implemented models
from the previous two research questions and add a graphical user interface (GUI) to this.

2.5.

Report structure

In Figure 2, the structure of the remainder of this report is shown. Each research question is answered
sequentially. The figure shows the section number of each step in this research. The last chapter of
this report aims to draw general conclusions based on answering the research questions.
Furthermore, the limitations of the used models are discussed and future research directions are
explored. The report concludes with more practical recommendations and a Gantt chart of the
research directions and recommendations. The deliverables that follow from answering the research
questions are shown on the right hand side of the figure.
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Figure 2: Report structure
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3. Preventive maintenance concept
This chapter aims to answer the first research question of this project:
1) How to assess for which parts preventive maintenance should be implemented?
a. What is a useful maintenance concept to assess the importance of implementing
preventive maintenance per part?
b. Which parts of the VPi300 should be maintained preventively and which maintenance
policies should be investigated for these parts, according to the developed
maintenance concept?
Together with Océ, we established three goals for the maintenance concept:
1) It should help Océ to take PM into account early in the development process of new machines:
because the conventional maintenance method at Océ is CM, possible implementation of PM
for certain parts is currently not taken into account in the development of new machines. The
concept should help Océ to take into account PM in the design phase and in the
industrialization phase (i.e. when new machines are brought to the market).
2) It should help Océ to put their time and effort into implementing preventive maintenance for
parts for which this is expected to result in savings in service costs: to implement preventive
maintenance for a part, one has to put effort in determining the age limit or count limit for
usage based maintenance and/or the condition limit and failure limit for condition based
maintenance. The maintenance concept should give direction on which parts to put the
limited effort of employees in.
3) It should provide directions to implement key operator maintenance for parts: implementing
more key operator maintenance is part of Océ’s intended ‘Road to predictive maintenance’.
We want to obtain a maintenance concept that can directly be used in practice at Océ. This means
that we will take into account which data is currently available at Océ in order to decide which criteria
we will use in the maintenance concept and in which step of the maintenance concept we will use
these criteria. We prefer using criteria for which data is available at Océ in the first steps of the
maintenance concepts above criteria for which data should yet be investigated and documented for
each part of the VPi300, because the latter takes much more time to implement at Océ, which is at
the expense of the practical usefulness of the maintenance concept.
In this chapter, the maintenance concept is developed and a case study is performed on the VPi300.
The chapter starts with assessing which PM policies can be used in the service environment of Océ
and determining when PM is possible for parts (section 3.1). Then, maintenance concepts and criteria
from literature are analyzed (section 3.2). Subsequently, criteria to include in the maintenance
concept are derived from Océ (section 3.3). Then, the maintenance concept is developed based on
the inputs from sections 3.1 to 3.3 (section 3.4). Then, we verify and validate the maintenance concept
(section 3.5) and perform a case study on the VPi300 (section 3.6). This leads to conclusions and
limitations about the maintenance concept and case study (section 3.7).

3.1.

Preventive maintenance policies

This section gives an overview of when PM is useful for a part and which PM policies can be used at
Océ. Strictly spoken, preventive maintenance is possible for every part, as a part can always be
replaced before it is broken. However, replacing a part preventively only is useful if the probability of
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failure of a part increases over time. Section 3.1.1 elaborates on this matter. Subsequently, the
preventive maintenance policies at Océ are shown in section 3.1.2.

3.1.1. When is preventive maintenance useful
When the R&D department estimates a part has to be replaced during the lifetime of the machine, it
is defined as a service part (Océ, 2013). However, the need for replacement during the lifetime of the
machine can be caused by various reasons. An example of a replacement during machine lifetime is a
handle of the machine that breaks due to operator inaccuracy. Nonetheless, it does not make sense
to preventively replace this handle, when the failure occurs randomly.
Failure rates are used to describe the probability of instantaneous failure of a part over time. Parts for
which the probability of instant failure increases over time have increasing failure rates (IFR). Parts for
which the probability of instant failure is constant over time (i.e. random failure) have constant failure
rates (CFR). Parts for which the probability of instant failure decreases over time have decreasing
failure rates (DFR). Implementing preventive maintenance is therefore only useful when a service part
has an increasing failure rate. More information about failure rates can be found in (Arts, 2015).

3.1.2. Preventive maintenance policies
Tinga (2010) distinguishes four types of preventive maintenance:
Calendar based maintenance: maintenance actions are performed at fixed time intervals, for example,
every month or year;
Usage based maintenance: the actual use of a part triggers maintenance, such as operating hours;
Load-based maintenance: maintenance of a part is triggered by measured internal loads of the
machine, such as the measured strain in a certain structural component;
Condition-based maintenance: a measured condition dictates maintenance actions for a part, such as
particular levels of vibration.
Teeuwsen (2016) used different definitions for types of preventive maintenance:
Preventive maintenance: maintenance performed before the actual breakdown of a part. PM can be
divided in usage based and condition based maintenance;
Usage based maintenance: preventive maintenance conducted after a certain threshold is reached
based on usage count or age, disregarding the actual state of the part;
Count based maintenance: maintenance for parts for which the failure rate depends on the production
volume of the machine;
Age based maintenance: maintenance actions at fixed time intervals;
Condition based maintenance: maintenance conducted after a certain threshold is reached, based on
internal loads or the state of a part. Inspections to examine if these thresholds are reached can be
based on data monitoring or by periodic checks.
Teeuwsen (2016) classifies the preventive maintenance policies as shown in Figure 3.
Age based
Usage Based
Count based
Preventive
Maintenance
Periodic visits
Condition
Based

Data
monitoring

Figure 3: Overview of maintenance policies according to Teeuwsen (2016)
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We observe that Tinga (2010) and Teeuwsen (2016) present similar preventive maintenance policies.
However, the definition of each maintenance policy differs between both. Calendar based
maintenance from Tinga (2010) is similar to age based maintenance from Teeuwsen (2016).
Furthermore, usage based maintenance from Tinga (2010) is similar to count based maintenance from
Teeuwsen (2016). Also, Teeuwsen (2016) uses the term usage based maintenance as generic term for
both age based and count based maintenance. The definition for condition based maintenance from
Teeuwsen (2016) includes both load based maintenance and condition based maintenance as defined
by Tinga (2010).
In this thesis, we use the terminology for PM policies as presented in the research of Teeuwsen (2016).
We choose this terminology, because it is already introduced at Océ. We find it important to keep the
definitions as used at Océ similar to avoid confusion. However, the definition we use for condition
based maintenance is broad. When future research into condition based maintenance specifically will
be performed at Océ, we therefore recommend to investigate if a distinction between load based
maintenance and condition based maintenance as made by Tinga (2010) could be helpful.

3.2.

Maintenance concepts and criteria from literature

Various maintenance concepts exist in literature (e.g. Total Productive Maintenance (Nakajima, 1988),
Reliability Centered Maintenance (Moubray, 1997), Business Centered maintenance (Kelly, 1997).
Pintelon and Wayenbergh (1999) found that these concepts often are very time-consuming to
implement or only valid for a specific industry or a special class of equipment. Furthermore, in order
to be able to organize and optimize a maintenance process, a supporting structure should exist and
the solution should be customized, i.e. it should take into account all relevant criteria of the situation
on-hand. (Waeyenbergh & Pintelon, 2004). The conclusions from Pintelon and Wayenbergh are in
contrast with the goals we set for our maintenance concept. We want to obtain a maintenance
concept that is above all easy to implement in practice and for which most of the relevant data is
already available.
Criteria used in maintenance concepts should be customer and industry specific according to Pintelon
and Wayenbergh (1999). Therefore, our review of existing criteria from literature is limited, because
we will focus on specific criteria brought forward by Océ. However, we should investigate the most
important criteria according to literature, in case important criteria are overlooked at Océ. According
to Labib, Williams & O’Connor (1998) commonly used criteria are health, safety, environmental,
finance and customer related. Two extensively used criteria in literature are downtime and failure
frequency. Downtime is defined as the time a machine is down due to the failure of a part. This is an
important criterion, because downtime can cost large amounts of money as the machine cannot meet
its intended production volume. Failure frequency is defined as the number of failures of a part in a
machine per time unit (Scarf, 2007). This criterion is important, because the higher the failure
frequency of a part, the more downtime a part causes and the more often a spare part is needed.
A maintenance concept that we think is not very time consuming to implement is introduced by Scarf
(2007). He uses the criteria downtime and failure frequency together to form a matrix to distinguish
different approaches towards implementing preventive maintenance for different parts. This
classification is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Maintenance classification based on downtime and failure frequency (Scarf, 2007)

According to this maintenance concept, a Condition Based Maintenance policy offers most potential
when a part fails infrequently and failure is accompanied by relatively long downtime. Parts which fail
frequently and cause long downtime should be redesigned (Design Out Maintenance). In case a part
fails frequently, accompanied by a short downtime, the technicians should be trained (Skill level
upgrade) to replace the part faster. Failures with small frequencies as well as short downtimes should
be maintained correctively (Operate to Failure). Finally, parts with average scores on both criteria
should be maintained time based (i.e. usage based in our notation).

3.3.

Criteria for a preventive maintenance concept from Océ

To find the relevant criteria from Océ for our maintenance concept, we conducted interviews with
eight stakeholders. Half of these stakeholders comes from the R&D department and half comes from
the Service department. The stakeholders from the R&D department are each function specialists of
a different module of the VPi300. Together, they have knowledge about every module of the VPi300.
The stakeholders from the Service department are the Service Product Manager and three Service
Product Specialists: the specialist regarding service parts and two specialists regarding preventive
maintenance actions. The Service Product Manager is responsible for the VPi300 from a service
perspective.
The goal for these interviews was to obtain the most important criteria according to Océ to assess if
PM should be implemented for a part and which PM policy should be implemented for a part.
Furthermore, we wanted to obtain weights for the criteria to understand which criteria are regarded
as the most important ones by Océ. We consulted the interviews in two group sessions with each two
R&D employees and two Service employees. We chose for this composition, because it allows for
discussion between the stakeholders from different perspectives about the importance of criteria. In
these interviews we wanted to obtain the criteria and criterion weights in one step. We chose this
approach, because it is less time consuming than performing individual interviews. As this
maintenance concept is part of a larger project with multiple deliverables, we could not afford to
spend too much time on these interviews.
The interviews were divided into five parts:
1) First, we did a short presentation about the goal of developing a preventive maintenance
concept within the ‘Road to predictive maintenance’ of Océ. Then, we explained that the goal
of the meeting was to obtain weighted criteria in order to develop a preventive maintenance
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2)

3)
4)
5)

concept for Océ. After this presentation there was room for questions about the goal of this
meeting. In the presentation, we also explained the setup of the session.
Then, each person had to write down criteria individually. Doing so, it was asked to
immediately think about how the proposed criteria are measured by Océ and where
information about the criteria can be found, because we find it important that all necessary
data is available at Océ.
Then, all criteria from individual persons were gathered and a group discussion about the
meaning and importance of each criterion took place.
After the group discussion, the groups were asked to reach consensus about the most
important criteria. This led to six important criteria in each group.
Finally, each individual person was asked to divide a total number of twenty points among the
six most important criteria. It was chosen to ask for criterion weights directly in the meeting
to prevent delay in this project, instead of first combining the criteria of both sessions and
asking to assign weights to criteria from both meetings afterwards to each person individually.

To streamline the meetings, we used a score form, as shown in Appendix B. In Table 1, the results of
the group sessions are shown. In the first two columns, the criteria and their definitions are shown. In
the last two columns, the average weight of each criterion per session is shown. For each session, the
average weights sum up to a total of twenty points that were divided by the participants among the
six most important criteria in that session.
Table 1: Criteria for maintenance concept according to Océ

Criterion

Definition
Costs of a new part.

Score
session 1
3,9

Score
session 2
4.7

Part costs
Failure frequency

The expected number of failures per year for an individual part.

4,4

3,2

Experience with
part
Failure
consequence
Impact on print
quality
Impact on paper
path
Part repair time

The specific part is already used in previous Océ machines.
The consequences for the status of the rest of the machine if a
specific part fails or deteriorates.
The impact the failure or deterioration of a specific part has on the
print quality of the machine.
The impact the failure or deterioration of a specific part has on the
path that sheets of paper follow in the machine.
Part of total repair time attributable to repair or replacement of an
individual part.

3,5
3,2

3,6

3,1

3,4

2,8
2,6

1,6

As can be seen in Table 1, five criteria were suggested in both group sessions. Two criteria (experience
with part and impact on paper path) were only suggested in one group. However, there is no reason
to consider these criteria of less significance, because in open brainstorm sessions elements can be
overlooked. The scores in the table give insight in the importance of each criterion at Océ. However,
before drawing conclusions solely based on the scores in the table, some extra insight into each
criterion is needed.

3.3.1. Part costs
We define part costs as the price a regional Océ office pays to the head quarter to procure parts. Part
costs are considered relevant, because PM replaces parts before the end of their lifetimes and
therefore basically throws away some value. When a part is more expensive, then more value is
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thrown away in case of PM. Within PM, CBM should replace parts just before their lifetime is finished
and UBM replaces parts irrespective of their condition. Together, this leads to Figure 5.
UBM

CBM

CM

Figure 5: Optimal usage of part lifetime per maintenance type

3.3.2. Failure frequency
For every service part of Océ an expected failure frequency is defined. A failure frequency of a part is
the expected number of parts that fail per machine per year. These failure frequencies are based on
a combination of 1) expert opinions from the R&D department, 2) experience with the part in other
machines, or 3) a checklist with standard expected failure frequencies for different types of parts. The
failure frequencies give a prognosis for the criterion failure frequency. Field data can also be helpful
to assess failure frequencies of parts; however, because of the recent market introduction of the
VPi300, few parts have failed in the field. We find this criterion relevant, because the higher the failure
frequency of a part, the more downtime a part causes and the more often a (possibly expensive) spare
part is needed.

3.3.3. Part experience
The criterion part experience indicates whether Océ has used a part in earlier machines. The criterion
states that because Océ has experience with a part, extra information is available about the failure
behavior of the part and thus implementing preventive maintenance for these parts should be less
time consuming. However, according to Service Product Specialists of the Océ Service department this
criterion is not completely reliable, because different machines use parts in different mechanisms.
Furthermore, as the VPi300 is a machine that is newly developed from scratch, the parts of the VPi300
which are also used in other machines are limited, which makes this criterion less relevant for us.

3.3.4. Failure consequence
We define this criterion as the consequences for the status of the rest of the machine if a specific part
fails or deteriorates. Failure of a small, inexpensive part could lead to failure of other parts in the
machine and therefore cause long downtime. Therefore, we think this is an important criterion.
During the development process, failure mode, effects and criticality analyses (FMECA) are performed
by the Océ R&D department. In these analyses, failure modes and failure effects on the rest of the
machine are distinguished. Classes are assigned to each distinguished possible failure. The highest
priority class is fire hazard & personal injury, the class with lowest priority is the class functional failures
(e.g. paper jam, image quality). The FMECA’s at Océ are mostly linked to modules and mechanisms
and a direct link to parts cannot easily be generated. Information about failure consequences of parts
should therefore be investigated per part when this criterion is used in the maintenance concept.

3.3.5. Impact on print quality
A company specific criterion Océ found relevant is impact on print quality. By this criterion the impact
the failure or deterioration of a specific part has on the print quality of the machine is meant. We find
that this criterion is embedded in the failure consequence criterion.
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3.3.6. Impact on paper path
Similar to the previous criterion, impact on print quality is a specific criterion for Océ. By this criterion
the impact the failure or deterioration of a specific part has on the position of sheets of paper on the
paper path in the machine is meant. We find that this criterion is also embedded in the failure
consequence criterion.

3.3.7. Part repair time
The repair time of a part is the duration directly attributable to the actual replacement of a part. It
does not take into account other elements of a maintenance visit (e.g. collecting information, machine
warm up, administration, etc.). We find this criterion important, because when a part has a long repair
time, it causes longer downtime for the machine.

3.4.

Development of a preventive maintenance concept

Based on the input from the previous three sections, we propose a preventive maintenance concept
for Océ in this section. This maintenance concept should obtain the goals as presented in the
introduction of this chapter. Furthermore, the maintenance concept should be easy to implement at
Océ and the majority of the necessary data should currently be available at Océ.
Together with the Service Product Manager and the Director Service of Océ, a discussion took place
about the maintenance concepts from literature and the criteria brought forward by Océ. During this
discussion we concluded that using a matrix, based on Scarf (2007) in combination with criteria from
Océ might be a simple and repeatable solution as part of the preventive maintenance concept. Based
on the outcome of the discussion and the input from sections 3.1 to 3.3, we propose a maintenance
concept consisting of three sequential steps:
1) Assessment of failure rates of parts;
2) Categorization of all PM parts in a matrix;
3) Decision trees with guidelines on which maintenance policies to investigate per part for each
quadrant of the matrix.
We choose this maintenance concept for multiple reasons. First, we conclude based on Arts (2015)
that the assessment of failure rates of parts is a necessary first step for implementing preventive
maintenance. We choose to use a matrix as second step in the maintenance concept, because we
think it is relatively easy to implement at Océ. With a matrix, we can categorize parts quickly when
data about the criteria on both axes of the matrix is already available. We choose to use decision trees
per quadrant in the matrix as third step, because in these decision trees we can use remaining
important criteria (e.g. failure consequence) for which more effort is needed to investigate the criteria
per part.
The next steps in the development of this maintenance concept were two presentations followed by
group discussions with Service employees: one with three Service Product Mangers and the Service
Director and one with three Service Product Specialists. Based on the discussions in these sessions,
we further improved the maintenance concept. This led to the preventive maintenance concept as
proposed in the forthcoming sections.
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3.4.1. Assessment of failure rates
Preventive maintenance is only useful for parts which have increasing failure rates. Therefore, the first
step in this maintenance concept is assessing the failure rates of parts. This is shown in the decision
tree of Figure 6, to which will be referred in this document as decision tree A.

Figure 6: Decision tree A: Assessment of failure rates

The user of this part of the maintenance concept will be the Service Product Specialist responsible for
service parts. Because no information is available at Océ about failure rates of parts, the Service
Product Specialists should make an estimation of the failure rate per part. This step should take place
early in the process; in the development phase of a new machine. When a new machine is developed,
design reviews of R&D architects together with Service Product Specialists take place. In these reviews
should be assessed which parts are expected to have an increasing failure rate. For a machine that is
already in production, as the VPi300 is, this process should be performed for all service parts, because
these are all parts which are possibly replaced during the lifetime of a machine.

3.4.2. Categorization of parts based on matrix
The second step in the proposed maintenance concept is the categorization of parts based on a matrix.
This step should be performed for all parts which are expected to have an increasing failure rate. This
matrix is based on the matrix used by Scarf (2007) to categorize parts on maintenance purposes. In
his research, as discussed in section 3.2, parts were categorized into maintenance quadrants based on
the criteria failure frequency and downtime. At Océ the criteria failure frequency and part costs are
seen as the most important criteria, because they received the highest weights in Table 1.
Furthermore, for both criteria documentation exists at Océ per part, which makes the criteria simple
to use in practice. Another important criterion brought forward in literature and at Océ is the failure
consequence due to failure of a part. Failure of a small, inexpensive part could lead to failure of other
parts in the machine and therefore cause long downtime. We choose to not use this criterion for the
matrix, because no data is available at Océ about the failure consequences of each part. In this step
of the maintenance concept we want to have an easy to implement matrix which quickly categorizes
a large group of parts. Therefore, we choose to use the criteria part costs and failure frequency for the
matrix to be able to categorize parts without having to investigate data for each individual part.
However, we use the criterion failure consequence in the third step of the maintenance concept, when
we look at individual parts.
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Figure 7: Proposed maintenance categorization matrix for Océ

Based on these two parameters, parts are categorized into one of four quadrants of the matrix, as
shown in Figure 7. Each quadrant is accompanied by its own decision tree to implement maintenance.
Two tradeoffs play a role in distinguishing the four quadrants in the matrix:
2) Optimal usage of part lifetimes: while CM makes optimal use of the lifetime of parts, UBM
and, to a lesser extent, CBM do not. When parts are expensive and fail often CM might be less
costly than PM (see also Figure 5).
3) Implementation effort of preventive maintenance: implementation of CBM is more time
consuming than implementation of UBM, since a degradation path needs to be investigated.
When parts are inexpensive, the extra effort might not outweigh the other benefits of CBM
over UBM.
The meaning of each quadrant is the following:
Monitor closely: parts with relatively high part costs and low failure frequencies are placed in this
quadrant. These parts are ideally maintained condition based, because they do not fail frequently (so
not much lifetime is thrown away) and are relatively expensive, which means that implementing CBM
(which is more time consuming than implementing UBM) is worth the time and effort of Service
employees.
Calculated failures: parts with high failure frequencies and high part costs belong to the calculated
failures quadrant. Because these parts are expensive and fail often, a PM policy would result in
throwing away much value by replacing parts before the ending of their lifetimes. Therefore, we
suggest a CM policy for these parts.
PM regulars: parts with low part costs and low failure frequencies fall in this quadrant. For these parts
UBM is the suggested policy, because the implementation effort of the UBM policy is smaller than for
the CBM policy.
KOM potential & customer stock: for parts with low part costs and low failure frequencies, we suggest
to investigate of the parts can be maintained by the key operator. The reason behind this, is that
replacement of these part incurs less risk for the key operator than replacing more expensive parts.
Key operator maintenance can either be preventive or corrective. When parts are replaced by the key
operator, they must be included in the customer stock. When a part can be maintained by the key
operator, then we suggest a CM policy, because the part fails frequently and replacement should not
take too much time when the key operator is already on-site.
On each axis of the matrix a threshold should be set to make a distinction between low and high part
costs and low and high failure frequencies. These thresholds should be set once for a machine, based
on the characteristics of the maintenance environment of the machine. Different types of machines
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have different setup costs and parts, which influences the optimal thresholds of the matrix. The failure
frequency threshold should indicate when optimal usage of part lifetime outweighs the benefits of
preventive maintenance of a part and the part costs threshold should indicate when the costs of a
part are inferior to the other efforts related to implementing PM. For parts which are placed in the
matrix close to the thresholds it is recommended to review both quadrants of the matrix.
The user of this step in the preventive maintenance concept is again the Service Product Specialist
responsible for service parts. The usage of this matrix should take place immediately after the
assessment of failure rates of parts in the design review sessions. Based on the categorization of parts
in the matrix, the R&D department can investigate for the right parts if the necessary sensors and
counters can be implemented in the design of the machine for preventive maintenance purposes.
Then, in the industrialization phase of the machine, the Service Product Specialist can start
implementing maintenance policies based on the categorization. We suggest to start with looking at
the calculated failures, because these parts fail frequently and cost much. Then, we suggest to start
looking at parts in the monitor closely quadrant, because these parts also cost much and it takes more
time to implement CBM than UBM. Then, we suggest to look at parts in the KOM potential & customer
stock quadrant, because these parts fail more frequently than the PM regulars parts. Finally, the
Service Product Specialist should look at the PM regulars parts.

3.4.3. Maintenance policy decision trees
The third step in the maintenance concept consists of a decision tree per quadrant in the matrix that
should guide towards the right maintenance policy for a part. The user of these decision trees is the
Service Product Specialist responsible for the implementation of preventive maintenance.
3.4.3.1.
Monitor closely
The quadrant monitor closely contains parts with low failure frequencies and high part costs. The parts
in this quadrant are ideally maintained condition based. In the decision tree, it is shown that first it is
determined whether CBM is possible. This distinction can be made based on the criterion condition
detectable timely before failure. It is critical for this criterion that there is enough time between
detection of a deteriorating condition and actual failure, in order to be able to perform preventive
maintenance between the detected deterioration and actual failure. Then, if CBM is possible, a
distinction between CBM with periodic visits or data monitoring can be made. This criterion is
deterioration measurable with data. If the deterioration of the condition of a part is measurable via
data, then CBM with data monitoring is possible. Otherwise, CBM is only possible based on on-site
inspection. If CBM is not possible, the next criterion is if the failure of the part incurs failure
consequences for the rest of the machine. If failure of the part causes damage in the rest of the
machine, then the part should still be maintained preventively and is recategorized into the PM
regulars quadrant. Otherwise the part should be maintained correctively.
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Apply corrective
maintenance
no

CBM not possible

Severe failure
consequences?
yes

no

Condition detectable
timely before failure?

Recategorize into PM
regulars quadrant.

Apply condition based
maintenance with on site
inspection
no

yes

CBM possible

Deterioration
measurable with
data?

yes
Apply condition based
maintenance with data
monitoring

Figure 8: Decision tree B: Monitor closely

3.4.3.2.
Calculated failures
Parts with high failure frequencies and high part costs belong to the calculated failures quadrant.
Before applying CM to parts in this quadrant, it should be determined if failure entails severe
consequences. If failure of the part incurs damage to the rest of the machine, then maintenance
should be preventive instead of corrective and part should be recategorized into the monitor closely
quadrant. Otherwise, corrective maintenance should be applied.

Figure 9: Decision tree C: Calculated failures

3.4.3.3.
PM regulars
Parts with low failure frequencies and low part costs belong in the PM regulars quadrant. Parts in this
quadrant are to be maintained usage based. Only a distinction between usage based maintenance
based on age or count needs to be made. Count based maintenance is usage based maintenance of
which the interval depends on the production volume of the machine. Age based maintenance is usage
based maintenance of which the interval depends on the age of a part in the machine (Arts, 2015).
This leads to the criterion deterioration dependent on production volume.
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Apply usage based
maintenance with age
threshold
no

Deterioration
dependent on
production volume?

yes
Apply usage based
maintenance with count
threshold

Figure 10: Decision tree E: PM regulars

3.4.3.4.
KOM potential & Customer stock
Parts with low part costs and high failure frequencies belong to the KOM potential & customer stock
quadrant. For this quadrant, the first question is whether specific skills are needed to replace the part.
If special skills are needed, then the key operator of the machine is not eligible to perform the
maintenance activity. Therefore, the part should be recategorized into the PM regulars quadrant. If
no specific skills are needed, then the key operator could perform the maintenance task. Then, the
next question is if failure of the part leads to severe failure consequences for the rest of the machine.
If not, then corrective KOM can be applied and the part should be added to the customer stock for the
key operator to always have a spare part on hand. If failure leads to severe consequences, then KOM
should take place on a preventive basis and the part should be added to the customer stock. To
determine if the part should have a count based or age based UBM policy, PM decision tree E should
be used.

Figure 11: Decision tree D: KOM potential & customer stock

3.5.

Verification and validation of preventive maintenance concept

Longo (2011) defines verification as the process of determining that a model implementation
accurately represents the developer’s conceptual description of the model and the solution to the
model. Longo (2011) defines validation as the process of determining the degree to which a model is
an accurate representation of the real world from the perspective of the intended users of the model.
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The result of this research question is a custom made maintenance concept for Océ. Inputs are the
classification of Scarf (2007), criteria brought forward by Océ, and multiple discussion sessions with
employees of the Service department. This maintenance concept meets the three goals that were set
beforehand: 1) it helps to take preventive maintenance account in the development process of new
machines, 2) it steers the Service employees towards maintenance policies for parts in order to spend
their time and effort in implementing preventive maintenance for the right parts, and 3) it provides
directions for implementing KOM for parts.
From the seven proposed criteria by Océ, the criteria part costs and failure frequency are used to form
the matrix in the second step of the maintenance concept. The criterion failure consequence is used
in the decision trees of the third step. The criteria impact on print quality and impact on paper path
are embedded in the criterion failure consequence and are therefore also included. The criteria
experience with part and part repair time are not included in the maintenance concept.
To verify and validate the developed maintenance concept, we performed a session with the future
users: two Service Product Specialists and the Service Product Manager. The setup of this session
consisted of five questions, as shown in Appendix C. The Service employees find the maintenance
concept clear and understandable. Furthermore, they find no criteria are missing and no steps in the
concept are superfluous. The service employees think that the criteria which were brought forward
earlier but are not included in the concept (experience with part and part repair time) are not missing,
because both criteria will be used later in the process of implementing preventive maintenance. When
maintenance policies are optimized, then experience with part helps to assess the failure distributions
of parts. Furthermore, part repair time will be used in the maintenance optimization models. The
Service employees think this concept is ready to be used in practice and reaches the goals that were
set before development (as shown in the introduction of this chapter). This validates that the
maintenance concept is an accurate representation of the real world according to the intended users.
For verification we used four example parts of the VPi300 (Printhead, Sentry Belt, Air filter, Wipers).
We asked each participant to apply the maintenance concept on these parts. Each participant arrived
at the same results based on the maintenance concept for these parts. According to the participants
all example parts have increasing failure rates. The Printhead falls in the monitor closely quadrant, the
Sentry Belt falls into the calculated failures quadrant, the Air filter falls into the PM regulars quadrant
and the Wipers fall into the KOM potential & customer stock quadrant. Using the decision trees, the
participants came to the same conclusions about the suitable maintenance policy for each part. This
verifies that implementation of the maintenance concept accurately represents our conceptual
description and solution of the maintenance concept.

3.6.

Case study for parts of the VPi300

We perform a case study using the first two steps of the maintenance concept for parts of the VPi300.
Based on the results of this case study, we choose a subset of parts to use as case study for the singleitem maintenance optimization models of Chapter 5.

3.6.1. Application of maintenance concept
Together with a Service Product Specialist of Océ, we made an assessment of the PM possibilities of
the service parts of the VPi300, based on decision tree A. For this assessment, we developed two lists
of key words: one with key words related to increasing failure rates and one with key words related
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to constant or decreasing failure rates. These lists with key words were developed by first categorizing
the service parts into groups of parts with the same failure mechanisms, based on the names of parts.
Then, for each of these groups we determined together with a Service Product Specialist of Océ if the
failure rate for the group of parts is increasing or constant/decreasing. The lists with key words are
shown in appendices D and E. Based on the key words, the service parts of the VPi300 are divided into
parts for which CM is the optimal policy and parts for which PM is possible. When a part could not be
categorized based on the list with key words, an assessment of the individual part by the Service
Product Specialist was made based on experience with the part in the VPi300. Together, this led to
the results shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Preventive maintenance possibilities of VPi300

Service parts VPi300
Corrective maintenance
Preventive maintenance possible
Total

# Parts
469
319
788

%
60%
40%
100%

In Table 2 we observe that 60% of the service parts does not have an increasing failure rate. For the
other 40% of the service parts PM is possible based on the failure rate of the part. These 40% of the
parts are used in the second step in the maintenance concept.
The next step in this case study is setting thresholds in the categorization matrix for the failure
frequency and part cost. These thresholds are agreed upon in a meeting with three Service Product
Managers and the Service Director. Since this case study is the first time for Océ to use the matrix and
we still have to learn about what optimal thresholds are, in this meeting was decided that the Pareto
principle will be applied. We applied the Pareto principle by placing the 80% of the service parts with
the lowest part costs in the lower half of the matrix and the 20% of the service parts with the highest
part costs in the upper half of the matrix. Likewise, we place the 80% of the service parts with the
lowest failure frequency on the left side of the matrix and the 20% of the service parts with the highest
failure frequencies on the right side of the matrix.
In Appendices F and G the histograms of the part costs and failure frequencies respectively are shown.
In the histogram for part costs it is shown that the part costs of approximately 80% of the service parts
are lower than € 200. In accordance with Océ, therefore this threshold is chosen for the part costs
threshold. The other 20% of service parts cost more than €200. Therefore, the threshold for part costs
is set at €200. In the histogram for failure frequencies is shown that 81,60% (which is the closest value
to 80% in the figure) of the service parts have a failure frequency of 0,005 or less failures per part per
machine per year. The other 18,40% of the service parts have a failure frequency of more than 0,005
failures per part per machine per year. Together, this leads to Table 3.
Table 3: Threshold values of categorization matrix for the VPi300

Threshold
Failure
frequency
Part cost

Value Definition
0,005 The expected number of parts that fail per machine per year
€ 200

Inter Company Price (i.e. the price a regional Océ office pays to the head
quarter to procure parts, in euro) of an individual part of the VPi300
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3.6.2. Selecting parts for further research
Based on the set thresholds, we place the service parts of the VPi300 for which PM is in the
categorization matrix. Since we want to gain insight into the optimal maintenance policies for parts
with different failure frequencies and part costs later in this research, the subset of parts for further
research is established based on the categorization matrix. The ideal selection method of parts is
shown in Figure 12. Selecting parts based on Figure 12 gives a cross-section of the population of service
parts in terms of failure frequency and part costs. Furthermore, based on this selection method can
be tested if the thresholds in the matrix are valid, because we choose parts close to the thresholds.

2

Figure 12: Ideal selection method of parts which are a cross-section of the service parts based on categorization matrix

Together with the Service Product Manager of Océ, we select a subset of parts of the VPi300 based
on Figure 12. We select these parts by applying the ideal selection method and choosing parts which
different failure mechanisms based on the expert opinion of the Service Product Manager. This leads
to the parts shown in Appendix H. Appendix I shows how these parts are placed in the categorization
matrix.

3.7.

Conclusions and limitations

This chapter provided an answer to the research question: how to assess for which parts preventive
maintenance should be implemented? First of all, preventive maintenance is only useful when a part
has an increasing failure rate. Then, the usefulness of implementing different types of preventive
maintenance for a part differs based on the characteristics of the part. Key characteristics for parts of
Océ are part costs and failure frequencies and failure consequences.
This chapter provided the first and second deliverable for Océ: the maintenance concept and a case
study in which the usefulness of PM for parts of the VPi300 is investigated. Based on this case study,
we found that for 40% of the service parts of the VPi300 PM is useful based on their failure rates. The
thresholds in the categorization matrix are now set based on the Pareto principle, with thresholds that
divide the population of PM service parts into the low 80% and the top 20%. In the future, when Océ
has implemented the maintenance concept in practice, we expect that more insights will be generated
to optimize the thresholds in the matrix further.
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4. Literature review on multi-item maintenance models
The next part of this thesis is finding a multi-item maintenance model for Océ to optimize the
maintenance plan for the machine as a whole. This chapter will answer the second research question
of this thesis:
2) Which mathematical model should be used as multi-item maintenance model?
To find an appropriate mathematical model, we conduct a literature review into multi-item
maintenance models. This literature review takes place before single-item maintenance optimization,
as the choice for a multi-item maintenance optimization model might lead to a different single-item
maintenance model than the model from Teeuwsen (2016).
In the literature review, the maintenance environment and modeling preferences of seven multi-item
maintenance models are compared to the maintenance environment and modeling preferences of
Oçé. In Appendix J the complete literature review can be found. This chapter focuses on the general
insights of the literature study and the choice of a model. Two general insights of the literature study
were:
1. All multi-item maintenance models were used in environments of which the number of parts
rarely exceeds a handful. This raises questions about the functionality and the calculation time
of these models when more parts are added into the models.
2. Many multi-item maintenance models do not consider multiple different maintenance
policies for individual parts. Parts are either all maintained usage based or all maintained
condition based.
Based on the literature review, the heuristic solution approach of Zhu (2015) was chosen for multiitem maintenance optimization in this thesis. This model is chosen because:
1. It is able to include significantly more individual parts than other models;
2. Like Océ, it does not make use of minimal repair,
3. Like Océ, it uses opportunities at scheduled and unscheduled downs for preventive
maintenance
4. It does not assume specific failure distributions of parts, which makes the model suitable for
different types of parts.
The choice for the model of Zhu with a heuristic solution approach for multi-item maintenance
optimization means that the single-item maintenance optimization models do not change from the
model used by Teeuwsen (2015). Therefore, in Chapter 5 the single-item maintenance models of Zhu
(2015) and Teeuwsen (2016) will be used to optimize maintenance policies of individual parts and in
Chapter 6 these same models will be extended to a multi-item maintenance model.
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5. Single item maintenance optimization
This chapters uses the model of Teeuwsen (2016) based on Zhu (2015) to optimize maintenance
policies of single parts (i.e. single item maintenance optimization). This chapter aims to answer the
third research question of this thesis, which is:
3. What are optimal maintenance policies for individual parts of the VPi300?
The maintenance policies will be optimized for the parts chosen in Chapter 3 of this research. This
chapter starts with explaining the mathematical models (section 5.1). These mathematical models are
to a great extent the same models Teeuwsen used in her research. Therefore, only the basic working
of each model will be explained, followed by the additions to the models in this research. The complete
models and notations can be found in Appendices K (UBM model) and L (CBM model). In section 5.2,
verification of the correct implementation of the models takes place. Then, in section 5.3, the case
study of the subset of parts of the VPi300 is performed. Section 5.4 provides conclusions and
limitations about the working of the models in the company environment of Océ.

5.1.

Mathematical models

The mathematical model on part level consists of three sub models, one for each maintenance policy,
to calculate the average costs per time unit. Section 5.1.1 explains the corrective maintenance sub
model, section 5.1.2 explains the usage based maintenance sub model and section 5.1.3 explains the
condition based maintenance sub model. For each part, a comparison between the expected costs
per time unit under different maintenance policies can be made with these sub models.
The three sub models are all based on renewal reward theory. In renewal theory, the average cost per
time unit of a renewal process, 𝑍, satisfies: 𝑧 =

𝐸𝐶𝐶
,
𝐸𝐶𝐿

where 𝐸𝐶𝐶 (expected cycle costs) denotes the

average costs per maintenance cycle and 𝐸𝐶𝐿 (expected cycle length) denotes the expected length of
a maintenance cycle. A maintenance cycle is the interval between two consecutive maintenance
actions for a part. A concise introduction into renewal theory is given by Arts (2015).
Each model is subject to a number of assumptions:
1) The time horizon is assumed to be infinite. The expected machine lifetimes of the VPi300 and
the VP6000 are ten years. Therefore, it is justified to make this assumption for Océ.
2) New parts for replacements are always available. This assumption is fulfilled for now at Océ;
however, in the future Océ wants to integrate parts stock with the maintenance plan. This
means that in the future this assumption will be further studied.
3) Engineers are always available to perform maintenance visits and always have time available
to perform extra PM during a USD. For this assumption, the same holds as for assumption 2.
4) After maintenance is performed, a part is in perfect condition. There are no indications that
this assumption is not fulfilled at Océ. However, also this assumption is worth further studying
in the future.

5.1.1. Corrective maintenance model
In the corrective maintenance model, a part is replaced after it has failed. For this model the 𝐸𝐶𝐶
exists of the total costs of a corrective maintenance visit (𝐶 𝐶𝑀 ). The 𝐸𝐶𝐿 for the corrective
maintenance model is the mean time to failure (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹) of a part. Dividing the expected cycle cost by
the expected cycle length yields the expected cost per time unit (𝑍𝐶𝑀 ):
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𝑍𝐶𝑀 =

𝐶 𝐶𝑀
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹

(1)

5.1.2. Usage based maintenance model
This section exists of a concise explanation of the model used by Teeuwsen (section 5.1.2.1) and the
differences of the model in this thesis in contrast to the model used by Teeuwsen (section 5.1.2.2).
5.1.2.1.
Model Teeuwsen (2016)
While the corrective maintenance model works with only one type of visit (a CM visit), the usage based
maintenance model distinguishes three types of maintenance visits, namely:
1) Scheduled preventive maintenance visits (SD, with corresponding costs 𝐶 𝑆𝐷 ): these visits are
planned beforehand with a fixed interval.
2) Unscheduled preventive maintenance visits (USD, with corresponding costs 𝐶 𝑈𝑆𝐷 ): these are
corrective maintenance visits for other failed parts, which are used as opportunities to
perform preventive maintenance for a different part.
3) Corrective maintenance visits (CM, with corresponding costs 𝐶 𝐶𝑀 ): these visits occur when a
part fails before preventive replacement.
The mathematical model links a probability of occurrence to each maintenance visit type (i.e.
𝑃 𝑆𝐷 , 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 , 𝑃𝐶𝑀 ). These probabilities are calculated based on:
1) The arrival rate of unscheduled downs due to failure of other parts (𝜆). The arrivals of USD’s
are expected to occur randomly, with 𝜆 expected USD’s per year. According to the PalmKhintchine theorem, this assumption is realistic if a sufficiently large amount of parts in the
system is under a CM policy (Zhu, 2015). For the VPi300 and the VP6000, these value of 𝜆 are
22 and 53 respectively, which fulfills this assumption.
2) The lifetime distribution of the UBM part (𝑓(𝑢)). The lifetime distribution of a part is the most
fundamental building block of this model and can follow various distributions.
Usage based maintenance makes use of a predetermined limit (this limit will be further referred to as
the age limit (𝐴)) for each part. When a part surpasses this age limit, an SD or USD can be used to
perform preventive maintenance on the part. Depending on the age limit, the lifetime distribution,
and the arrival rate of unscheduled and scheduled downs, probabilities of occurrence can be
calculated for each maintenance visit type.
Teeuwsen (2016) introduced an extra variable 𝑃(𝑌) in the model, which denotes the probability that
a customer allows a PM activity at a USD. Sometimes customers have to follow strict schedules to
complete all their printing jobs. It is possible that extra maintenance on those moments, which is not
needed immediately, is prohibited by the customer. The inclusion of this new variable in the model is
rather simple. Variables 𝑃(𝑌) and 𝜆 both influence the arrivals of USD’s for preventive maintenance.
If both variables are mutually independent, variable 𝑃(𝑌) can be multiplied with variable 𝜆 to achieve
the USD rate of solely USD’s which offer opportunities for preventive maintenance. This process is
thoroughly explained in Ebeling (2010). Teeuwsen (2016) explained that this assumption holds for the
maintenance environment of Océ.
The usage based model calculates a planned maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏 based on age limit 𝐴. The
planned maintenance moment is the first SD that lies after the age limit. In conventional models in
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this field, usage based maintenance only takes place at these planned moments. However, in this
model also unplanned moments can be used, which shortens the maintenance cycles. To take these
shorter maintenance cycles into account, an extra variable 𝜉 is introduced in the model. This variable
denotes the deviation from the scheduled maintenance cycle. When a maintenance cycle ends with a
USD or CM, then the next maintenance cycle starts 𝜉 before the next planned maintenance moment
𝑛𝜏. This means that the planned maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏 will be shifted to 𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉. The variable 𝑛 is
the number of the first scheduled down after the age limit 𝐴 and can be calculated as follows: 𝑛 =
⌈

𝐴+𝜉
⌉.
𝜏

The model is subject to the same assumptions as the CM model, with one additional assumption: the
lifetime of the UBM part is assumed to be independent of SD’s and USD’s caused by other parts in the
system. This assumption is generally fulfilled at Océ, with a few exceptions when failure of one part
results in failure of another part. For example, 10% of the failures of the TTF-belt in the VP6000 leads
to failure of the OPC belt. These small interactions will be omitted in this thesis, because they have a
relatively small impact on the results and the basic model needs to achieve results first, before further
improving it. The model is, however, able to cope with the costs of these failure consequences and
use these in the optimization model.
5.1.2.2.
Differences with model Teeuwsen (2016)
Until this point, the model as described above is the model from Teeuwsen (2016). This section will
elaborate on the differences in the usage based model that is used in this thesis as opposed to the
model of Teeuwsen. These are three differences; 1) the value of variable 𝜉, 2) optimization of age limit
𝐴, and 3) the notation of the formulas including variable 𝑃(𝑌). The first two differences are similar to
the model of Zhu (2015), the third difference is introduced in our model.
In contrast to this thesis and the work of Zhu (2015), Teeuwsen (2016) made the assumption that
variable 𝜉 = 0 for each maintenance cycle. This assumption implies that the model assumes that each
new maintenance cycle starts at the same distance from the next planned maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏.
However, in practice maintenance cycles end earlier than planned maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏 in the CM
and USD scenarios. The difference is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Difference between UBM model Teeuwsen (2016) and our UBM model

In Figure 13, the first maintenance cycle of a part ends with preventive maintenance at a USD. This
USD moment lies 𝜉 years before planned maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏1 . Teeuwsen (2016) assumes that
the next maintenance cycle for the part starts at 𝑛𝜏1 , whereas in practice, in therefore in our model,
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the next maintenance cycle starts at 𝑛𝜏1 − 𝜉. Therefore, the distance to the next planned
maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏2 for the second maintenance cycle differs between both models.
In the model from Teeuwsen (2016), the distance in each maintenance cycle from the starting point
to planned maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏 is exactly the same. In our model, this distance differs in each
maintenance cycle, dependent on the ending point of the previous maintenance cycle. To
approximate the value of 𝜉 when a part is not maintained at an SD but a USD or when CM takes place,
Zhu (2015) makes two assumptions:
1) Given that the arrivals of USD’s are assumed to follow a Poisson process, 𝜉 can take any value
in between 0 and 𝜏 with equal chances. Since the arrivals of USD’s are assumed to follow a
Poisson process at Océ, as explained above, this assumption holds for the service environment
of Océ.
2) Given that the intervals of SD’s are relatively small compared with the average value of the
lifetime, 𝜉 can also take any value in between 0 and 𝜏 with equal chances when a CM takes
place. For the VPi300, it holds that the intervals of SD’s are relatively small compared with
the lifetimes of parts. For the VP6000 however, the lifetimes of parts are smaller, which means
this assumption does not hold. In the case study of the VP6000 this issue will be discussed
further.
Based on these assumptions, variable 𝜉 can be described by distribution function:
𝑞
𝑖𝑓 𝜉 = 0
(1 − 𝑞)𝜉
𝐻(𝜉) = {𝑞 +
𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝜉 < 𝜏
𝜏
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(2)

𝐻(𝜉) is uniformly distributed on [0, 𝜏). When a maintenance cycle ends at an SD, then 𝜉 = 0. Hence,
probability 𝑞 is the probability that a maintenance cycle ends at an SD. The only remaining issue in the
model is the determination of the values of variable 𝑞 in order to approximate the value of 𝜉. Since 𝑞
represents the probability a maintenance cycle ends at an SD, Zhu suggests variable 𝑞 can be
determined by iteratively calculating 𝑃𝑆𝐷 , as shown in Appendix N. However, there is no guarantee
for convergence of this algorithm, which makes it less optimal to use in a company environment.
Because there is no guarantee the iteration algorithm to obtain a value for 𝑞 converges, we choose to
use a simulation to approximate variable 𝑞. This simulation is shown in Appendix O. The output value
̂2 from this simulation is taken as the value of 𝑞 on this page. This is the probability that a
of 𝑃
maintenance cycle ends at an SD according to the simulation.
A second difference with the thesis of Teeuwsen is that in this thesis the average cost rate is optimized
over age limit 𝐴. Whereas Teeuwsen (2016) calculated the average cost rate for a predetermined age
limit 𝐴 and planned maintenance moments 𝑛𝜏 for het parts.
The third difference with the model of Teeuwsen is the notation of the model. Teeuwsen included
variable 𝑃(𝑌) in the model, which led to long, complex equations. We simplified these equations, as
shown in Appendix L.

5.1.3. Condition based maintenance model
This section exists of a concise explanation of the model used by Teeuwsen (section 5.1.3.1) and the
differences of the model in this thesis in contrast to the model used by Teeuwsen (section 5.1.3.2).
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5.1.3.1.
Model Teeuwsen (2016)
The condition based model works with the same structure as the usage based model. Instead of an
age limit, condition based maintenance works with a control limit 𝐶 and a failure limit 𝐹. The failure
limit is the limit after which the part is considered as failed. The control limit is the limit that indicates
a part approaches its failure limit and needs maintenance before it fails.
For a CBM part, again three types of maintenance visits can take place:
1) Unscheduled preventive maintenance visits (USD, with corresponding costs 𝐶 𝑈𝑆𝐷 )
2) Scheduled preventive maintenance visits (SD, with corresponding costs 𝐶 𝑆𝐷 )
3) Condition based maintenance visits (CBM, with corresponding costs 𝐶 𝐶𝐵𝑀 ): this last visit type
differs from the visits of usage based maintained parts. These are visits for a CBM part only,
that almost reaches its failure limit. These visits take place when a specific part cannot be
maintained during an SD or USD visit.
For this model the same assumptions hold as for the usage based model.
5.1.3.2.
Differences with model Teeuwsen (2016)
In this thesis, we optimize the average cost rate over control limit 𝐶, whereas Teeuwsen calculated
the average cost rate for a number of scenario’s with predetermined control limits 𝐶 and planned
maintenance moments 𝑛𝜏. Furthermore, the notation of the model is simplified with the inclusion of
variable 𝑃(𝑌).

5.2.

Implementation, verification and validation of the model

To use the model in our case study, we implement it in Matlab. Matlab is a widely used computing
program that is useful to calculate complex mathematical equations. We choose this program,
because it is available at Océ and is able to cope with the mathematical expressions of our model.
Another option to use is open source programming language R, which was used by Teeuwsen (2016).
We choose Matlab above R, because Matlab is more of a computational program, whereas R is mainly
a useful program for data analysis. Our code consists of two scripts: one for the UBM model and one
for the CBM model. The code we used can be found in Appendix AF.
For verification of the model, we use the numerical examples of Zhu (2015). The result of the
verification can be found in Appendix T. For validation of the model, we use extreme values tests. The
results of the validation can be found in Appendix U. Based on the verification and validation we
conclude that the model is implemented correctly and is an accurate representation of the real world.

5.3.

Case study for parts of the VPi300

This section applies the model as discussed to parts of the VPi300 in order to find optimal maintenance
policies for parts of the VPi300. Section 5.3.1. discusses the machine input values of the VPi300.
Section 5.3.2. discusses the part input values. Then, in section 5.3.3, the results are shown.
Subsequently, in section 5.3.4. sensitivity analysis of both the UBM and the CBM model take place. In
section 5.3.5. the influence of failure distributions on the results are discussed.

5.3.1. Machine input values
This section elaborates on the parameter values of the model in the case study. In section 5.3.1.1 the
parameters and values related to visit costs are explained. In section 5.3.1.2 the parameters related
to machine downs are explained.
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5.3.1.1.
Parameters related to visit costs
The costs per maintenance visit type at Océ are composed of a combination of:
Fixed costs:
 Setup costs: these costs occur for CM (𝑆𝑐𝑚 )visits and SD (𝐶𝑠𝑑 ) visits and account for the
technician traveling to the customer. For SD visits, the setup costs are shared among the
average number of parts maintained per SD visit at Océ. The setup costs for a CM visit are €75
and the setup costs for a PM visit are €45. These setup costs are calculated based on the
expected preparation time of the service technician. There is difference in these costs,
because SD visits can be planned beforehand, whereas CM visits cannot be planned and the
technician needs more preparation time. The setup costs for SD visits are shared among
multiple parts. In Appendix Q is shown that for the VPi300 the average number of parts
maintained during an SD visit (𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 ) for the VPi300 is 5. This means the setup costs
attributed to a part maintained at an SD visit are €45 / 5 = €9.
 A penalty for customer dissatisfaction: Customers prefer PM over CM, since PM is planned
beforehand and is less likely to interfere with production schedules of the customer. To
include this qualitative and somewhat intangible parameter in the model a penalty (𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑚 ) is
introduced with extra costs for each CM visit. Together with Océ is decided to set the value of
this penalty at €100.
Costs related to downtime:
 Costs due to loss of income: customers buy ink and other consumables from Océ for printing.
When a machine is down, a customer does not need ink, which causes loss of income for Océ.
The VPi300 has a capacity of 18.000 clicks per hour and Océ currently earns around €10 per
1000 clicks. Therefore, the loss of consumables due to downtime (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 ) is equal to €180 per
hour.
 Costs due to the customer planning extra slack time: when a machine needs CM regularly,
customers will account for this in their production schedules. They will plan extra slack time,
hence producing less on the printers. This causes extra loss of income from ink. Therefore, in
consultation with Océ, extra downtime costs due to slack (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) of €60 per hour are
accounted for CM visits.
Parts related costs:
 Part costs: these are the costs of the part itself to be replaced (𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 ).
 Costs of failure consequences: when a part fails, it can cause further damage to other parts of
the machine. These consequential costs (𝐶𝑐𝑠𝑞 ) for parts are determined in cooperation with
function experts of Océ.
Salary costs: these are the costs of the salary of the field service technicians (𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 ) and are €112 for
technicians of Océ per hour. The salary costs for the field service technicians for preparation time of a
maintenance visit are already included in the setup costs.
In case of a CM visit, the machine is down for the time between the customers calls in a failure and
the technician arriving at the site. This is the response time (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 in hours). Customers agree
with Océ on a response time in their service contracts. In practice, customers generally choose for a
two-hour response time. Lastly, each part has a repair time (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 in hours). During repair of the
part, the machine is down and the field service technician is working. The notation and values the
parameters are given in Table 4.
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Table 4: Cost parameter values for VPi300

Parameter
𝑺𝒄𝒎
𝑺𝒔𝒅
𝑷𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒎
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒄𝒎
𝑪𝒇𝒔𝒕
𝑵𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒔
𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒆
𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓
𝑪𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕
𝑪𝒄𝒔𝒒

Value for VPi300
€ 75
€ 45
€ 100
€ 180
€ 60
€ 112
5
2
Varies per part
Varies per part
Varies per part

The costs of each visit type at Océ are composed as follows:
𝐶𝑐𝑚 = 𝑆𝑐𝑚 + 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑚 + (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒
+ 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 + 𝐶𝑐𝑠𝑞

(3)

𝐶𝑠𝑑

=

𝑆𝑠𝑑
+ (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠

(4)

𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑑

= (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡

(5)

𝐶𝑐𝑏𝑚 = 𝑆𝑠𝑑 + (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡

(6)

5.3.1.2.
Parameters related to machine downs
Three variables in the single-item maintenance models need to be defined for the machine. These are
the arrival rate of USD’s per year (𝜆), the time between two SD’s (𝜏) and the probability of a customer
allowing a USD replacement 𝑃(𝑌).
The value of 𝜆 is set at 22 for the VPi300. This is the current target value at Océ for the number of CM
visits. The actual value of 𝜆 differs significantly per machine and over time. Therefore, we choose to
work with the target value. The models assume the arrival rate of USD’s is exponentially distributed.
Unfortunately, this assumption cannot be tested yet, because the machine is not long enough in the
field yet. However, Teeuwsen (2016) showed that this assumption holds for the VP6000. Further
support for using this assumption for the VPi300 is that the arrival rate of USD’s is expected to consist
of failures of 960 different parts (Océ, 2013).
For the VPi300 a quarterly scheduled maintenance visit takes place, which means there is 0.25 years
between two SD visits, this is the value of variable 𝜏. Note that this value will be varied in the multimaintenance model. The value of 𝑃(𝑌) is based on the research of Teeuwsen (2016), who based the
value on data of the VP6000, because also for this variable the data from the VPi300 was insufficient.
Note that this value may differ per customer.

5.3.2. Part input values
This section elaborates on the input values per part of the VPi300 in this case study. The section is
divided into input values for the CM & UBM models (section 5.3.2.1) and input values for the CBM
model (section 5.3.2.2)
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5.3.2.1.
Input values for CM & UBM models
To calculate the average cost rate in the CM policy, the mean time to failure (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹) of a part is
needed. To calculate the cost rate for the UBM policy, the failure distribution of the part (𝑓(𝑢)) is
needed. The lifetime distribution 𝑓(𝑢) can be plotted in Matlab with the distribution fitting app.
Matlab uses the maximum likelihood method to fit a distribution to the data. In Appendix I of the
thesis of Teeuwsen, a description to fit a distribution to failure data of a part can be found. The mean
time to failure (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹) in years can be calculated based on the lifetime distribution of a part.
In Table 5, the input values per part are shown. These input values are collected in the bachelor thesis
of Van der Cruijsen (2016). The table shows all parts from the subset as selected in Chapter 3. For each
of the parts is indicated whether the input values are based on actual data or expert opinions.
Furthermore, the 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹’s and failure distributions are shown. The failures distributions are either
Normal or Weibull distributed. In Appendix R, these distribution functions can be found. When parts
have Normal distributed failures, there is a small probability that a lifetime is smaller than zero
according to the failure distribution. Therefore, in academia the truncated Normal distribution should
be used for this purpose. Van der Cruijsen (2016) however, made the assumption that the probabilities
of lifetimes smaller than zero for the Normal distributed failures of the parts in this analysis are
negligible and therefore used the Normal distribution instead of the truncated Normal distribution.
We agree with this assumption, because for each of the investigated parts in this analysis with Normal
distributed failures, the mean is minimum 3.5 times as large as the standard deviation. The s.e.’s
denote the standard errors (i.e. the square root of the variable variances) of the fitted parameters.
Lastly, the part specific cost related parameter values are shown in the three upper right columns.
Table 5: Part input values for CM and UBM model
𝑴𝑻𝑻𝑭
𝒇(𝒖)
Part name
Based on
Air filter
Data
2,25 Normal
Cap foam
Expert
1,50 Normal
CIR unit
Expert
5,00 Normal
Denu Belt
Data
0,50 Normal
Dexu belt
Expert
1,00 Normal
Driveroller
Expert
8,00 Normal
Ink filter
Expert
10,83 Exponential
Motor
Expert
inf Nozzle assy
Expert
inf Print belt
Expert
2,00 Normal
Printhead
Expert
Unkown Pump
Expert
3,35 Normal
Sentry belt
Data
0,87 Weibull
Shaft
Expert
inf Vacuumplate Expert
7,00 Normal
Vent filter
Data
2,97 Weibull
Wipers
Data
1,09 Weibull

𝒇(𝒖) Parameter 1
µ=2,25 (s.e.=0.11)
µ=1,5
µ=5,00
µ=0,5 (s.e.=0.13)
µ=1,00
µ=8
λ=0,08

𝒇(𝒖) Parameter 2
σ=0,58 (s.e. = 0.09)
σ=0,17
σ=0,42
σ=0,08 (s.e. = 0.11)
σ=0,17
σ=1

µ=2

σ=0,33

µ=3,35
η=0,98 (s.e.=0.16)

σ=0,62
β=2,85 (s.e.=0.83)

µ=7,00
η=3,34 (s.e.=1.42)
η=1,19 (s.e. = 0.09)

σ=2
β=2,60 (s.e.=0.79)
β=2,10 (s.e.=0.18)

𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓
0,69
0,56
0,23
1,25
0,88
1,69
0,22
0,81
1,19
1,67
0,58
0,27
0,58
0,88
3
0,12
0,05

𝑪𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕
17
5
489
162
30
205
38
18
490
1651
2903
120
658
23
9154
3
20

𝑪𝒄𝒔𝒒
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10000
0
28
0
0
0
0
0

As can be seen, the data of the majority of the parts is predominantly based on expert opinions. Van
der Cruijsen (2016) aimed to base the information as much as possible on the actual failure behavior
of parts in the field. However, due to two reasons this was not always possible:
1) The absence of failures in the field due to the recent market introduction of the VPi300;
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2) Many parts of the machine have been and will be further developed by the R&D department
since the VPi300 is brought to market. This makes the data about several parts irrelevant for
the future.
The table further shows that five of the investigated parts show no potential for preventive
maintenance, since they are not expected to fail during machine lifetime; hence they have an infinite
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 in the table.
The standard errors of the variables of the fitted failure distributions are quite high compared to the
means of variables of the failure distributions. The Sentry Belt, for example, is expected to have a
Weibull distributed lifetime with 𝜂 = 0,98 and 𝛽 2,85. The standard errors of these values are 0,16 and
0,83 respectively. For more insight, a 95% confidence interval of the cumulative failure probabilities
of the Sentry Belt are shown in Figure 14. In this figure, the expected failure probabilities are shown
together with lower (the lower dotted line) and upper bounds (the upper dotted line) for the expected
failure probabilities.

Figure 14 : Cumulative failure probabilities of Sentry Belt with 95% confidence interval

As can be seen in Figure 14, the probabilities of the lower bound of the confidence interval are
significantly lower than the expected probabilities. For a smaller confidence interval, more data is
needed. For now, the failure distributions from Table 5 are used to generate results. These results give
a first insight in the potential savings per part, however, they should be interpreted with keeping in
mind that the failure distributions contain variance.
5.3.2.2.
Input values for CBM model
Van der Cruijsen (2016) concluded in his research that only one part of the investigated subset might
qualify for condition based maintenance: the Air filter. The fact that only one part qualifies for CBM
can be attributed to the facts that:
1) Océ experiences difficulties in structuring the remote data of the VPi300 for analysis for CBM.
The data cannot be analyzed on fleet level and it is unclear which data can be attributed to
degradation of which part;
2) The machine is not fully developed yet and parts are still further developed by R&D. If part
has proved to degrade quickly in the field, then the R&D directly tries to improve the part;
For the Air filter, the degradation exists out of clothing of dust and ink mist in the filter. Directly after
the Air filter, a fan is placed in the VPi300. According to the R&D function expert of Océ, the fan needs
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to work harder when the Air filter is clothed. Therefore, the condition of the Air filter can be analyzed
by looking at the rotation speed of the fan. The parameter to measure this condition in the functional
logging of the VPi300 is the ‘RPM’, which stands for ‘rotations per minute’. When the rotation speed
of the fan increases, this indicates that the Air filter is clothed.
The models of Zhu (2015) and Teeuwsen (2016) both use the Random Coefficient Model to model the
degradation path of a CBM part. According to Océ’s function expert responsible for this part, the
degradation process proceeds at a constant rate, which qualifies the Air filter for using the Random
Coefficient Model. Zhu (2015) and Teeuwsen (2016) furthermore both assume a Weibull distributed
slope of the degradation path in their models. Because of the broad scope of this master thesis (i.e
maintenance concept, single-item maintenance and multi-item maintenance) we could not afford the
time to go into depth about different methods to model degradation paths. Therefore, the Random
Coefficient Model with a Weibull distributed slope is used for analysis of the Air filter. It is, however,
recommended for Océ to investigate various methods in the future, when the structure of the remote
data makes it easier to analyze degradation paths of parts and when research is specifically performed
into condition based maintenance.
For the random coefficient model, three characteristics of a part are needed: the degradation path
𝑋(𝑡), the start value (𝑎) of the degradation path and the failure limit of the degradation path. The
value of the RPM when the Air filter is new in the machine is 4600. Until now, no Air filter has failed
yet, which makes it makes it hard to establish a failure value. The function expert estimates the filter
fails when the RPM exceeds 5500. For now, this value will be used as failure value. With Matlab, a
Weibull distribution is fitted to the slope of the degradation path. In Appendix S, the complete fitting
procedure and determination of the parameter values for the Air filter is shown. This leads to the
following degradation path for the Air filter:
𝑋(𝑡) = 4600 + 𝛩𝑡
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝛩 = 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑙(𝛽 = 2.55 ; 𝜂 = 259.30) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 = 5500

5.3.3. Results
Execution of the models on part level led to the results as shown in Table 6. For all parts, the CM model
is executed. For the parts with Normal or Weibull distributed failure distributions the UBM model of
Teeuwsen (where 𝜉 = 0) is used. The adjusted UBM model with a simulation to derive the value of 𝜉
is used for the parts with Weibull distributed failures, because our simulation assumes Weibull
distributed failures. The details of the simulation procedure can be found in Appendix O. By comparing
the results of both UBM models with each other a conclusion can be drawn about the usefulness of
the model where 𝜉 is assumed to be zero.
As can be seen in Table 6, the usage based maintenance approach results in lower cost rates for all
parts with an increasing failure rate, except for the Vacuumplate. Furthermore, the CBM model for
the Air filter results in a lower cost rate than the UBM model. Note that these results should be viewed
with keeping in mind that the failure distributions are uncertain for these parts.
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Table 6: Results of single-item maintenance model

𝒁𝑪𝑴

𝑨
(𝝃 = 𝟎)

Air filter
Cap foam

€
€

406,61
638,08

CIR unit
Denu belt
Dexu belt
Driveroller
Ink filter
Motor

€
244,99
€ 2.514,00
€
994,76
€
181,86
€
0
€
0

Nozzle assy
Print belt
Printhead
Pump
Sentry belt
Shaft

€
0
€ 6.446,90
€
0
€
268,07
€ 1,735.52
€
0

Vacuumplate
Vent filter
Wipers

€ 1.552,10
€ 236.18
€ 637.24

1,5
1

𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴
(𝝃 = 𝟎)
€ 194,62
€ 169,82

4,25
0,36
0,75
6,5

€ 136,90
€ 1.750,40
€ 452,55
€ 115,75

1,25

€ 1.811,90

2,25
1

€ 100,61
€ 1.618,69

0,83
0,25

€
€

𝑨
(𝝃 ≠ 𝟎)

0,8

𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴
(𝝃 ≠ 𝟎)

𝑪

𝒁𝑪𝑩𝑴

5480

€ 49,98

€ 1.619,80

Inf.
103,88
251,47

0,84
0,27

€
€

104,05
253,53

Both UBM models result in approximately the same cost rates. However, the UBM model where 𝜉 = 0
results in the majority of the optimal age limits to be placed on an SD moment. Every 0,25 years an SD
takes place and many optimal age limits according to this model are a multiple of 0,25 years. In
contrast, none of the age limits based on the model with 𝜉 ≠ 0 are placed on an SD moment. Based
on these results, we conclude that the assumption in the model where 𝜉 = 0 of starting each new
maintenance cycle at the same distance from 𝑛𝜏 leads to a higher 𝑃𝑆𝐷 than the model where 𝜉 ≠ 0.
In the model where 𝜉 ≠ 0, the distance between the start of each cycle and n𝜏 differs, which smooths
the probabilities of SD’s within a cycle. This seems to be a better representation of the actual service
environment. In the sensitivity analysis this issue will be further investigated. For some managerial
insights into the structure of the obtained cost rates as calculated by the models, an example of the
breakdown of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 (𝜉 = 0) for the Sentry Belt is shown in Appendix V.

5.3.4. Sensitivity analysis
To better understand the influence of each variable in the UBM and CBM models, a sensitivity analysis
is performed. For the sensitivity analysis of the UBM model the Sentry belt is used, because it is a
relatively expensive parts and its failure distribution is based on data (and not on expert opinion). For
the CBM model the Air filter is used.
5.3.4.1.
UBM sensitivity analysis
The input values of the Sentry Belt for the sensitivity analysis of the UBM model are shown in Table 7.
In the sensitivity analysis of each variable, four variations of the UBM model are executed:
1) The UBM (𝜉 = 0) model with age limit 𝐴 = 0.8;
2) The UBM (𝜉 = 0) model with age limit 𝐴 = 1;
3) The UBM (𝜉 ≠ 0) model with age limit 𝐴 = 0.8;
4) The UBM (𝜉 ≠ 0) model with age limit 𝐴 = 1;
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This is done, because we want to observe: 1) the difference between the model where 𝜉 = 0 and the
model where 𝜉 ≠ 0, and 2) the difference between an age limit that lies directly on an SD and an age
limit that does not. When 𝐴 = 1 and 𝜏 = 0,25, then 𝐴 is a multiple of 𝜏 and the age limit lies directly
on a SD. This means that 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 is automatically 0, under all assumptions made.
In this section, we only show the sensitivity analysis of the age limit. The sensitivity analysis of other
variables can be found in Appendix W. These other variables are the time between two SD’s 𝜏, the
arrival rate of USD’s 𝜆, the probability of a customer allowing PM during an USD 𝑃(𝑌) and the
coefficients of the Weibull distribution 𝜂 and 𝛽.
Table 7: Input values Sentry Belt for UBM sensitivity analysis

Variable
𝑪𝑪𝑴
𝑪𝑺𝑫
𝑪𝑼𝑺𝑫
Weibull 𝜷
Weibull 𝜼

Sentry belt
€ 1518
€ 836.74
€ 862.54
2.85
0.98

Figures 15 and 16 show the cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 and the probabilities per scenario for the Sentry Belt for
different age limits for the models with either 𝜉 = 0 and 𝜉 ≠ 0. On the left Y-axis the value of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 is
shown. On the right Y-axis, the value the probabilities for the different scenarios (SD, SD or USD) are
shown.
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Figure 15: UBM sensitivity analysis: Age limit (ξ = 0)
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Figure 16: UBM sensitivity analysis: Age limit (ξ ≠ 0)
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First, we look at cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 . In Figure 15, the lowest value of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 is achieved for age limit 𝐴 =
1. Furthermore, the line of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 shows small increases after age limits 0,75 and 1. In Figure 16, the
lowest value of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 is achieved for age limit 𝐴 = 0,84. The line of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 is smooth in contrast to that
of Figure 15. The optimal values of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 model does not differ much between both figures.
Figure 15 shows a steep increase in 𝑃𝑆𝐷 just before age limit 0,75 and another somewhat less steep
increase just before age limit 1. The explanation for this is as follows. The value of 𝜏 in this analysis is
0,25, which means that at 0,75 and 1, SD moments take place. The assumption of ξ = 0 in this figure
makes every new renewal cycle start at the same distance from each SD moment, which results in the
same probability of reaching each SD moment in every cycle. Therefore, 𝑃𝑆𝐷 increases just before
0,75 and 1 and 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 decreases just before 0,75 and 1. This leads to a lower 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 , because the costs
of maintenance at an SD visit are lower than the costs of maintenance at an USD visit.
In Figure 16, the increase of 𝑃𝑆𝐷 is smaller. When ξ ≠ 0, each maintenance cycle starts at a different
distance from nτ which changes the probability of reaching each SD moment in each cycle. However,
𝑃𝑆𝐷 still increases before 0,75 and 1, because when a maintenance cycle ends with an SD, then 0,75
and 1 are still SD moments in this model. This is not the case in each maintenance cycle, which explains
the small increase before 0,75 and 1.
In conclusion, our expectation is confirmed that the model where 𝜉 = 0 overestimated 𝑃𝑆𝐷 . This
influences the optimal age limit 𝐴. The optimal cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 does not differ much between the
models.
5.3.4.2.
CBM sensitivity analysis
The parameter values for the CBM sensitivity analysis are shown in Table 8. For this analysis, two
different control limits are used: an optimal one (5473) and a lower than optimal one (5400). This is
done to investigate if other parameters in the model have different effects on the cost rate when the
control limit is optimal or suboptimal.
In this section, we only show the sensitivity analysis of the control limit. The sensitivity analysis of
other variables can be found in Appendix X. These other variables are the time between two SD’s 𝜏,
the arrival rate of USD’s 𝜆 and the probability of a customer allowing PM during an USD 𝑃(𝑌).
Table 8: CBM sensitivity analysis: parameter values of Air filter

Parameter
𝑪𝑺𝑫
𝑪𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝑪𝑪𝑴
𝝉
RCM Weibull 𝜼
RCM Weibull 𝜷
𝒂
𝑭

Air filter
260.25
305.25
915
0.25
2.38
262.37
4600
5500

Figure 17 shows the sensitivity analysis for the control limit 𝐶. On the left Y-axis the value of 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 is
shown. On the right Y-axis, the value of the probabilities per scenario (CM, SD or USD) are shown.
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5401
5405
5409
5413
5417
5421
5425
5429
5433
5437
5441
5445
5449
5453
5457
5461
5465
5469
5473
5477
5481
5485
5489
5493
5497

Zcbm (euro/year)

Zcbm versus Control limit

Zcbm
Psd
Pusd
Pcm

Control limit (RPM)
Figure 17: Sensitivity analysis CBM: control limit

As can be seen, the cost rate 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 decreases slightly when the control limit increases until the optimal
control limit is reached. After the optimal control limit is reached, the cost rate increases substantially
due to the increases probability of corrective maintenance.

5.4.

Conclusions and limitations

In this chapter the single-item maintenance model from Zhu (2015) is used in order to obtain the third
deliverable of this thesis: optimal maintenance policies for parts of the VPi300. The optimal
maintenance policies and corresponding age and control limits and potential savings of PM compared
to CM were shown in section 5.3.3. The results showed that PM results in lower maintenance costs
for eleven of the seventeen investigated parts compared to CM. However, it is important to keep in
mind that the majority of the failure distributions were based on expert opinions, because not enough
failures have taken place to fit a distribution to the failure data. The distributions that were fitted to
the failure data of parts had large confidence intervals. For Océ, all in all can be concluded that the
implemented model can be of great value in the future to optimize maintenance policies of parts.
However, at this moment the possibility to use it for parts in the field is limited.
The deliverable towards academia of this project is testing the theoretical maintenance optimization
model in a company environment. Towards academia, and specifically the ProSeLoNext project, we
conclude that the model of Zhu suits the service environment of Océ’s VPi300 really well. The model
resulted in potential savings as explained above. However, based on the usage of the model of Zhu
(2015), with addition of variable 𝑃(𝑌), in this thesis, we observe three limitations:
- We think the UBM model with 𝜉 = 0 is not accurate, because it overestimates 𝑃 𝑆𝐷 , due to
the assumption that each maintenance cycle starts at the same distance from each scheduled
down.
- The model where 𝜉 ≠ 0 seems to give better approximations of the cost rate. However, we
used a simulation to obtain a value for variable 𝑞 in order to calculate the value of 𝜉 in the
model. This decreases the added value of using a heuristic solution approach for maintenance
optimization.

-

The CBM model could not be extensively tested yet, because only one part was qualified for
CBM. To model the degradation of this part, the random coefficient model was used in our
case study as well as in Zhu (2015). This is a relatively simple model in which we assume a
linear degradation path. Future research could be performed into modeling of degradation
path and the usage of the CBM model.
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6. Multi-item maintenance optimization
In the previous chapter, the maintenance policies of single parts of the VPi300 were optimized. This
chapter aims to optimize the maintenance plan for an entire machine. The case that will be studied is
the VP6000 printer of Océ. This question answers the fourth research question of this project:
4) What is the optimal multi-item maintenance plan for the VP6000?
For the optimization of the maintenance plan of the VP6000, the multi-item maintenance approach
of Zhu (2015) will be used. This model is chosen in Chapter 4 of this thesis as the best multi-item
maintenance model for Océ. This chapter starts with explaining the mathematical model (section 6.1).
Then verification of the model takes place (section 6.2). Subsequently, a case study for the VP6000 is
performed (section 6.3). The last section of this chapter provides conclusions and limitations (section
6.4).

6.1.

Mathematical model

The multi-item maintenance model uses the single-item maintenance models of Zhu to find an optimal
maintenance plan for the machine as a whole. The difference in these models is the usage of variables
𝜆 and 𝜏.
In the single item maintenance optimization models, 𝜆, the arrival rate of USD’s, was assumed to be a
given (22 for the VPi300). However, in practice, this 𝜆 is the sum of all failures of individual parts in the
machine. This means that the value of 𝜆 changes when the maintenance policy of an individual part
changes. In this multi-item maintenance optimization model, the interaction between the expected
failures of one part and the corresponding optimal maintenance policy of the other parts is included.
Also, in the single-item maintenance model, the value of 𝜏 was assumed to be a given value (0,25 years
for the VPi300). In this multi-item maintenance model, the value of 𝜏 is another decision variable.
The multi-item model uses a heuristic procedure to optimize the maintenance plan on machine level,
which exists of two steps:
1) First all parts are considered as CM parts. This leads to the highest possible value of the arrival
rate of USD’s for the machine (𝜆), because parts fail more often when maintained correctively
than preventively.
2) Then, the control limits and age limits of the parts are optimized in an iterative way. Based on
the value of 𝜆 from all other parts, the optimal limit for a part is calculated. Then based on this
optimal limit, the value of 𝜆 is adjusted and the limit for the second part is optimized. After
this process is done for all parts, it starts again with the first part. This process is repeated until
the value of 𝜆 does not change anymore when more iterations take place.
This process is repeated for different given values of 𝜏. Ultimately, the value of 𝜏 for which the lowest
cost rate of the system 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏) is the optimal value of 𝜏. The corresponding age limits and control
limits of individual parts together with the optimal value of 𝜏 form the optimal maintenance plan for
the machine. The equation to be optimized is:
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𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏) =

𝑆 𝑆𝐷
+ ∑ 𝑍𝑖 (𝜏)
𝜏

(7)

𝑖∈𝐼

In Appendix Y a comprehensive explanation of the heuristic solution approach for the multi-item
maintenance model is given. Because this approach directly uses the single-item maintenance models,
all assumptions from the single-item models also apply to this multi-item model.

6.2.

Implementation, verification and validation of the model

We implemented the heuristic procedure for the multi-item maintenance model in Matlab. Our code
can be found in Appendix AF. For verification of the implemented heuristic solution approach, we use
the numerical example of Zhu (2015). The result of the verification can be found in Appendix Z. Since,
the model uses the single-item maintenance model that we have validated in Appendix AA, we already
know that the model is a correct representation of real world. Therefore, we do not validate the
heuristic procedure for the multi-item maintenance model further in this research. Based on the
verification of the heuristic procedure for the multi-item maintenance model and the validation of the
single-item maintenance models, we conclude that the model is implemented correctly and is an
accurate representation of the real world.

6.3.

Case study of the VP6000

This section starts with the input values for the model (section 6.3.1). Then, the results of the multiitem maintenance model are discussed (section 6.3.2). Followed by a sensitivity analysis (section 6.3.3)

6.3.1. Machine parameter values
The costs of PM at an SD change in the multi-item maintenance model compared to the maintenance
models for individual parts. In the models for individual parts, the setup costs 𝑆 𝑆𝐷 are divided by the
average number of parts maintained at an SD. These costs were included in the costs of PM at an SD
for an individual part. In the multi-item maintenance model, these costs are already included in 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 ,
as shown in equation 8. The costs for PM during an SD therefore change into:
(8)
𝐶 𝑆𝐷
= (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡
The maintenance environment of the VP6000 differs per customer. There are two maintenance
environments possible:
1) The customer does not have an on-site technician. This means that when a part in the system
fails, a service call is made to Océ. Océ then sends a technician. This is the same service
environment as for the VPi300.
2) The customer has an on-site technician. When customers have five or more VP6000 machines
at one location, then according to their service contract there will be always a technician onsite to perform maintenance. This means that when a part fails, the technician will be available
within minutes to replace the part.
The machine parameter values differ for each of the scenarios. When a customer does not have an
on-site technician, the parameter values are the same as for the VPi300 for the same reasons as
explained in section 5.3.1.1. When there is an on-site technician, however, the parameter values
change. In this scenario, the setup costs for CM and SD are zero, because the technician does not have
to travel anymore. Furthermore, the response time is zero, because the technician can start directly.
This leads to the parameter values as shown in Table 9.
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Table 9: Machine input values for the case study of the VP6000

Variable
𝑺𝑪𝑴
𝑺𝑺𝑫
𝑷𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒎
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒄𝒎
𝑪𝒇𝒔𝒕
𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒆
𝑷(𝒀)

No on-site technician
75
45
100
180
60
112
2
0,86

On-site technician
0
0
100
180
60
112
0
0,86

Furthermore, we introduce an upper bound and a lower bound for the value of 𝜏. The lower bound
for 𝜏 is set at 0.025 years. This means that there is a maximum number of SD visits per year of 1/0.025
= 40. More SD visits per year are not realistic in the eyes of Océ. The upper bound for 𝜏 is set at 1,
which means there is minimum 1 SD visit per year. One SD visit per year should always take place
minimum for a complete check of the machine.

6.3.2. Part parameter values
In the VP6000, the majority of the maintenance visits is caused by failure of four different parts. These
are: the Charging unit, the TTF belt, the Separation unit and the OPC belt. For the case study of the
VP6000 is chosen to use the machines from customer Amazon at location North Charleston. This case
is chosen, because Amazon has standardized a lot of its printing processes. This means that for
example the paper type and the printing jobs are always of the same type. The failure behavior of
parts in the VP6000 is influenced by all these characteristics. Because Amazon uses a lot of
standardization, the failure behavior of these parts does not contain much variation. This is very useful
for fitting a failure distribution to the failure behavior of parts.
Unfortunately, no data is available about the degradation paths of each of the parts. Therefore, we
can only investigate the UBM policy for the parts. The part parameter values of the four most
important parts of the VP6000 are shown in Table 10. All parts have a Weibull distributed failure rate
based on the data.
Table 10: Part input values for the case study of the VP6000

Part name
Charging unit
TTF belt
Separation unit
OPC belt

MTTF Lambda Failure
distribution
0,091 11,041 Weibull
0,056 17,767 Weibull
0,621
1,611 Weibull
0,063 15,925 Weibull

Part name
Charging unit
TTF belt
Separation unit
OPC belt

𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓
0,5
2
2
1

𝑪𝒄𝒔𝒒
€
€ 172,00
€
€ 259,00

€
€
€
€

𝑪𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕
34,22
350,00
98,62
600,00
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Parameter 1
η=0,102 (s.e.=0.004)
η=0,064 (s.e.=0.001)
η=0,635 (s.e.=0.110)
η=0,066 (s.e.=0,003)

Parameter 2
β=1,777 (s.e.=0.078)
β=2,183 (s.e.=0.072)
β=1,057 (s.e.=0.151)
β=1,151 (s.e.=0.045)

When a part has a Weibull distributed failure rate, the failure rate is increasing when shape parameter
𝛽 is larger than one. Table 10 shows that this is the case for all four parts. However, the 𝛽 of the
Separation unit is only slightly larger than one. Furthermore, the value of 𝛽 of the Separation unit has
a standard error of 0.151. Therefore, we choose to regard this part as a CM part. The failure
distributions of the other parts all have low standard errors and will be included in the multi-item
maintenance model as UBM parts.
Table 10 shows that the remaining three parts (Charging unit, TTF belt and OPC belt) all have relatively
short 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹′𝑠 and therefore each have a relatively high failure rate 𝜆 when the parts are maintained
correctively. The values of 𝜆 of these three parts are decision variables in the multi-item maintenance
model. The value of 𝜆 of the Separation belt is fixed, because this part will be regarded as a CM part.
Furthermore, for the VP6000 eight other USD visit take place yearly due to failure of other parts. This
means that the total 𝜆 due to CM parts is 9,611. All values of 𝜆 are shown in Table 11.
Table 11: Values of λ for VP6000

Part
Charging unit
TTF belt
OPC belt
Remaining CM visits (𝝀𝑪𝑴 )

𝝀
11,041
17,767
15,925
9,611

The heuristic solution method of Zhu is subject to a number of assumptions, which were explained in
Chapter 5 of this thesis. In sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.1 is explained that the assumptions in the model
as used by Teeuwsen also hold for the VP6000. In section 5.1.2.2. two extra assumptions are
introduced based on Zhu (2015) for the UBM model where 𝜉 ≠ 0. The first of these assumptions
applies both to the VPi300 and the VP6000, as explained in section 5.1.2.2. The second assumption
does apply for the VPi300, however, it does not for the VP6000. This assumption is:
1) Given that the intervals of SD’s are relatively small compared with the average value of the
lifetime, 𝜉 can take any value in between 0 and 𝜏 with equal chances when a CM takes place.
For the VP6000, the lifetimes of parts are relatively small compared to the interval between two SD’s.
This means that the above assumption only holds when the intervals of SD’s are really small (i.e. less
than one week) and there are many (i.e. more than 50) SD visits per year. However, having many SD
visits for the machine increases the costs of the multi-item maintenance policy.
As this assumption does not hold in our case study, we do not know if using the heuristic solution
approach leads to valid results. Therefore, we choose to use a simulation approach for this case study.
The heuristic solution approach with 𝜉 ≠ 0 will be used to compare the results its results with the
results of the simulation. By comparing both results we can conclude if the mathematical model of
Zhu (2015) also works when part lifetimes are small compared to the distance between two SD’s.
The simulation that we use is the same simulation from Zhu (2015). This simulation and the settings
that we used in the simulation are shown in Appendix O. Verification of the simulation procedure
takes place in Appendix AA. Validation of the simulation procedure takes place in Appendix AB.
Because, the verification and validation of the simulation procedure for multi-item maintenance
entails too much time, we choose to only verify and validate the simulation procedure for the single-
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item UBM model. Based on the results of this validation and verification we feel confident that the
simulation procedure can be used for the multi-item maintenance model.

6.3.3. Results
For both the scenarios (FST on-site / FST not on-site), the simulation as well as the heuristic solution
approach is executed. For the convergence of the heuristic solution approach, the stop criterion that
we used was if the value of 𝜆 for each of the parts did not change more than 0.001 in two consecutive
iterations. Convergence of the mathematical model always took place within 3 iterations. The required
time for the simulation is 48 hours, the required time for the heuristic solution approach is 2 hours.
The 95% confidence interval of the simulated results are calculated as shown in Appendix O. The value
𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 𝐶𝑀 is the cost rate per year when all parts are maintained correctively. The results are shown in
Table 12.
Table 12: Results multi-item maintenance model VP6000

FST on-site
Simulation
𝝉*
SD visits per year
∗

𝒁𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 (𝝉 )

No FST on-site

Heuristic

Simulation

Heuristic

1

1

0.05

1

1

1

19

1

€ 47,815

€ 47,813

€ 70,487

€ 70,686

95% Confidence
interval
𝒁𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 𝑪𝑴

+/- € 5

+/- € 168

€ 47,815

€ 47,813

€ 72,551

€ 72,551

Savings per year

0

0

€ 2,064 (2.8%)

€ 1,865 (2.6%)

First, we take a look at the results of the simulation for the scenario with an FST on-site. The optimal
value of 𝜏 is 1, which is equal to the upper bound for 𝜏 in this analysis. Furthermore, 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏 ∗ ) is equal
to 𝑍𝐶𝑀 . This indicates that the optimal maintenance policy for each part is CM and no savings can be
obtained by using the multi-maintenance model in this scenario. This is what we expected, because
there are no setup costs in this scenario. Furthermore, there is no response time in this scenario, which
results in little downtime.
Then, we take a look at the results of the simulation for the scenario without an FST on-site. This
scenario obtains an optimal value for 𝜏 of 0.05, and the optimal number of SD visits per year is 19.
Usage of the multi-item maintenance model results in 2.8% savings in service costs relative to using a
CM policy for each of the parts. These savings are lower than expected, because the single-item model
led to larger savings for individual parts of the VPi300. In the sensitivity analysis we will further analyze
if the short lifetimes of the parts influence the amount of savings that can be obtained by the multiitem maintenance model. Furthermore, the 95% confidence interval for the cost rate 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 is quite
large with €168.
Lastly, we compare the heuristic solution approach with the simulation. In the scenario with an FST
on-site, the results are almost exactly the same. This same value of 𝑍𝐶𝑀 can be explained, because
this value only depends on the costs of a CM visit (𝐶 𝐶𝑀 ) and the mean time to failure (𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹). In the
scenario without an on-site technician, the value of 𝜏 ∗ and consequently the optimal number of SD
visits per year differ. However, the optimal yearly cost rate 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏 ∗ ) does not differ much between
the simulation and the heuristic solution approach. Furthermore, the savings per year do not differ
much. To get more insight in the differences between the simulation and the algorithm, we take a
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closer look at the total cost rate of the system 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 for different number of SD visits for the scenario
without an on-site technician.

Simulation versus heuristic solution
€ 73.000

Zsyst (euro per year)

€ 72.500

Zsyst Simulation

€ 72.000
€ 71.500

Zsyst Heuristic solution
approach

€ 71.000
€ 70.500

Zsyst lower bound
Simulation

€ 70.000
€ 69.500
€ 69.000
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39

Zsyst upper bound
Simulation

# SD visits per year
Figure 18: Comparison of simulation and heuristic solution approach

Figure 18 gives two important insights. First, it shows that the simulation approach gives
approximately the same optimal cost rate for 1 SD visit per year up and until 20 SD visits per year,
taking into account the 95% confidence interval. We think that because the number of USD moments
is large for this case study, SD visits are not needed for preventive maintenance actions. Based on this
insight, we recommend to use only one SD visit per year for this case, instead of the earlier mentioned
19 SD visits.
Secondly, the figure shows that the heuristic approach obtains different results than the simulation.
We expected that the results of the heuristic solution and the simulation could be different when the
number of SD visits per year is small, because in these cases the assumption of the heuristic approach
that the interval between two consecutive SD’s is relatively small compared to lifetimes of parts does
not hold. However, Figure 18 shows that with 40 SD’s per year the results of the mathematical model
still differ from the results of the simulation. From this figure, we conclude that the solution approach
does not work for our case study.
Then, we take a look at the results of the individual parts. These are shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Results per part of multi-item maintenance model

𝑨 (years)
𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴 (cost/year)
𝒁𝑪𝑴 (cost/year)
Savings per year

Simulation; No FST on-site
Charging unit
TTF Belt
OPC Belt
0.05
0.05
inf
€ 7,827
€ 32,186
€ 29,758
€ 9,574
€ 33,220
€ 29,758
€1,747 (18.2%)
€ 1,034(3.1%)
0
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The table shows that the optimal policy for Charging unit and the TTF Belt is both UBM with an age
limit of 0.05 years. The optimal policy for the OPC Belt is CM, which is what could be expected because
the value of 𝛽 in the Weibull failure distribution of the OPC Belt was only slightly higher than 1.
By implementing UBM with the corresponding age limits, 18.2% of the service costs can be saved for
the Charging unit and 3.1% of the service costs can be saved for the TTF Belt. The fact that the savings
for the Charging unit are much higher than the savings for the TTF Belt, can be explained by the fact
the part costs of the Charging unit are much lower than the part costs of the TTF Belt. As a result, the
fixed costs per service visit are relatively high and therefore larger savings can be obtained than for
the TTF Belt.
In Appendix AC, the sensitivity analysis for the multi-maintenance model is shown. In this sensitivity
analysis, we analyze the influence of two variables. First, we analyze the influence of the setup costs
for a scheduled down (𝑆𝑆𝐷 ). Then, we analyze the influence of the cycle length of a part.

6.4.

Conclusions and limitations

In this chapter we used the multi-item maintenance model of Zhu (2015) for a case study at Océ in
order to obtain the fifth deliverable towards Océ: an optimal maintenance plan for the VP6000. The
usage of the model led to potential savings of 2.8% for the scenario without an on-site technician. We
also observed that one SD visit is sufficient for this case in which many USD moments occur. When a
customer has an on-site technician, then no savings can be obtained and it is optimal to apply CM to
each of the parts in the machine. The savings of 2.8% are lower than we expected, because the singleitem model led to larger savings for individual parts of the VPi300. Furthermore, we analyzed what
the potential savings would be when parts have longer lifetimes. This did not result in larger savings.
Based on the implementation of the multi-item maintenance model at Océ and the case study of the
VP6000, we can conclude the following towards academia about the working of the multi-item
maintenance model of Zhu (2015) in a company environment:
- The multi-item model suits the maintenance environment of Océ. Furthermore, the model
always converged after three iterations. This makes the model useful in practice.
- The heuristic solution approach cannot be applied when part lifetimes are small compared to
the time between SD’s. Therefore, we recommend to use the simulation in these cases. To
be able to conclude how much smaller the interval between SD’s in relation to the lifetimes
of parts should be, more research should be performed.
Further limitations based on our usage of the multi-item maintenance model are:
- The simulation needs much time to obtain results; one simulation for this case study has a
duration of 48 hours.
- We did not test how the CBM model works in the multi-item model, because no parts were
suitable for CBM. Therefore, we cannot conclude how the multi-item model performs when
CBM parts are included.
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7. Maintenance optimization tool
In this research we implemented and used maintenance optimization models on part level and
machine level. To facilitate the usage of these models in the future at Océ, we develop a tool in order
to answer the fifth research question of this thesis:
5) What does a useful tool to apply the maintenance optimization models in practice look like?
To facilitate that Océ can put the maintenance optimization models into practice, we add a user
interface to the implement models in Matlab. The resulting tool is the sixth and last deliverable of this
research. In this chapter, the tool itself and guidelines on how to use this tool will be explained. A
comprehensive user manual of the tool can be found in Appendix AD. The tool starts with a dashboard,
as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Dashboard of maintenance optimization tool

The dashboard exists of an input section, an output section and a multi-item maintenance section.
The input section exists of system level input and component level input. The system level input screen
can be found in the upper left corner. By clicking on the ‘Insert / Edit System Level variables’ button,
the parameter values on system level can be inserted. These are the parameters which are explained
in section 5.3.1 of this report. The inserted parameter values are shown in the table in the upper left
corner. The component level input screen can be found in the upper right corner. By clicking on the
‘Add Part’ button, the parameter values of a part can be inserted. These are the parameter levels as
explained in section 5.3.2 of this report. The inserted parameter values of each part are shown in the
table in the upper right corner.
In the middle of the dashboard, the output section can be found. The output section exists of a
calculate section and an optimization section. In the calculate section, the cost rate per maintenance
policy for a single part can be calculated based on an inserted age or control limit. In the optimize
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section, the age or control limit of a single part can be optimized. Furthermore, the dashboard shows
a graph of the cost rate for different age or control limits. Both the calculate and optimize section use
the single-item maintenance model where 𝜉 ≠ 0.
The last section on the dashboard is the multi-item maintenance section. This section provides two
options: calculation of the optimal maintenance plan for the machine for a given value of 𝜏 and
calculation of the optimal maintenance plan for the machine including calculation of the optimal value
of 𝜏. Both options use the heuristic solution approach for the multi-item maintenance model.
Calculation of the model leads to the output screen as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20: Output screen multi-item maintenance model

This screen shows in the upper left corner the optimal value of 𝜏, corresponding 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 and cost for
scheduled downs per year 𝑆𝑆𝐷 /𝜏. Furthermore, it shows in the upper middle a table with the optimal
corresponding cost rates per part. In the lower left corner, the screen shows a table. which shows how
the value of 𝜆 converges per iteration. The lower left corner shows another table, which shows how
the age limits and control limits converge per iteration.
To test the usage of the tool in practice, we used two approaches:
1) This maintenance optimization tool is presented in a meeting with the future users: the
Service Product Specialists of Océ responsible for preventive maintenance. From this meeting,
feedback was received about the interface of the tool. This feedback is used to further
optimize the maintenance optimization tool.
2) An early version of the maintenance optimization tool is used for the bachelor thesis of Van
der Cruijsen (2016). Based on his feedback, we further optimized the maintenance
optimization tool.
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8. Conclusions, limitations and recommendations
This chapter presents general conclusion from this research (section 8.1). Furthermore, limitations in
this research and future research directions are discussed (section 8.2). Then, more practical
recommendations towards Océ (section 8.3). This chapter concludes with a Gantt chart with the
research directions and recommendations (section 8.4).

8.1.

Conclusions

The goal of this research was to introduce models for Océ to assess for which parts preventive
maintenance is possible and to optimize the maintenance plan of a machine with many parts and
testing these models in case studies. In this research we obtained six deliverables for Océ.
Furthermore, the academic value of this project is embedded in testing the theoretical maintenance
optimization model of Zhu (2015) in a company environment to provide insights into practical
usefulness of theoretical maintenance optimization models.
First, we developed a maintenance concept for Océ to assess when PM is possible for a part and which
PM policy is suitable for a part. This maintenance concept helps Océ towards taking into account
preventive maintenance in the development phase of new machines. Furthermore, it helps Océ to
spend their time on investigating and implementing preventive maintenance for the right parts.
Secondly, we applied this maintenance concept to parts of the VPi300, which gave Océ insight into for
which parts PM should be implemented.
As third deliverable, we optimized the maintenance policies for parts of the VPi300 in this thesis based
on the model of Zhu (2015). This resulted in potential savings for Océ. To give further insight in the
model for maintenance optimization, sensitivity analyses were performed. Currently, a limited
amount of data of failures of parts of the VPi300 is available. Therefore, the results are mainly an
indication of the potential of implementing PM for parts of the VPi300. One must be careful by directly
implementing the results. About the usage of the UBM model in practice, we conclude that the model
where 𝜉 ≠ 0 gives better results than the model where 𝜉 = 0.
Our fourth deliverable is a mathematical multi-item maintenance model. Based on a literature review,
we selected the multi-item model of Zhu (2015) for this purpose. For the fifth deliverable, we tried to
apply this multi-item maintenance model of Zhu (2015) to the VP6000 of Océ. Because the part
lifetimes of the VP6000 are small, we the heuristic solution approach of Zhu (2015) does not give valid
results in this case. Therefore, we used a simulation for our case study. This led to an optimal
maintenance plan for the VP6000 with potential savings. For future cases with small lifetimes of parts
we recommend to use this simulation and not use the heuristic solution approach. However, the
simulation took 48 hours to run, whereas the heuristic solution approach only took 2 hours to run.
Therefore, when future cases do have large lifetimes compared to the interval between SD’s, we
recommend to use the heuristic solution approach.
The sixth and last deliverable of our research is a maintenance optimization tool that is developed for
Océ. In this tool, the presented optimization models can easily be used in the future within Océ to
optimize maintenance policies. Using this tool should help Océ to optimize the maintenance plans of
machines. Optimized maintenance plans should lead to decreased service costs and increased uptime
of machines.
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8.2.

Limitations and future research directions

The maintenance concept, mathematical model and solutions methods in this thesis are subject to a
number of limitations. These limitations are discussed in this section and are linked to future research
directions. This section starts with three limitations and research directions we regard as the most
important.
1. Parts availability:
Situation: in the current models it is assumed that parts are always available when needed for
maintenance. Furthermore, the parts stock is not integrated with the maintenance policies of parts.
Action: Investigate at which moments spare parts are needed for preventive replacements. Based on
this research a model could be developed to optimize the stock of parts at different locations: the
customer stock, the car stock of the technician and the central stock. This research could be done by
a master student in a future graduate internship.
Expected result: this research bridges a gap between the Service department and the Logistics
department. Integrating both leads to higher uptime levels for the Service department, because parts
should be always available. For the Logistics department, this research is expected to lead to savings
by optimizing parts stocks.
2. Service technicians:
Situation: the current maintenance model assumes that each technician is qualified to perform each
possible maintenance action and is always directly available to perform the necessary maintenance
actions. Furthermore, some customers have technicians on-site and some have not.
Action: we recommend to investigate the workload and availability of technicians. Multiple actions
can be performed. Firstly, it could be investigated what the consequences are for the downtime of
having a technician on site or not. Secondly, the workload of technicians for CM and PM can be
analyzed. Thirdly, it could be investigated how many technicians are needed per customer and per
region. This research is a possible assignment for a future master graduate internship of a student.
Expected result: we expect that this action leads to better estimations of the availability and response
time of technicians. Another possible result could be that it Océ could make a distinction between
technicians qualified for CM and technicians qualified for PM. Technicians who only have to perform
certain PM actions, do not need to have the same qualifications as CM technicians. In the current
maintenance optimization model, a distinction could then be made between the costs of PM salary
and CM salary of technicians. Furthermore, the workforce could be optimized and the consequences
of having a certain workforce could be included in the maintenance optimization model.
3. Degradation models:
Situation: in this thesis we use the Random Coefficient Model for modeling the degradation path of
the Air filter. The random coefficient model assumes that a finite number of samples of degradation
path 𝑋(𝑡) will allow you to compute the realization of 𝜃 and therefore reveal the entire future
degradation path. In this thesis the degradation path of the Air filter is expected to be linear, and no
other parts are suitable for CBM. Therefore, the RCM model is used in this thesis. However, according
to Arts (2015), other methods for modeling degradation paths model degradation paths better. We
did not investigate other methods, because our research focused on developing a maintenance
concept and applying a multi-item maintenance model.
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Action: We recommend to investigate other methods for modeling degradation paths, which do not
assume linear degradation as the RC model does. Possible methods are: Gamma process, Erlangian
degradation and a Compound Poisson process. A good starting point of this research is the reader of
Arts (2015). This research could again be performed by a student as a graduate internship.
Expected result: the impact of this research direction is hard to assess, because currently not many
parts seem to be suitable for CBM at Océ. However, we expect that when the remote data is better
structured and suited to analyze degradation paths, then more parts are eligible for CBM. When more
parts are eligible for CBM, then this research direction will be very helpful to optimize the maintenance
policies of these parts.
A number of smaller limitations and future research directions which are also important, but have less
priority are discussed less extensively below.
4. Count based maintenance:
The current UBM model only works with age based maintenance. Count based maintenance still needs
to be implemented. This leads to more accurate optimized maintenance policies for parts that only
wear out during printing. Count based maintenance is not implemented yet, because we first wanted
to get an indication of the potential savings of the usage based model based on age. Since in this thesis
the potential of age based maintenance is shown, we think count based maintenance is a welcome
addition to the model. A count based maintenance model works in the same way as the usage based
maintenance model based on age. The difference is that the usage limits are given in a certain count
number instead of a time, for Océ this count number is the number of clicks of the machine. The
intervals between SD’s should also be in number of clicks and the cost rates are in euro per click. Count
based maintenance could be implemented by the Service Product Specialist responsible for preventive
maintenance by taking the usage based model as an example and translating this to a model based on
count.
5. CBM based on inspection:
In the current CBM model only degradation paths based on data of parts are implemented. Condition
based maintenance can also be implemented based on periodic inspections of parts. For an integral
study into the possibilities of CBM at Océ, research could be done into the possibilities of CBM based
on periodic inspections and on how to include these in the maintenance optimization models. This
research could be done by the Service Product Specialist responsible for preventive maintenance.
6. Imperfect maintenance:
in the current models is assumed that maintenance always brings back parts into a state as new.
Research could be performed to investigate if maintenance is always perfect and if not, what the
consequences are for the optimization model. This research could be performed by a master student
as a future graduate internship.

8.3.

Recommendations

While the future research directions are primarily aimed at the improvement of the models and
assumptions, the recommendations in this section have a more practical nature. The three
recommendations we think are the most important ones, are discussed extensively. Furthermore, a
number of smaller recommendations are discussed afterwards. All recommendations are aimed at the
Service Product Specialists of Océ.
1. Start a pilot project using the integral maintenance optimization approach:
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Situation: for each of the models presented in this thesis, a case study is performed to investigate its
working in practice. These case studies showed promising results; however, a gap remains between
these promises on paper and usage of the models in practice to make a maintenance plan for
machines in the field. Before the models will be used in practice, people in various positions at Océ
need to be convinced of its working and employees of Océ Service need to be able to use the models
independently.
Action: Start a pilot project for implementation of the models at Océ Service. An example approach
could be:
1) Choose one customer of the VPi300;
2) Select the parts of the VPi300 which are currently maintained preventively;
3) Place these parts in the maintenance categorization matrix;
4) Lead the parts through the designated decision trees;
5) Collect the right data and use the maintenance optimization tool;
6) Make a maintenance plan based on the results of the maintenance optimization tool;
7) Implement this planning for the machine of the chosen customer;
8) Compare after fixed time points the actual maintenance visits and failures of parts with the
maintenance plan to see if the optimized maintenance plan performed better than the current
planning of Océ.
Expected result: execution of a pilot project should yield three results:
1) Océ Service employees responsible for preventive maintenance get familiar with the models
and with the data that is needed as input for the models;
2) When the results are promising on the pilot machine, this provides more foundation to
convince Océ Service to implement the models on a larger scale;
3) Based on feedback of Océ Service employees, the models can be further improved.
2. Make better use of remote data for preventive maintenance purposes:
Situation: Océ has access to a large amount of remote data from the VPi300 machines in the field.
However, when this project started, Océ was struggling to structure these data and make them useful
for maintenance purposes. As a result, the majority of the data used in the case studies comes from
visit data. Since, the start of this project, Océ has been working on different projects to structure the
data for analysis. One of the projects is an internally developed analysis tool which is able to analyze
the functional logging on fleet level. Another project is using external knowledge on the topic of data
science to be able to analyze the data without having domain knowledge. The next step is using the
remote data for implementing preventive maintenance.
Action: Develop a standardized approach to make remote data suitable for PM purposes. An example
approach could be:
1) Start with a list of all service parts for which PM is expected to be useful and a list of all sensors
in the VPi300;
2) Couple the sensors in the VPi300 to the service parts;
3) Develop expectations for the degradation of the service parts and which sensors could be used
to monitor this degradation;
4) Monitor the expected degradation paths of the service parts on each machine;
5) Based on observed degradation paths, apply methods to model these degradation paths (also
see the third future research direction);
6) CBM policies can then be included maintenance optimization model;
This action can also be first executed for a smaller set of service parts before implementing it for the
whole machine.
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Expected result: The action is expected to result in:
1) Implementation of condition based maintenance for the VPi300, which brings Océ a step
further on the ‘Road to predictive maintenance’.
2) Knowledge about failure behavior of parts at the Service department;
3) Savings by optimizing the maintenance policies for parts.
3. Investigate the non part-related maintenance visits for the VPi300:
Situation: during the case studies came to light that there is a large contrast between the VPi300 and
the VP6000 in the type of maintenance visits. For the VP6000 roughly 80% of the visits are related to
failure of parts, whereas for the VPi300 roughly 20% of the visits are related to parts. According to
Service specialists of Océ the high number of non-part related visits are partly due to modifications
and the fact that the machine is not fully developed yet. However, they think this does not fully
account for the large difference.
Action: As Océ wants to decrease the total number of maintenance visits and increase the uptime of
the machine, we recommend to take a closer look at the reason for each maintenance visit and
develop expectations about the ratio of part related and non-part related visits in the future when the
VPi300 is fully developed. Questions to ask yourself are:
1) Is there a learning curve in the number of non-part related visits from one year ago until now?
And how is this curve expected to develop?
2) Is there a difference between customers in the number of non-part related maintenance
visits?
3) Is there a significant difference per service technician in the number of non-part related
maintenance visits?
Expected result: the action is expected to give further insight in the reasons for maintenance visits.
Based on these insights, further steps could be taken in order to decrease the number of visits.
The other, smaller, recommendations are all aimed at building up knowledge within the Océ Service
department and standardization of documentation of parameters needed for our models.
4. Build up knowledge about failure rates of parts within Océ’s Service department:
Failure rates are essential building blocks for implementing preventive maintenance. However,
currently, substantial knowledge within the Service department about failure rates of parts is missing,
because failure rates were not used to implement preventive maintenance. For this information the
Service department relies on the R&D department. It is recommended to build up knowledge within
the Service department about failure rates. The reasons of failures of parts in the field need to be
documented and used for the Service department to make better predictions of failure rates of parts
and not be dependent of the R&D department for this knowledge.
5. Standardize the documentation of repair times of parts:
For optimizing maintenance policies for parts, repair times are needed. At Océ no documentation
exists about the time it takes to repair a part. Therefore, we recommend to start documenting repair
times to obtain accurate optimized maintenance policies. These repair times could be documented in
the ADAM-tool. This tool is the information system that guides technicians through service visits.
6. Standardize the documentation of failure consequences of parts:
For the consequences of failure of a part on the rest of the machine, the same holds as for repair
times. Although FMECA analyses are performed to investigate failure consequences for the machine,
these consequences are not documented for failure of individual parts. As failure consequences have
an impact on visits costs, we recommend documenting failure consequences per part.
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Appendix A: Organizational chart of Océ Service department
The figure below shows the organizational structure of the Océ Service department This project takes
place in the Service Product Group Niagara (which is the working name of the VPi300). Project leader
of the Service department of the Niagara is Mark ten Have. He was also supervisor of this master
project.

Figure 21: Organizational structure Océ Service department (Océ (2016))
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Appendix B: Score form used in group interviews for PM criteria
In the figure below, the score from that was used in the group interviews to obtain criteria for the
maintenance concept is shown. The first step for each of the interviewees was to write down criteria
individually and directly write down how these criteria are measured and stored by Océ. Then a group
discussion took place about the importance and meaning of each criterion. Together, the interviewees
then agreed on the six most important criteria and wrote these down under group criteria. Then, as
last step each interviewee had to divide a total number of 20 points among the six most important
criteria. Furthermore, interviewees could leave further remarks on the right hand side of the score
form.
Name:
1
Individual criteria

How measured and stored?

2
Group criteria

3
Weight

Total points

20

Score form
Brainstorm session
Criteria for preventive maintenance
Océ Technologies B.V.
Cas van Elderen
March 2016

Figure 22: Scoreform group interviews PM criteria

Appendix C: Validation questions maintenance concept
In the validation session, we asked the following questions to the group:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the maintenance concept clear and understandable?
Are criteria missing in the maintenance concept y?
Are certain steps in the maintenance concept unnecessary?
Do you think this maintenance concept is ready to be used in practice?
Do you think this maintenance concept reaches the goals that were set before
development?
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Further remarks

Appendix D: List of keywords related to increasing failure rates
In Table 14, the list of keywords related to increasing failure rates is shown. This list of keywords is
established in cooperation with a Service Product Specialist of Océ. If a service part of the VPi300
contained one of the key words, it was categorized as a part with an increasing failure rate.
Table 14: Keywords related to increasing failure rates

Keyword
Belt
Blower
Drive
Fan
Filter
Gear
Motor
Pulley
Pump
Roll
Sensor
Solenoid
Switch
Wheel
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Appendix E: List of keywords related to constant or decreasing
failure rates
In Table 15, the list of keywords related to constant or decreasing failure rates is shown. This list of
key words is established in cooperation with a Service Product Specialist of Océ. If a service part of the
VPi300 contained one of the key words, it was categorized as a part for which CM is expected to be
the optimal maintenance policy.
Table 15: Keywords related to constant or decreasing failure rates

Keyword
Block
Bracket
Cable
Cap
Carriage
Catch
Foot
Grip
Handle
Harness
Hook
Hose
Housing
Knob
Pawl
PBA
Seal
Spring
Stamper
Stop
Valve
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Appendix F: Part costs of service parts VPi300
Table 16 shows the breakdown of part costs of the VPi300. The left column shows bins with specified
ranges of part costs (for one part). The middle column shows how many parts of the total number of
service parts of the VPi300 with increasing failure rates fall in this bin. The right column shows the
cumulative percentage of parts up and until the bin range per row.
Table 16: Breakdown of part costs of Service part VPi300

Part costs per
part (€)
0-100
100-200
200-300
300-400
400-500
500-600
600-700
700-800
800-900
900-1000
1000-1100
1100-1200
1200-1300
1300-1400
1400-1500
1500-1600
1600-1700
1700-1800
1800-1900
1900-2000
More than 2000

# Service
parts
189
38
19
7
10
5
3
1
6
0
1
1
1
0
2
0
0
2
0
1
4

Cumulative %
of parts in bin
65,17%
78,28%
84,83%
87,24%
90,69%
92,41%
93,45%
93,79%
95,86%
95,86%
96,21%
96,55%
96,90%
96,90%
97,59%
97,59%
97,59%
98,28%
98,28%
98,62%
100,00%

Figure 23 translates Table 16 into a histogram. The X-axis shows the upper value of each bin. The left
y-axis denotes the frequency of parts in the specific bin. The right y-axis shows the cumulative
percentage of parts in the bin. Based on this histogram, we observe that approximately 80% of the
service parts have parts costs of €200 or lower. This value of €200 is used as threshold in the
categorization matrix of the maintenance concept.
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Part costs of service parts VPi300
Frequency

200

120,00%
100,00%

150

80,00%

100

60,00%

50

Frequency

20,00%

Cumulative %

0,00%

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
More

0

40,00%

Part costs (euro)

Figure 23: Histogram of part costs of parts of the VPi300

Appendix G: Failure frequencies of service parts VPi300
Table 17 shows the breakdown of failure frequencies of the VPi300. A failure frequency of a part
according to the definition of Océ is: the expected number of parts that fail per machine per year. The
left column shows bins with specified failure frequencies. The middle column shows how many parts
fall in this bin. The right column shows the cumulative percentage of parts up and until the bin per
row.
Table 17: Breakdown of failure frequencies of parts VPi300

Failure frequency
0,001
0,002
0,003
0,004
0,005
0,01
0,03
0,05
1
3
More than 3

# service parts
49
64
22
7
93
29
10
6
7
1
0

Cumulative %
17,01%
39,24%
46,88%
49,31%
81,60%
91,67%
95,14%
97,22%
99,65%
100,00%
100,00%

Figure 24 translates Table 17 into a histogram. The X-axis shows the value of each bin. The left y-axis
denotes the frequency of parts in the specific bin. The right y-axis shows the cumulative percentage
of parts in the bin. Based on this histogram, we observe that approximately 80% of the service parts
have failure frequencies of 0.005 or lower. This value of 0.005 is used as threshold in the categorization
matrix of the maintenance concept.
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Failure frequencies of service parts VPi300
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Figure 24: Histogram of failure frequencies of parts of the VPi300

Appendix H: Selected subset of parts from VPi300
Table 18 shows the parts we selected from the population of service parts of the VPi300 with PM
potential. These parts were chosen together with the Service Product Manager of Océ, because they
give a cross-sectional view of the population in terms of part costs and failure frequencies. For each
part the failure frequency and part costs are shown in the table.
Table 18: Selected parts based on categorization matrix

Part
Air filter
Cap foam
Cir unit
Denu belt
Dexu belt
Drive roller
Filter
Motor
Nozzle
Printhead
Pump
Sentry belt
Shaft
Vacuum belt
Vacuum plate
Vent filter
Wipers

Failure frequency
1
0,01
0,005
0,01
1
0,005
1
0,01
0,01
0,005
0,005
1
0,005
1
0,05
0,005
3

Part costs
€ 31,61
€9,23
€ 889,32
€ 223,93
€ 54,27
€ 4,14
€ 19,91
€ 42,54
€ 890,98
€ 8500
€ 94,54
€ 660
€ 42,66
€ 2000
€ 6000
€ 5,93
€ 8,23
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Appendix I: Distribution of selected parts in categorization matrix
Figure 25 shows how the location of the parts from Appendix H in the categorization matrix of the
maintenance concept. In this matrix, the x-axis denotes the failure frequency and the y-axis denotes
the part costs. Note that both axes in the matrix have a logarithmic scale.
In Figure 25, the blue lines indicate the thresholds set in the matrix. The horizontal line denotes the
part costs threshold of €200 and the vertical line denotes the failure frequency threshold of 0.005
expected failures per part per machine per year. The upper left corner in the matrix is the quadrant
‘Monitor closely’, the upper right corner in the matrix is the quadrant ‘Calculated failures’, the lower
left corner in the matrix is the quadrant ‘PM regulars’ and the lower right corner in the matrix is the
quadrant ‘KOM potential & customer stock’.
In our case study of the VPi300, we chose the subset of parts from the VPi300 as shown in Appendix
H for maintenance optimization in the next part of this research. We chose this subset of parts
together with the Service Product Manager of Océ, because these parts give a cross-sectional view
of the population service parts in terms of part costs and failure frequencies. This means, as shown
in Figure 25, that some of the parts fall in each different quadrant of the matrix.

Figure 25: Chosen subset of parts in categorization matrix
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Appendix J: Literature review
This chapter translates the environment of Océ to the available academic literature on the topic of
multi-maintenance models. The chapter starts with some terminology (section 1.1). Then, a closer
look will be given into the maintenance environment of Océ (section 1.2). Section 1.3 gives insight into
the efforts made on this topic in academic literature and tries to find the best fitting model from
literature for Océ. Finally, section 1.4 will give a detailed analysis of the literature that will be focused
on in this master project, as chosen in section 1.3.

Terminology
Of the many definitions of maintenance existing, the one introduced by (Flynn, 1989) is most relevant
in this context: maintenance is defined as the control of the process operations and consists of
proactively planned actions to keep and potentially replace production equipment and machines
before they fail. Numerous models to optimize maintenance exist in literature. In broad terms,
maintenance optimization models consist of those mathematical models aimed at finding either the
optimum balance between costs and benefits of maintenance or the most appropriate moment to
execute maintenance (Dekker & Scarf, 1998). Furthermore, the value of such optimization models (i.e.
the savings because of a better decision making process) has to be balanced against the effort to apply
the model and to get the required data (Dekker R. , 1996). When maintenance optimization models
concern systems consisting of several machines or many pieces of equipment, these are called multiitem maintenance models (Cho & Parlar, 1991).
Multi-item maintenance models have been classified in literature based on several characteristics. The
two most cited review articles of multi-item maintenance models use different classifications. Cho &
Parlar
(1991)
distinguish
five
categories:
machine
interference/repair
models,
group/block/cannibalization/opportunistic models, inventory/maintenance models, other
maintenance/replacement models, and inspection/maintenance models. Nicolai & Dekker (2006)
make distinctions based on failure interaction, planning horizon and optimization methods. The
categorization of the latter article is chosen as first starting point for this literature study, because the
article is most recent.
The first distinction of Nicolai & Dekker (2006) is based on failure interaction. Nicolai & Dekker
distinguish three forms of interactions: economic dependence, stochastic dependence, and structural
dependence. Economic dependence implies that the cost of joint maintenance of a group of items
does not equal the total cost of individual maintenance of these parts. Economic dependence can be
either positive or negative. Positive economic dependence implies that costs can be saved when
several parts are jointly maintained instead of separately (e.g. shared set-up costs). Negative economic
dependence between parts occurs when maintaining parts simultaneously is more expensive than
maintaining parts individually (e.g. manpower restrictions). Stochastic dependence occurs if the
condition of parts influences the lifetime distribution of other parts. Structural dependence applies if
parts structurally form one part, so that maintenance of a failed part implies maintenance of working
parts, or at least dismantling them.
Nicolai & Dekker’s (2006) second distinction is the planning horizon. The horizon can be infinite, finite,
or rolling. The majority of the articles in this field assume an infinite planning horizon; these models
provide static rules for maintenance which do not change over the planning horizon. They generate
for example long-term maintenance frequencies for groups of related activities or control limits for
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carrying out maintenance depending on the state of parts. Finite horizon models, on the other hand,
consider the system in a specific horizon only, and hence assume implicitly that the system is not used
afterwards. Rolling horizon models also use a finite horizon, but they do so repeatedly and based on
a long-term (infinite horizon) plan. That is, once decisions of the finite horizon are implemented or
when new information becomes available, a new horizon is considered, and a tentative plan based on
the long-term is adapted according to short-term circumstances. Rolling-horizon models aim to bridge
the gap between finite- and infinite horizon models and to combine the advantages of both (Dekker,
Wildeman, & Van der Duyn Schouten, A review of multi-component maintenance models with
economic dependence, 1997).
The third distinction from Nicolai & Dekker (2006) is the optimization method. This distinction is
related to the planning horizon of the maintenance model. The assumption of an infinite horizon
facilitates the mathematical analysis; it is often possible to derive analytical expressions for optimal
control parameters and the corresponding optimal costs. The optimization methods applied to finite
horizon models are either exact methods or heuristics. Exact methods always find the global optimum
for a problem, whereas heuristics aim to find a close to optimum solution in reasonable time.
In Developing a framework to decide upon which maintenance policy to use per component, Teeuwsen
(2016) distinguished a set of characteristics relevant for the maintenance environment of Océ. A
subset of these characteristics will be used as second starting point to characterize the needs of Océ
for a multi-item maintenance model. The characteristics are: minimal repair, opportunities at
scheduled downs, opportunities at unscheduled downs, and general model.
Models which use minimal repair include the possibility for repair of a failed part into the state equal
to the state just before failure (known as minimal repair). Opportunities at scheduled downs denote
the possibilities to repair extra parts at scheduled downs for which is not planned beforehand.
Opportunities at unscheduled downs represent the possibilities to repair extra parts at unscheduled
downs. A general model is a model which does not assume a specific failure distribution for the failure
behavior of parts.
In addition to the characteristics provided by Nicolai & Dekker (2006) and Teeuwsen (2016) two extra
characteristics are added in this thesis: multi-item and individual policies. Multi-item makes a
distinction based on the quantity of parts a model is able to cope with. Individual policies gives insight
in which policies for individual parts are taken into account in the multi-item maintenance model.

Maintenance environment of Océ
Based on the characteristics as described in the previous section, the maintenance environment of
Océ is described in Table 19. The characteristics are divided into two categories: maintenance situation
and model preferences.
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Table 19: Literature review: maintenance environment of Océ
Maintenance situation

Modeling preferences

Multiitem

Individual
policies

Minimal
repair

Opportunities
at scheduled
downs

Approx.
800
parts
can fail
in
VPi300

UBM,
CBM
CM

No

Yes

Opportunities
at
unscheduled
downs
Yes

&

General
model

Horizon

Failure
interaction

Solution
method

Preferably

Rolling /
Infinite

Positive
economic,
stochastic,
structural

Exact (within
reasonable
time)
or
heuristic

The table shows that many parts are subject to failure for the VPi300 and no minimal repair is
performed at Océ for the VPi300. Furthermore, each individual part can be either maintained usage
based (UBM), condition based (CBM) or corrective (CM). Océ makes use of opportunities for
maintenance at scheduled as well as unscheduled downs.
Océ wants to obtain a robust, general model which does not assume certain failure distributions. In
terms of the planning horizon, a rolling horizon seems to be the best option in any case, because it
takes the long term as well as the short term into account. For Océ, the long term is more important,
because Océ wants to know what the benefits of a multi-item maintenance model are on the long
term. This makes an infinite planning horizon the second best option.
For the VPi300 printer of Océ various failure interactions exist. There is positive economic
dependence, because there are fixed set up costs for every maintenance visit. Furthermore, stochastic
dependence exists, because failure of specific parts has direct influence on the condition of other
parts. Lastly, structural dependence exists because some parts structurally form a part and cannot be
replaced individually.
In terms of a solution method, the most important criterion is that the calculation time is reasonable
(i.e. within a day). Simulation and exact calculation generally take more time than heuristic
approaches, which makes a heuristic approach the preferred solution method.
The modeling preferences of Océ for a multi-item maintenance model are written down somewhat
idealistically. In an ideal situation all preferences can be met by a mathematical model. However,
restrictions on taking into account all preferences may be imposed by the availability of models in
literature. In that case, only the modeling preferences which have the largest influence on the
practical relevance of the model will be included.

Literature study
Based on the characteristics defined in the previous sections, articles were searched to find relevant
multi-item maintenance models. The goal of this literature study was to 1) find the multi-item
maintenance model which best fits the maintenance environment of Océ, and 2) come across new
possible building blocks for a multi-item maintenance model to enhance the chosen model. Scientific
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databases Science Direct and ABI Inform and search engine Google Scholar were used for this purpose.
The search words used are shown in Table 20.: The articles which had the most in common with the
preferences of Océ are depicted in Table 21. Furthermore, four general characteristics are added to
give more insights into the articles: author, title, and approach.
Table 20: Literature review: search words used

Characteristic
Multi-item

Search words
Multi-item maintenance, multi-component maintenance, aggregate
maintenance, maintenance grouping, maintenance clustering
Individual policies
Condition based maintenance, age based maintenance, corrective
maintenance, predictive maintenance, prognostic maintenance, usage
based maintenance
Minimal repair
No search words, as no minimal repair was preferred
Opportunities
at Opportunistic maintenance, maintenance opportunities
(un)scheduled downs
General model
No search words
Horizon
Horizon, rolling horizon, dynamic horizon, infinite horizon, finite horizon
Failure interaction
Dependence, failure interaction, economic dependence, stochastic
dependence, structural dependence, dependencies
Solution method
Maintenance optimization
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General

Maintenance situation

Author

Title

Approach

Dekker &
Roelvink
(1995)

Marginal cost
criteria for
preventive
replacement of
a group of parts

Use marginal cost and
consider the problem in a
myopic way: either to replace
the group now or to defer
replacement to the next
Example with
decision moment.
two parts
UBM

Condition-based
dynamic
maintenance
operations
planning &
grouping.
Application to
Bouvard et commercial
al. (2010)
heavy vehicles

Do Van et
al. (2013)

Dynamic
grouping
maintenance
with time
limited
opportunities

Maintenance cost
optimization is performed on
a finite horizon. Optimization
is then repeated on a new
defined horizon at the next
inspection date and so on.

Dynamic planning model in
order to change the planning
rules according to short-term
information (e.g. failures and
varying deterioration of
parts. Penalty cost for
changing execution time of
maintenance.

Multi-item

Individual
policies

Example with
three parts
CBM

Example with
five parts
UBM

Modeling preferences

Minimal
repair

Yes

Opportu
nities at Opportunities
schedule unscheduled
d downs downs

-

-

Yes, suitable for
continuous and discrete
failure distributions.
Example is given with
weibull distributed part
lifetimes.

-

No, degradation
processes are modelled
by Gamma processes

-

-

Yes

Yes,
including
duration
of
opportun
ities and
opportun
ities
when
machine
is idle.
-
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at General
model
for
modeling
failure
behaviour
Horizon

No, it is assumed that
the failure behavior of
parts is described by a
Weibull distribution

Depend Solution
ence
method

Infinite

Positive
econo
Exact +
mic.
Simulation

Rolling

Positive
econo
Exact +
mic
Simulation

Rolling

Positive
econo
mic.
Analysis

Table 21: Literature review: overview of various multi-item maintenance models

A dynamic
predictive
Van
maintenance
Horenbeek policy for
& Pintelon complex multi(2013)
item systems

Five consecutive steps: 1)
prediction of remaining
useful life by estimation of
the failure probability
function by stochastic
simulatioon; 2) individual
maintenance optimization by
decomposition and
construction of tentative
maintenance plan; 3)
calculatioon of penalty
functions; 4) maintenance
activities grouping; 5)
maintenance execution and
rolling-horizon update

Example with
3 items
CBM

Yes
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-

-

No, gamma distributed
part degradation

Rolling

Stochas
tic,
structur
al and
positive
econo
mic
Simulation

General

Author

Maintenance situation

Multi-item

Modeling preferences

Individual
policies

Title

Approach

Canh Vu et
al. (2014)

Maintenance
grouping strategy
for multi-part
systems with
dynamic contexts

A genetic algorithm is used
to cope with a NP-hard
problem in order to find the
optimal grouping and
planning. This optimization
algorithm gives better results
than dynamic programming
and takes a reasonable
Example with
computing time.
fifteen parts

Arts (2015)

Both,
futhermore
CBM parts are
partitioned
into two sets
depending on
wheterher
parts have
Maintenance
delay time
modeling and
Non-linear and non-convex
model
optimization.
optimization problem.
degradation or
Chapter 6: Design of However, a good solution for
markovian
maintenance
the optimization problem
degradation
programs for
can be found by evaluating
Example with 4 with a discrete
systems
tau on a sufficiently fine grid. items
state space.

UBM
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Minim Opportunities
al
at scheduled
repair downs

Opportunities at General model for
unscheduled
modeling failure
downs
behaviour
Horizon

Yes

Yes

-

Yes, example with
Weibull
distributed part
lifetimes.

Yes

Yes

-

Yes

Dependenc Solution
e
method

Rolling

Positive
and
negative
economic

Heuristic

Infinite

Positive
economic

Exact

Zhu (2015)

Heuristic approach to
minimize long-run average
cost rate of a system by
optimizing 1) the control
limits of CBM parts, 2) the
age lmits of ABM parts, and
3) the maintenance interval
An Opportunistic
for scheduled downs of the
Maintenance Model entire system. The main
for Multi-item
problem at the system level
Systems under a
is decomposed to
Mixture of Different subproblems at the part
Mainteance Policies level.

Example with
50 items

Both

-
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Yes

Yes

Yes, example with
Weibull
distributed part
lifetimes.

Infinite

Positive
economic

Heuristic

Table 21 gives insight in available literature and every article in the table is interesting enough to
discuss. However, because of time and page restrictions in this literature study only the general
insights will be discussed prior to selecting the best fitting model for Océ to use in this master project.
1) A first general insight is that all articles use their multi-item maintenance model in situations
of which the number of parts rarely exceeds a handful. This raises questions about the
functionality and the calculation time of the models when more parts are added into the
models.
2) A second general conclusion is that many multi-item maintenance models do not consider
multiple different maintenance policies for individual parts.
3) A third insight is the common use of economic dependence in the models.
4) The last observation is the scarcity of structural and stochastic dependence in multi-item
maintenance models. A combination of multiple dependencies, as a consequence, also
remains barely researched.
The general insights based on the articles shown in Table 21 are in accordance with open areas as
defined in the review paper of Nicolai & Dekker (2008). Modeling of structural dependence, stochastic
dependence, and a combination of dependencies are referred to by Nicolai & Dekker as open research
areas. Furthermore, case studies are regarded as open areas. This emphasizes the relevance of this
case study on multi-item maintenance models.
The article of Zhu (2015) resembles the maintenance situation and modeling preferences of Océ best.
This model 1) is able to include significantly more individual parts than other models; 2) does not make
use of minimal repair; 3) makes use of opportunities at scheduled and unscheduled downs; 4) does
not assume specific failure distribution; and 5) provides a heuristic approach to find a solution. The
infinite planning horizon and inclusion of only positive economic dependence are disadvantages of the
model. However, these disadvantages do not outweigh the advantages of the model in the situation
of Océ.
The preference of Océ regarding the inclusion of structural dependence and stochastic dependence
asks for a closer look. Structural dependence is present at Océ for the VPi300 printer as various sets
of parts structurally form parts of the VPi300 and cannot be replaced individually. However, Océ gives
attention to structural dependence in the design phase and the assembled parts are regarded as
service parts. This brings structural dependence out of the scope of this master thesis. Stochastic
dependence, on the other hand, is a topic that asks for attention according to Océ. It is known that
the condition of certain parts influences the conditions of other parts. However, before including
stochastic dependence in the model, first should be investigated how significant its presence is for the
VPi300 printer.
In conclusion, the model of Zhu (2015): ‘An Opportunistic Maintenance Model for Multi-Component
Systems under a Mixture of Different Maintenance Policies’ is selected as basis for the case study at
Océ. Possibly, stochastic dependence could be added to the model; however, first should be
investigated how significant the influence of stochastic dependence is for Océ’s VPi300 printer.
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Appendix K: Single-item usage based maintenance model
This appendix shows the complete mathematical model for usage based maintenance. This model is
essentially the same model as Teeuwsen (2016) used, with three additions, as shown in section 5.1.2:
1) variable 𝜉 is no assumed to be zero, 2) optimization of age limit 𝐴 and 3) simplified notation of the
model.
Notation:
Table 22: Notation of UBM model

Variable
𝑨𝒊
𝒄𝑪𝑴
𝒄𝑺𝑫
𝒄𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝑬𝑪𝑪(𝑨)
𝑬𝑪𝑳(𝑨)
𝒇(𝒖)
𝒈(𝒔)
𝒏𝝉
𝑷(𝒀)
𝒖
𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴
𝝀
𝝃
𝝉

Definition
𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 𝜖 𝑈𝐵𝑀 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑈𝐵𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝜆
𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛 𝑈𝑆𝐷 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 1)
𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝑠 (𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)
𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

Based on three types of maintenance visits (CM, SD and USD), five scenarios can be distinguished for
maintenance of a part. These scenarios depend on:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The moment of breakdown of a part (𝑢);
The age limit of a part (𝐴);
The planned maintenance moment for the part (𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉)
The occurrence of an unscheduled down before the planned maintenance moment

Consider an arbitrary maintenance cycle on a relative timeline. This maintenance cycle starts at time
0. The lifetime of the part is denoted by variable 𝑢. The planned maintenance moment for the part is
denoted by 𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉. The Age limit of the part is denoted by variable (𝐴). The five scenarios are:
1. The lifetime of a part is too short to reach its age limit (𝑢 < 𝐴);
2. The lifetime of a part is longer than the age limit (𝑢 > 𝐴) and equal to or longer than the
planned maintenance moment (𝑢 ≥ 𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉). In this case two scenarios are possible:
2.1. The part is maintained at the planned maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉;
2.2. An USD occurs after the age limit, but before the planned maintenance moment.
Furthermore, the customer allows the extra PM action during this visit. The part will
then be maintained during this USD;
3. The lifetime of a part is longer than the age limit (𝑢 > 𝐴) and shorter than the planned
maintenance moment (𝑢 < 𝑛𝑡 − 𝜉). In this case again two scenarios are possible:
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3.1. An USD occurs after the age limit, but before the part fails. Furthermore, the customer
allows the extra PM action during this visit. The part will then be maintained during this
USD.
3.2. No allowed USD occurs after the age limit, but before the part fails. The part will then
fail and a CM visit should take place.
For each of these scenarios, the mathematical model will be explained below.
Scenario 1: The lifetime of a part is too short to reach its age limit (𝑢 < 𝐴). When the part fails
before its age limit, a CM visit takes place.

Unscheduled down
Scheduled down
Time between two
scheduled downs
Maintenance moment
Figure 26: UBM scenario 1

The probability of this scenario is:
𝑢=𝐴

𝑃[1] = ∫

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(9)

𝑢=0

With contribution to the expected cycle length:
𝑢=𝐴

̇ [1] = ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿

𝑢𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(20)

𝑢=0

Scenario 2: The lifetime of a part is longer than the age limit (𝑢 > 𝐴) and equal to or longer than the
planned maintenance moment (𝑢 ≥ 𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉). In this case two scenarios are possible:
Possibility 2.1: If no USD’s occur between 𝐴 and 𝑛𝑡 − 𝜉 or all USD moments are rejected, then the
part is maintained at the SD visit at time 𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉.

Figure 27: UBM scenario 2.1

This probability is:
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𝑢=∞

𝑃[2.1] = 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌) 𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝜉−𝐴) ∫

(11)

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

With contribution to the expected cycle length:
𝑢=∞

̇ [2.1] = (𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉 − 𝐴)𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝜉−𝐴) ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(12)

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

Possibility 2.2: However, if there is an USD before 𝑛𝜏 − 𝜉, which allows this extra PM action, this visit
will be used for maintenance of this part.

Figure 28: UBM scenario 2.2

This probability is:
𝑢= ∞

𝑃[2.2] = (1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝜉−𝐴) ) ∫

𝑓(𝑢) 𝑑𝑢

(13)

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

With contribution to the expected cycle length:
𝑠=𝑛𝜏−𝜉−𝐴

̇ [2.2] = ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿

𝑢=∞

(𝐴 + 𝑠)𝑔(𝑠)𝑑𝑠) ∫

𝑠=0

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(14)

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

with 𝑔(𝑠) = 𝜆𝑃(𝑌)𝑒 −𝜆𝑃(𝑌)𝑠

Scenario 3: The lifetime of a part is longer than the age limit (𝑢 > 𝐴) and shorter than the planned
maintenance moment (𝑢 < 𝑛𝑡 − 𝜉). In this case again two scenarios are possible:
Possibility 3.1: The part is maintained during a USD that allows the extra PM action.

Figure 29: UBM scenario 3.1

This probability is:
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𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑃[3.1] = ∫

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑢−𝐴) )𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(15)

𝑢=𝐴

With contribution to the expected cycle length:
𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

̇ [3.1] = ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿

̇ 𝑠=𝑢−𝐴
∫
(𝐴 + 𝑠)𝑔(𝑠)𝑑𝑠 𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝐴

(16)

𝑠=0

with 𝑔(𝑠) = 𝜆𝑃(𝑌)𝑒 −𝜆𝑃(𝑌)𝑠

Possibility 3.2: When PM at a USD between 𝐴 and 𝑛𝑡 − 𝜉 is not possible, the part fails and a CM visit
takes place. This can be due to 1) no USD visits occur between A and 𝑛𝑡 − 𝜉; 2) the USD’s do not allow
PM of the part.

Figure 30: UBM scenario 3.2

This combined probability is denoted by:
𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑃[3.2] = ∫

𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑢−𝐴) 𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(3)

𝑢=𝐴

With contribution to the expected cycle length:
𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

̇ [3.2] = ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿

𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑢−𝐴) 𝑢𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(4)

𝑢=𝐴

The probability of each type of visit can now calculated. Note that the probabilities together are equal
to one, as shown in Appendix M:
̇
𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷
= 𝑃[2.2] + 𝑃[3.1]
̇ = 𝑃[2.1]
𝑃𝑆𝐷
̇ = 𝑃[1] + 𝑃[3.2]
𝑃𝐶𝑀
And the expected cycle length is the sum of the contribution in all possibilities:
̇ = 𝐸𝐶𝐿
̇ [1] + 𝐸𝐶𝐿
̇ [2.1] + 𝐸𝐶𝐿
̇ [2.2] + 𝐸𝐶𝐿
̇ [3.1] + 𝐸𝐶𝐿
̇ [3.2]
𝐸𝐶𝐿
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(5)

In section 5.1.2.2. is explained that the value of 𝜉 is approximated with distribution function 𝐻(𝜉):
𝑞
(1 − 𝑞)𝜉
𝐻(𝜉) = {𝑞 +
𝜏
0

𝑖𝑓 𝜉 = 0

(20)

𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝜉 < 𝜏
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

This leads to the probabilities for each time of maintenance visit as below:
𝜏

̇
(𝜉)(1 − 𝑞)
𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷
𝑑𝜉
𝜏

(21)

̇ (𝜉)(1 − 𝑞)
𝑃𝑆𝐷
𝑑𝜉
𝜏

(22)

̇ (𝜉)(1 − 𝑞)
𝑃𝐶𝑀
𝑑𝜉
𝜏

(23)

̇ (0)𝑞 + ∫
𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 = 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷
0
𝜏

𝑃𝑆𝐷

̇ (0)𝑞 + ∫
= 𝑃𝑆𝐷
0
𝜏

𝑃𝐶𝑀

̇ (0)𝑞 + ∫
= 𝑃𝐶𝑀
0

This leads to the expected cycle costs (𝐸𝐶𝐶) and expected cycle length (𝐸𝐶𝐿):
𝐸𝐶𝐶(𝐴) = 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 ∗ 𝐶 𝑈𝑆𝐷 + 𝑃𝑆𝐷 ∗ 𝑐 𝑆𝐷 + 𝑃𝐶𝑀 ∗ 𝑐 𝐶𝑀

𝜏

̇ (𝐴|𝜉 = 0)𝑞 + ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿(𝐴) = 𝐸𝐶𝐿
0

̇ (𝐴|𝜉)(1 − 𝑞)
𝐸𝐶𝐿
𝑑𝜉
𝜏

(24)

(25)

The average cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 is obtained by dividing the expected cycle costs by the expected cycle
length. By minimizing 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 over 𝐴 the cost rate is minimized and optimal age limit 𝐴 can be found.
min 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 (𝐴) =
𝐴

𝐸𝐶𝐶(𝐴)
𝐸𝐶𝐿(𝐴)

s.t. 0 < 𝐴 < ∞
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(26)

Appendix L: Single-item condition based maintenance model
This appendix shows the complete mathematical model for condition based maintenance. This model
is essentially the same model as Teeuwsen (2016) used, with addition as shown in section 5.2.2.
Furthermore, the notation of the model is simplified in contrast to the model of Teeuwsen (2016).
Notation:
Table 23: Notation of CBM model

Variable
𝑪𝒊
𝒄𝑪𝑩𝑴
𝒄𝑺𝑫
𝒄𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝑬𝑪𝑪(𝑪)
𝑬𝑪𝑳(𝑪)
𝑭𝒊
𝒖
𝒗
𝑷(𝒀)
𝑻𝑪
𝑻𝑭
𝒁𝑪𝑩𝑴
𝝀
𝝉

Definition
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 𝜖 𝐶𝐵𝑀
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝐶𝐵𝑀 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 of part 𝑖 𝜖 𝐶𝐵𝑀
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝐶 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝐹 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑛 𝑈𝑆𝐷 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 1)
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝐶 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝐹 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶𝐵𝑀 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑈𝑆𝐷′𝑠 (𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠

Based on three types of maintenance visits (CM, SD and USD), four scenarios can be distinguished
for maintenance of a part. These scenarios depend on:
1) The moment of the part reaches its control limit (𝑇𝐶 );
2) The moment the part reaches its failure limit (𝑇𝐹 );
Based on these two moments, possibilities can be distinguished:
1) (𝑛 − 1)𝜏 < 𝑇𝐶 ≤ 𝑛𝜏 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑇𝐹 < 𝑛𝜏: a part will fail before the next scheduled down, after
reaching its control limit. Then, there are two possibilities:
1.1) the part is maintained at an USD that allows the extra maintenance action.
1.2) a special CBM visit should take place for this part.
2) (𝑛 − 1)𝜏 < 𝑇𝐶 ≤ 𝑛𝜏 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑇𝐹 ≥ 𝑛𝜏: a part will fail after the next scheduled down, after
reaching its control limit. Again, there are two possibilities:
2.1) the part is maintained at an USD that allows the extra maintenance action.
2.2) the part is maintained at the SD at 𝑛𝜏.
For each of these scenarios, the mathematical model will be explained below.
Scenario 1: (𝑛 − 1)𝜏 ≤ 𝑇𝐶 ≤ 𝑛𝜏 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑇𝐹 ≤ 𝑛
Possibility 1.1: when a part reaches its failure limit before the next SD, it can be maintained at a USD.
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Degradation path

Unscheduled down
Scheduled down
Time between two
scheduled downs
Maintenance moment
Figure 31: CBM scenario 1.1

𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑃[1.1] = ∫

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑣−𝑢) )𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(6)

With contribution to the cycle length:
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝐸𝐶𝐿̇[1.1] = ∫

∫

𝑠=𝑣−𝑢

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢

𝑠=0

(𝑢 + 𝑠)𝑔(𝑠)𝑑𝑠 𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(28)

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑔(𝑠) = 𝜆𝑡 𝑃(𝑌)𝑒 −𝜆𝑡𝑃(𝑌)𝑠

Degradation path

Possibility 1.2: when a part reaches its failure limit before the first available SD, and either no USDs
occur in between or no USDs allow for PM, then a specific maintenance visit should be planned for
the CBM part.

Figure 32: CBM scenario 1.2
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑃[1.2] = ∫

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢

𝑒 −P(Y)𝜆(𝑣−𝑢) 𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

With contribution to the cycle lengths:
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(29)

̇ [1.2] = ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿

𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢

𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑣−𝑢) v𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(30)

Degradation path

Scenario 2: (𝑛 − 1)𝜏 ≤ 𝑇𝐶 ≤ 𝑛𝜏 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝑇𝐹 ≥ 𝑛
Possibility 2.1: when a part reaches its failure limit after the next SD, it is possible it is maintained at
an USD before 𝑛𝜏:

Figure 33: CBM scenario 2.1
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑣=∞

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝑢) ) ∫

𝑃[2.1] = ∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(31)

With contribution to the cycle length:
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

̇ [2.1] = ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿

∞

∫

𝑠=𝑛𝜏−𝑢

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑛𝜏 𝑠=0

(𝑢 + 𝑠)𝑔(𝑠)𝑑𝑠)𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(32)

Degradation path

Possibility 2.2: when a part reaches its failure limit after the next SD, it is possible no USDs are available
for extra preventive maintenance and thus the part is maintained at the next SD:

Figure 34: CBM scenario 2.2
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𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑃[2.2] = ∫

𝑣=∞

(𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝑢) ) ∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(33)

With contribution to the cycle length:
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

̇ [2.2] = 𝑛𝜏 ∫
𝐸𝐶𝐿

𝑣=∞

𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝑢) ∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

(34)

The probabilities can now be reduced to three visit types. Note that, in contrast to the usage based
model, the sum over n needs to be taken in order to find the aggregate probabilities:
∞

∞

𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 = ∑ 𝑃[1.1] + ∑ 𝑃[2.1]
𝑛=1

𝑛=1
∞

𝑃𝑆𝐷 = ∑ 𝑃[2.2]
𝑛=1
∞

𝑃𝐶𝑀 = ∑ 𝑃[1.1]
𝑛=1

Together with the cost per visit type, this leads to the expected cycle cost.
𝐸𝐶𝐶(𝐶) = 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 ∗ 𝐶 𝑈𝑆𝐷 + 𝑃𝑆𝐷 ∗ 𝑐 𝑆𝐷 + 𝑃𝐶𝐵𝑀 ∗ 𝑐 𝐶𝐵𝑀

(35)

And the expected cycle length is the sum of the products of the cycle lengths and probabilities of each
scenario:
∞

𝐸𝐶𝐿(𝐶) = ∑ 𝐿̇(𝐶, 𝑖𝑛 1.1)𝑃[1.1] + 𝐿̇(𝐶, 𝑖𝑛 1.2)𝑃[1.2] + 𝐿̇(𝐶, 𝑖𝑛 2.1)𝑃[2.1] + 𝐿̇(𝐶, 𝑖𝑛 2.2)𝑃[2.2]

(36)

𝑛=1

Now, the average cost rate 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 can be obtained by dividing the expected cycle cost by the expected
cycle length. By minimizing over control limit C, the optimal cost rate 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 can be found with
corresponding control limit 𝐶.
min 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 (𝐶) =
𝐶
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𝐸𝐶𝐶(𝐶)
𝐸𝐶𝐿(𝐶)

(37)

Appendix M: Proof probabilities sum to 1
Usage based model
The probabilities in this model are:
𝑢=𝐴

𝑃[1] = ∫

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑢=0

𝑢=∞

𝑃[2.1] = 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌) 𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝜉−𝐴) ∫

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑢= ∞

𝑃[2.2] = (1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝜉−𝐴) ) ∫

𝑓(𝑢) 𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑃[3.1] = ∫

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑢−𝐴) )𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝐴

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑃[3.2] = ∫

𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑢−𝐴) 𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝐴

The possibilities in scenario’s two and three can be combined:
𝑃[2] = 𝑃[2.1] + 𝑃[2.2]
𝑢=∞

𝑃[2] = 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌) 𝜆(𝑛𝜏−(𝜉+𝐴) ∫

𝑢= ∞

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 + (1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝐴−𝜉) ) ∫

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑓(𝑢) 𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉
𝑢= ∞

=∫

𝑓(𝑢) 𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑃[3] = 𝑃[3.1] + 𝑃[3.2]
𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑃[3] = ∫

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑢−𝐴) )𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 + ∫

𝑢=𝐴

𝑢=𝐴
𝑢= 𝑛𝜏−𝜉

=∫

𝑓(𝑢) 𝑑𝑢

𝑢=𝐴
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𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑢−𝐴) 𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢

Now, the summation of the probabilities leads to:
𝑢=𝐴

𝑃[1] + 𝑃[2] + 𝑃[3] = ∫

𝑢=∞

𝑢= 𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 + ∫

𝑢=0

𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 + ∫

𝑢=𝑛𝜏−𝜉

𝑢= ∞

𝑓(𝑢) 𝑑𝑢 = ∫

𝑢=𝐴

𝑓(𝑢) 𝑑𝑢

𝑢=0

Since 𝑓(𝑢) denotes a probability distribution and the moment of breakdown of a part 𝑢 cannot be
negative, this summation equals one.

Condition based model
The probabilities in this model are:
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑃[1.1] = ∫

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑣−𝑢) )𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑃[1.2] = ∫

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢

𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑣−𝑢) 𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑣=∞

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝑢) ) ∫

𝑃[2.1] = ∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑃[2.2] = ∫

𝑣=𝑛𝜏
𝑣=∞

(𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝑢) ) ∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

Again, the probabilities can be simplified:
𝑃[1] = 𝑃[1.1] + 𝑃[1.2]

𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

= ∫

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢
𝑢=𝑛𝜏
𝑣=𝑛𝜏

+∫

∫

𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑣−𝑢) 𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢
𝑢=𝑛𝜏
𝑣=𝑛𝜏

= ∫

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢

𝑃[2] = 𝑃[2.1] + 𝑃[2.2]

𝑢=𝑛𝜏

=∫

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑣=∞

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝑢) ) ∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

+ ∫
𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

= ∫

(1 − 𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑣−𝑢) 𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑣=𝑛𝜏
𝑣=∞

(𝑒 −𝑃(𝑌)𝜆(𝑛𝜏−𝑢) ) ∫

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑣=∞

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢
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Now, the summation of the two scenario’s is:
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑃[1] + 𝑃[2] = ∫

𝑣=𝑛𝜏

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

= ∫

𝑢=𝑛𝜏

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢 + ∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑛𝜏

𝑣=∞

∫

𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢

𝑣=∞

∫

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢

Now, the sum over n needs to be taken in order to find the aggregate probabilities:
∞

𝑢=𝑛𝜏

∑∫

𝑣=∞

∫

𝑛=1 𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑣=𝑢

𝑓𝑇𝐻 |𝑇𝐶 (𝑣|𝑢)𝑑𝑣𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢
𝑢=𝑛𝜏

The aggregation of (𝑛 − 1)𝜏 ≤ 𝑇𝐶 < 𝑛𝜏 implies 𝑇𝐶 ∈ [0, ∞) and ∑∞
𝑛=1 ∫𝑢=(𝑛−1)𝜏 𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑢)𝑑𝑢 = 1.

Appendix N: Iteration algorithm Zhu (2015)
In Figure 35, a copy of the iteration algorithm Zhu (2015) proposes to obtain the value of variable 𝑞 in
the UBM model is shown. We do not use this iteration algorithm in our UBM model, because there is
no guarantee this algorithm converges. Therefore, we use a simulation in our model to obtain the
value of variable 𝑞. This simulation can be found in the next appendix.

Figure 35: Iteration algorithm for variable q of Zhu (2015)
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Appendix O: Simulation procedure
In the case study with the single-item maintenance model for UBM we use a simulation to obtain the
value of 𝑞. This value is used to determine the value of 𝜉 in this model. In the case study with the
multi-item maintenance model, we use this complete simulation to optimize the maintenance plan of
a machine.
The simulation procedure in this appendix is copied from Zhu (2015) and can be found in Figure 36.
The working of this simulation is as follows:
1) First, a timeline is generated with arrivals of USD’s which allow for extra preventive
maintenance, based on a Poisson distribution with rate 𝜆 ∗ 𝑃(𝑌).
2) Then, based on the value of 𝜏, SD moments are placed on this timeline.
3) Subsequently, based on the failure distribution of a part, a set of random durations of lifetimes
for a part is generated. Each of these parts have a fixed age limit 𝐴.
4) The simulation starts at time = 0 on the timeline. A random duration of the lifetime of a part
is picked from the set of durations. Based on the age limit of the part, the failure time of the
part, the first SD moment after the age limit of the part, and the first allowed USD moment of
a part, one of three scenarios takes place: CM, preventive maintenance during an SD, or
preventive maintenance during a USD. Based on which scenario applies to the part, the ending
time of the maintenance cycle is either the first SD after the age limit, the first USD after the
age limit, or the failure time of the part.
5) The ending time of the maintenance cycle is the starting time of the next maintenance cycle.
This process is iterated until the end of the timeline is reached.
6) The expected cycle costs for the part are obtained by first calculating the average probability
of maintenance during CM, SD or USD and then multiplying the probability of each scenario
with the costs of each visit type. The expected cycle length is obtained by averaging the length
of all maintenance cycles of the simulation. By dividing the expected cycle costs by the
expected cycle length, the average cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 is obtained.
For the simulation, we need to determine length of the timeline (𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the model of Zhu (2015))
and the number repetitions of each simulation (number of seeds 𝑚 in the model of Zhu (2015).
Furthermore, we calculated a 95% confidence interval for each simulation. This confidence interval is
calculated with the method Zhu (2015) uses in Figure 36.
In Table 24, the average confidence interval (CI) and calculation time for different values of 𝑚 and
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 are shown. Based on the value of the confidence interval in relation to the calculation time, we
choose to use a simulation with 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1000 years and m = 20. These values give the smallest
confidence interval relative to the simulation time.
Table 24: Confidence intervals and calculation times for different setting of simulation

m = 10
m = 20
m = 100

𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒔
95% CI = 1000
Calculation time = 2 hrs
95% CI = 800
Calculation time = 4 hrs
95% CI = 700
Calculation time = 20 hrs

𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒔
95% CI = 500
Calculation time = 24 hrs
95% CI = 150
Calculation time = 48 hrs
95% CI = 100
Calculation time = 120 hrs
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𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎𝟎 𝒚𝒆𝒂𝒓𝒔
95% CI = 200
Calculation time = 300 hrs

Figure 36: Simulation procedure from Zhu (2015) used in our model
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Appendix P: Random Coefficient Model CBM case Zhu (2015)
In this appendix, the Random Coefficient Model (RCM) used in the verification of the CBM model is
shown. This RCM is used to model the degradation path of a part. A Random Coefficient Model
assumes the degradation path 𝑋 of a part is linear over time. This linear path may differ per part,
following a certain distribution. The arrival time of a degradation path at the control limit therefore
differs per part.
𝑋(𝑡) = 𝑎 + 𝜃𝑡̂𝑏

(7)

The probability the warning thresholds is passed at time 𝑡 can then be written as:
Pr{𝑇𝐶 ≤ 𝑡} = Pr{𝛼 + 𝜃𝑡̂𝑏 ≥ 𝑋}
𝑋−𝑎
= Pr {𝜃 ≥ 𝑏 }
𝑡̂
𝑋−𝑎
= 1 − 𝐹𝜃 ( 𝑏 )
𝑡̂

(8)

With 𝑡 the time the control limit is passed and 𝑎 and 𝑏 constant parameters of the shape of the
degradation path. The slope 𝜃 follows a certain distribution.
In the CBM case of Zhu (2015), which we used for our verification, the degradation path 𝜃 follows a
Weibull distribution with scale parameter 𝜂 and shape parameter 𝛽. Furthermore, in the case of Zhu,
the value of 𝑎 = 0 and the value of 𝑏 = 1. This leads to the probability density function of the passing
time of the control limit 𝑇𝐶 :
𝑓𝑇𝐶 (𝑡) =

𝛽𝜂 𝑋
𝑋 𝛽
( ) exp (− ( ) )
𝑋 𝜂𝑡̂
𝜂𝑡̂

This degradation path reduces to 𝑋(𝑡̂) = 𝜃1 𝑡̂. Therefore, only the parameters 𝜂 and 𝛽 for the
degradation path of the part need to be estimated.

Appendix Q: Parts replaced during an SD visit
In Table 25, the average number of replaced parts per SD visit is shown. We use this value as parameter
value for the parameter 𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 in our single-item maintenance models. For this analysis, we used the
planned preventive maintenance visits of Océ of the VPi300 as of 1-7-2016.
The table shows that Océ replaces parts of the VPi300 either quarterly, annually or biennially. The
average number of parts replaced per SD visit is 5,4. For analysis in the maintenance optimization
models, this number is rounded to five parts per visit.
Table 25: Number of parts replaced during SD visits

PM visit
Quarterly
Annually
Biennially
Average Per year
Average Per visit

# visits per year
4
1
0,5

Parts replaced
3
5
9
21,5
5,4
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Appendix R: Distribution functions
(𝑥−𝜇)2

The probability density function of the Normal distribution is:

−(
)
1
𝑒 2𝜎2
𝜎 √2𝜋
𝑥
𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 −(𝜂)
𝑒
𝜂 𝜂

𝛽

The probability density function of the Weibull distribution is: ( )

We refer to Van Berkum & Di Bucchianico (2009) for further information about these distributions.

Appendix S: Fitting a degradation path for the Air filter
In this appendix is shown how a degradation path is fitted in our CBM model for the Air filter. The data
we used were all available data from Océ. The period of the degradation is 1 year, which is how long
VPi300 machines are placed in the field.
For the Air filter, the degradation exists out of clothing of dust and ink mist in the filter. Directly after
the Air filter, a fan is placed in the VPi300. According to the R&D function expert of Océ, the fan needs
to work harder when the Air filter is clothed. Therefore, the condition of the Air filter can be analyzed
by looking at the rotation speed of the fan. The parameter to measure this condition in the functional
logging of the VPi300 is the ‘RPM’, which stands for ‘rotations per minute’. When the rotation speed
of the fan increases, this indicates that the Air filter is clothed.
For seven different machines (all available machines which have been in the field for a year), the
functional logging is used to analyze the value of the ‘RPM’. An example of the course of parameter
‘RPM’ in one machine over time is shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Course of parameter RPM over time

In Figure 37, we observe that the value of RPM increases over time, which indicates that the Air filter
degrades over time.
According to Océ’s function expert responsible for this part, the degradation process proceeds at a
constant rate, which qualifies the Air filter for using the Random Coefficient Model. Zhu (2015) and
Teeuwsen (2016) furthermore both assume a Weibull distributed slope of the degradation path in
their models. As investigation of different methods to model degradation paths was not part of this
master thesis, the Random Coefficient Model with a Weibull distributed slope is used for analysis of
the Air filter. It is, however, recommended for Océ to investigate various methods in the future, when
the structure of the remote data makes it easier to analyze degradation paths of parts.
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From seven different VPi300 machines a degradation path as shown in above figure could be
extracted. For each of the machines, the slope of the RPM per year is extracted from the data. These
slopes are shown in Table 26.
Table 26: Slopes of degradation path Air filter

Machine Slope of RPM per year
1
229.164
4
179.748
5
260.292
6
458.316
7
219.108
9
107.787
15
168

For the random coefficient model, three characteristics of a part are needed: the degradation path
𝑋(𝑡), the start value (𝑎) of the degradation path and the failure limit of the degradation path. The
value of the RPM when the Air filter is new in the machine is 4600. Until now, no Air filter has failed
yet, which makes it makes it hard to establish a failure value. The function expert estimates the filter
fails when the RPM exceeds 5500. For now, this value will be used as failure value.
Using the Distribution Fitting Tool in Matlab, a Weibull distribution is fitted to these slopes, as shown
in Figure 38.

Figure 38: Fitted Weibull distribution on degradation slopes Air filters

The fitted Weibull distributed slope has shape parameter 𝛽 = 2,55 (with standard error 0.65) and
scale parameter 𝜂 = 259,30 (with standard error 44.31). Using the Random Coefficient Model of Zhu
(2015) with a Weibull distributed slope from Appendix N, this leads to degradation path:
𝑋(𝑡) = 4600 + 𝛩𝑡
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝛩 = 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑙(𝛽 = 2.55 ; 𝜂 = 259.30) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 = 5500
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Appendix T: Verification of single-item maintenance model
This appendix aims to verify the model is implemented correctly by using the same input values as
Zhu (2015).

Usage based maintenance model
The results of the numerical example from Chapter 4 of Zhu (2015) are compared with the
implemented model. The model of Zhu did not include customer allowance variable 𝑃(𝑌) and
assumed PM at a USD is always allowed (i.e. 𝑃(𝑌) = 1). In Table 27 on the left the input values are
shown for the models. For this part, the failure distribution is Weibull distributed with scale parameter
𝜂 and shape parameter 𝛽. On the right, the output values of Zhu (2015) are compared with our output
values.
Table 27: Verification of usage based model

Input
Parameter
𝑪𝑪𝑴
𝑪𝑺𝑫
𝑪𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝝉 (years)
Weibull 𝜼
Weibull 𝜷
𝝀 (years)
𝑷(𝒀)

Value
€ 10,000
€ 1,000
€ 2,000
0.2
1.129
2.101
2
1

Output
Parameter
𝑨∗
𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴 (𝑨∗ )
𝑷𝑺𝑫
𝑷𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝑷𝑪𝑴
𝑬𝑪𝑳

Zhu (2015)
0.4
€ 5,189
0.857
0.027
0.116
0.399

Our output
0.394
€ 5,158.00
0.861
0.025
0.114
0.398

In our results, the age limit and average cost rate are slightly lower than the age limit obtained by Zhu
(2015). Furthermore, the probabilities of each maintenance visit type and the expected cycle length
slightly differ from the output of Zhu. The minor differences can be explained by using the simulation
to obtain a value for 𝑃 𝑆𝐷 . This simulation resulted in this case in a slightly higher value for 𝑃 𝑆𝐷 than
Zhu obtained, which led to minor variations in the other output values. In conclusion, the model with
𝜉 ≠ 0 is correctly implemented and gives the same results as Zhu (2015).

Condition based maintenance model
The numerical example from Chapter 3 of Zhu (2015) is compared with the implemented condition
based model to verify the model is implemented correctly. In this example, the degradation path is
modeled by a random coefficient model (RCM) with a Weibull distributed slope with shape parameter
𝜂 and scale parameter 𝛽. In Appendix P, an explanation of the Random Coefficient Model can be
found. The degradation path starts at 0 and the part has failed when the degradation exceeds the
failure limit of 88. The left hand side of Table 28 shows the input values and the right hand side shows
the output values from Zhu and us respectively.
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Table 28: Verification condition based model

Input
Parameter
𝑪𝑪𝑩𝑴
𝑪𝑺𝑫
𝑪𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝝉 (days)
RCM Weibull 𝜼
RCM Weibull 𝜷
𝝀 (days)
𝑷(𝒀)
Failure limit 𝑭
Start value 𝑺

Value
€ 44,500
€ 26,500
€ 28,800
91
0.159
3.73
0.00886
1
88
0

Output
Parameter
𝑪∗
𝒁𝑪𝑩𝑴 (𝑪∗ )
𝑷𝑺𝑫
𝑷𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝑷𝑪𝑴
𝑬𝑪𝑳

Zhu (2015)
75.42
€ 45.09
0.635
0.308
0.058
627.400

Our output
75.42
€ 45.09
0.635
0.308
0.058
627.400

The results are exactly the same, from which we conclude we implemented our model correctly (i.e.
the same as Zhu (2015)).
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Appendix U: Validation of single-item maintenance model
To validate that our model, we use test cases for the UBM and CBM model and adjust parameter
values for these test cases to extreme values. Furthermore, we compare the costs per scenario
calculated by the model with our own analytical costs calculations.

Usage based maintenance model
The test case we use for the UBM model is an actual part of the VPi300: the Sentry Belt. We also use
the machine parameter values of the VPi300. In Table 29, the input values for the validation case are
shown.
Table 29: Machine and part input values for validation case UBM model

Parameter
𝑺𝒄𝒎
𝑺𝒔𝒅
𝑷𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒎
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒄𝒎
𝑪𝒇𝒔𝒕
𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒆
𝑷(𝒀)
𝝀
𝝉

Value for VPi300
€ 75
€ 45
€ 100
€ 180
€ 60
€ 112
2 hours
0.86
22
0.25

Parameter
Weibull 𝜷
Weibull 𝜼
𝑨
𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓
𝑪𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕
𝑪𝒄𝒔𝒒

Value for Sentry Belt
2.85
0.98
0.8
0.58 hours
€ 658
€0

We calculate that based on these input values, the costs for each maintenance type should be:
𝐶𝑐𝑚

= 𝑆𝑐𝑚 + 𝑃𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑚 + (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡
+ 𝐶𝑐𝑠𝑞 = 75 + 100 + (180 + 112 + 60) ∗ 0.58 + (180 + 60) ∗ 2 + 658 + 0
= € 1517,16
𝑆𝑠𝑑
45
+ (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 =
+ (180 + 112) ∗ 0.58 + 658 = € 836.36
𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠
5

𝐶𝑠𝑑

=

𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑑

= (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 = (180 + 112 + 60) ∗ 0.58 + 658 = € 862.16

The values obtained by the implemented UBM model for each scenario are:
𝐶𝑠𝑑 = € 836.36
𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑑 = € 862.16
𝐶𝑐𝑚 = € 1517,16
This validates that the costs per scenario are calculated correctly by our implemented UBM model.
The next step is using extreme values for the parameters in the model to validate our implemented
model. We calculate the extreme values for variables 𝜆, 𝑃(𝑌), 𝜏 and 𝐴. For each of these variables, an
extreme low value (0.01) and an extreme high value (1000) are used for both the model where 𝜉 = 0
and the model where 𝜉 ≠ 0. The results are shown in Table 30.
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Table 30: Validation results of UBM model
UBM model with 𝜉
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀
𝑃𝑆𝐷
𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷
Parameter Value
Normal
€ 1626,17 0,008 0,504
case
𝝀
0,01
€ 1618,69 0,346 0,001
𝝀
1000
€ 1632,94 0,000 0,569
𝑷(𝒀)
0,01
€ 1618,68 0,347 0,000
𝑷(𝒀)
1
€ 1626,61 0,004 0,515
𝝉 (years)
0,01
€ 1612,21 0,571 0,000
𝝉 (years)
1000
€ 1626,71 0,000 0,511
𝑨 (years)
0,01 € 13862,34 0,010 0,988
𝑨 (years)
1000
€ 1737,38 0,000 0,000

=0
𝑃𝐶𝑀
0,488

𝐸𝐶𝐿
0,727

𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀
€ 1624,87

0,653
0,431
0,653
0,480
0,429
0,489
0,001
1,000

0,791
0,701
0,791
0,723
0,700
0,727
0,062
0,873

€ 1618,23
€ 1632,92
€ 1618,18
€ 1625,33
€ 1612,77
€ 1626,49
€ 16202,37
€ 1737,38

UBM model with 𝜉 ≠ 0
𝑃𝑆𝐷
𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷
𝑃𝐶𝑀
0,090
0,431 0,479
0,395
0,003
0,400
0,087
0,546
0,000
0,174
0,000

0,001
0,567
0,000
0,441
0,023
0,511
0,825
0,000

0,605
0,431
0,600
0,473
0,432
0,489
0,001
1,000

𝐸𝐶𝐿
0,722
0,771
0,701
0,769
0,720
0,701
0,727
0,053
0,873

For variable 𝜆, we observe that an extreme low value leads to an extreme low value of 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 , and
higher values of 𝑃𝑆𝐷 and 𝑃𝐶𝑀 which is what we expected. An extreme high value of 𝜆 leads to a higher
value of 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 and lower values for 𝑃𝑆𝐷 and 𝑃𝐶𝑀 . This is also what we expected, because a high value
of 𝜆 means there are many possibilities for PM during a USD.
For variable 𝑃(𝑌), we observe that an extreme low value leads to a value of zero for 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 . This is what
we expected, because this means that customers do not allow maintenance during an USD. An
extreme high value of 𝑃(𝑌) leads to a higher value of 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 .
For variable 𝜏, we observe that an extreme low value leads to a high value of 𝑃𝑆𝐷 and a value of zero
of 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 . This is logical, because in this case there are so many SD visits that the probability is very small
that an USD visit occurs between the age limit and an SD visit. A high value of 𝜏 leads to a value of 𝑃𝑆𝐷
of zero, which is logical, because there is only one SD visit in 1000 years in this case.
For the age limit 𝐴, we observe that a low value leads to an extreme high cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 and a small
𝐸𝐶𝐿, because the part is replaced very often. An extreme high value of 𝐴 means that the part is
replaced correctively, because it always fails before its age limit. Therefore, it is logical that 𝑃𝐶𝑀 = 1.
In conclusion, all extreme values confirm our expectations. Furthermore, all probabilities per scenario
sum up to a total of 1. Therefore, we conclude that the model represents the maintenance
environment correctly.

Condition based maintenance model
The test case we use for the CBM model is also an actual part of the VPi300: the Air filter. We also use
the machine parameter values of the VPi300. In Table 31, the input values for the validation case are
shown, the machine input values are the same as for the UBM model validation case.
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Table 31: Part input values for validation case CBM model

Parameter
RCM Weibull 𝜼
RCM Weibull 𝜷
𝑪
𝑨
𝑭
𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓
𝑪𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕
𝑪𝒄𝒔𝒒

Air filter
2.38
262.37
5473
4600
5500
0.69 hours
€ 17
€0

We calculate that based on these input values, the costs for each maintenance type should be:
𝑆𝑠𝑑
45
𝐶𝑠𝑑
=
+ (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 =
+ (180 + 112) ∗ 0.69 + 17 = € 227.48
𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠
5
𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑑

= (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 = (180 + 112 + 60) ∗ 0.69 + 17 = € 259.88

𝐶𝑐𝑏𝑚 = 𝑆𝑠𝑑 + (𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 = 45 + (180 + 112 + 60) ∗ 0.69 + 17
= € 304.88
The values obtained by the implemented UBM model for each scenario are:
𝐶𝑠𝑑 = € 227.48
𝐶𝑢𝑠𝑑 = € 259.88
𝐶𝑐𝑏𝑚 = € 304.88
This validates that the costs per scenario are calculated correctly by our implemented CBM model.
The next step is to use extreme values for the model parameters to validate our implemented model.
We calculate the extreme values for variables 𝜆, 𝑃(𝑌), 𝜏 and 𝐶. For each of these variables, an extreme
low value (0.01) and an extreme high value (1000) are used. For the control limit 𝐶, the value of the
start of the degradation path (4600) and the failure limit (5500) are used as extreme values. The results
are shown in Table 32.
Table 32: Validation results of CBM model

Parameter Value
Normal case
𝝀
0,01
𝝀
1000
𝑷(𝒀)
0,01
𝑷(𝒀)
1
𝝉 (years)
0,01
𝝉 (years)
1000
𝑪 (RPM)
4600
𝑪 (RPM)
5500

𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀

𝑃𝑆𝐷

𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷

𝑃𝐶𝑀

𝐸𝐶𝐿

€ 49,97

0,186

0,740

0,073

5,145

€ 50,47
€ 50,85
€ 50,47
€ 49,99
€ 54,91
€ 51,30

0,547
0,005
0,548
0,166
0,847
0,000

0,001
0,995
0,000
0,778
0,083
0,882

0,452
0,000
0,452
0,056
0,000
0,118

5,200
5,107
5,200
5,141
3,899
5,169

€ 4460,12
€ 57,90

0,010
0,000

0,990
0,000

0,000
1,000

0,058
5,265
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Table 32 shows similar results for the extreme values of each variable as the results of the validation
case of the UBM model. All results are in line with our expectations. Furthermore, all probabilities per
scenario sum up to a total of 1. Therefore, we conclude that the model represents the maintenance
environment correctly.

Appendix V: Breakdown of costs of Sentry Belt
In Figure 39, the cost rate per year of the Sentry Belt with an age limit of 1 year is broken down in into
different cost factors. The blue bars denote the total cost rate. The red bars denote the product of the
probability that a CM visit takes place times the costs of a CM visit. The green bars denote the product
of the probability that an SD visit takes place times the costs of an SD visit. Notice that the probability
that a USD visit takes place is zero, because the age limit is placed at an SD visit.

Cost/year

Zubm Sentry Belt; A=1
€900,00
€800,00
€700,00
€600,00
€500,00
€400,00
€300,00
€200,00
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Downtime
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Breakdown of cost rate Zubm
Total

Ccm
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Figure 39: Breakdown of 𝐙𝐔𝐁𝐌 (𝛏=0) for Sentry Belt

The figure shows that the downtime costs and part costs are the highest contributors to the total cost
rate. The setup costs, salary costs and penalty costs form a small fraction of the total costs. The figure
furthermore shows that the costs due to maintenance during CM visits take up more than three
quarters of the total cost rate and the costs due to maintenance during SD visits take up less than one
quarter of the total cost rate.
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Appendix W: Sensitivity analysis for UBM model
In this appendix, we show the results of sensitivity analysis of the usage based maintenance model.
The first variable to be analyzed is 𝜆, which denotes the occurrence of USD’s in the model.

Zubm versus lambda
Zubm (euro/year)
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Figure 40: UBM sensitivity analysis: λ

Figure 40 shows four different curves, each for one scenario. First, we compare 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 (𝜉 = 0) with
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 (𝜉 ≠ 0) for age limit 𝐴 = 0.8. Both curves show the same increasing cost rate when 𝜆 increases.
This is what we expected, because a higher value of 𝜆 means more opportunities for USD’s exist
between the age limit 𝐴 and planned maintenance moment 𝑛𝜏. As USD visits take place before SD
visits, this shortens the average cycle length. Due to the shorter cycle length, the cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀
increases.
Then, we compare 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 (𝜉 = 0) with 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 (𝜉 ≠ 0) for age limit 𝐴 = 1. In these scenarios, the curves
of the cost rates differ when the value of 𝜆 increases. The model where 𝜉 ≠ 0 has a constant cost
rate, independent of the value of 𝜆. This is what we expected, because in this scenario, the age limit
is 1, which is a multiple of 𝜏. This means for the scenario that 𝜉 = 0 that at exactly the same moment
the part surpasses its age limit, an SD moment takes place. Therefore 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 is zero, because there is
no time between the part surpassing its age limit and reaching 𝑛𝜏 to make use of an USD. Since 𝜆 only
influences the occurrence of USD’s, 𝜆 does not influence the cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 in this scenario. In the
scenario where 𝜉 ≠ 0 the curve of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 decreases over 𝜆. In this scenario, it is not assumed that the
age limit always lies exactly at an SD moment, because the starting point relative to the planned
maintenance moment differs in each cycle. The figure shows that in this scenario, a higher value of 𝜆
increases the probability of USD and thereby reduces the probability of CM, which results in a lower
value for 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 .
Another variable that influences the probabilities of USD’s is 𝑃(𝑌). The results of the analysis of this
variable are shown in Figure 41.
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Figure 41: UBM sensitivity analysis: P(Y)

This figure gives a similar image as the sensitivity analysis for variable 𝜆. This is logical, because both
a higher value of 𝜆 and a higher value of 𝑃(𝑌) lead to the availability of more USD moment for
preventive maintenance.
The next variable in the sensitivity analysis is 𝜏; the distance between two consecutive SD’s. The results
of this analysis are shown in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: UBM sensitivity analysis: τ

In this figure, again the difference between the models with 𝜉 = 0 and 𝜉 ≠ 0 is visible. It shows that
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 of the model where 𝜉 = 0 varies over 𝜏. When the age limit is a multiple of 𝜏, then the cost rate
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 is minimized. This is the result of the assumption that the distance between the age limit and
the moment of an SD is the same in each maintenance cycle and confirms our expectations. The model
where 𝜉 ≠ 0 does not change when 𝜏 is varied. For this model, the sensitivity analysis shows that the
influence of 𝜏 on the cost rate is limited. This is in line with our expectations, because the amount of
SD’s is much smaller than the amount of USD’s in this analysis, which means that more SD visits have
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a small impact on the total number of preventive maintenance opportunities and therefore a small
impact on cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 .
Table 33 gives insight in the effects of changing the other variables in the UBM model on the cost rate
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 . The table should be read as follows: an increase of 1 in the left column leads to an increase of
the cost rate as shown in the right column.
Table 33: Influence of cost related variables on cost rate 𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴

Parameter
𝑪𝒄𝒔𝒒
𝑪𝒇𝒔𝒕
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒄𝒎
𝑪𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕
𝑵𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒔
𝑷𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒎
𝑺𝒄𝒎
𝑺𝒔𝒅
𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓
𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒑𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒆

Influence on cost rate 𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴
𝑃𝑐𝑚 /𝐸𝐶𝐿
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 /𝐸𝐶𝐿
(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 + (𝑃𝑐𝑚 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 )/𝐸𝐶𝐿
((𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∗ (𝑃𝑢𝑠𝑑 + 𝑃𝑐𝑚 ) + (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑐𝑚 )) /𝐸𝐶𝐿
1/𝐸𝐶𝐿
𝑆𝑠𝑑
((− 2 ) ∗ 𝑃𝑠𝑑 ) /𝐸𝐶𝐿
𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠
𝑃𝑐𝑚 /𝐸𝐶𝐿
𝑃𝑐𝑚 /𝐸𝐶𝐿
(𝑃𝑠𝑑 /𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 )/𝐸𝐶𝐿
((𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 ) + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ∗ (𝑃𝑐𝑚 + 𝑃𝑢𝑠𝑑 )) /𝐸𝐶𝐿
((𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ) ∗ 𝑃𝑐𝑚 )/𝐸𝐶𝐿

Until now, in this appendix the influence of various parameters in the models on the cost rates are
shown. The influence of the failure distribution of a part has not been discussed yet. The failure
distributions are the results of fitting a distribution to failure data of parts. This means these failure
distributions cannot be varied like other variables in the sensitivity analysis. However, some insight
can be given about the influence of the fitted failure distributions on the cost rate. Therefore, first, we
analyze the influence of Weibull parameter 𝛽 on the optimal cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 . For this analysis, we vary
the value of 𝛽 for the Sentry belt. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43: Influence of Weibull parameter β on Z_UBM
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Figure 43 shows the values of cost rates 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 and 𝑍𝐶𝑀 for different values of 𝛽 in the failure
distribution of the Sentry belt. The figure shows that a higher value of 𝛽 leads to a lower cost rate
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 . This confirms our expectations, because a higher value of 𝛽 indicates: 1) a steeper increasing
failure rate of the part, which makes the part more suitable for preventive maintenance and 2) a higher
value of 𝛽 means that the 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 of a part is higher, which leads to a lower cost rate. The value of
𝑍𝐶𝑀 increases when 𝛽 increases, because the higher value of 𝛽 leads to a higher 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 and a higher
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 decreases cost rate. The break-even point between using the UBM and the CM policy for this
part lies at a value of 𝛽 of 1.7. Which is higher than we expected, because a 𝛽 larger than 1 indicates
an increasing failure rate. Therefore, we expected that the UBM model would outperform the CM
model at each value lower than 1.7.
Secondly, we analyze the influence of the accuracy of the fitted failure distribution of a part. Again,
the Sentry belt is used as an example. The fitted distribution was Weibull with variables 𝛽 = 2.85 and
𝜂 = 0.98. The standard errors of these variable values for 𝛽 and 𝜂 were 0.83 and 0.16 respectively.
Table 34 shows what the values of 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 (𝜉 = 0) would be when the actual values of 𝛽 and 𝜂 differ
one standard error from the mean values, keeping the age limit at 1 (the optimal value when 𝛽 = 2.85
and 𝜂 = 0.98).
Table 34: Influence of Weibull variables β and η on cost rate 𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴

𝜼

0,82
0,98
1,14

2,02
2047,124
1989,59
1969,727

𝜷
2,85
1724,074
1618,689
1557,464

3,69
1510,773
1557,464
1294,229

As can be seen in Table 34, a different value of 𝛽 has a significant effect on the cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 .
Especially, the lower values of 𝛽 increase the cost rate severely. This insight does not lead to a
conclusion about the significance level of 𝛽, because the effect differs per part, based on the values
of other variables. However, the results in this table indicate that one should be careful with using
fitted distributions in the maintenance optimization model.
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Appendix X: Sensitivity analysis CBM model
In this appendix, we show the results of sensitivity analysis of the condition based maintenance model.
The first variable to be analyzed is 𝜆, which denotes the occurrence of USD’s in the model.

Zcbm versus Lambda
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Figure 44: Sensitivity analysis CBM: λ

Figure 44 shows a significant difference between the influence of 𝜆 on 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 when the control limit is
optimal and lower than optimal. When the control limit is lower than optimal, an increase in 𝜆
increases the cost rate 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 due to shortening the cycle length by taking preventive maintenance
opportunities at unscheduled downs. When the control limit is optimal, 𝜆 rarely influences the cost
rate. This is probably due to the fact that 𝐶 𝐶𝐵𝑀 is not significantly higher than 𝐶 𝑆𝐷 and 𝐶 𝑈𝑆𝐷 for the
Air filter. When 𝜆 is 5, then the different control limits both lead to the same cost rate 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 .
In Figure 45, the sensitivity analysis of variable 𝑃(𝑌) in the CBM model is shown.
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47,00
46,00
45,00
44,00
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0,79
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0,91
0,97

Zcbm

Zcbm versus PY

PY

Figure 45: Sensitivity analysis CBM model: P(Y)

Analysis of variable 𝑃(𝑌) shows a similar image as analysis of variable 𝜆. This is what we expected
based on the sensitivity analysis of the same variables in the UBM model. Variable 𝑃(𝑌) influences
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the occurence of USDs, just as variable 𝜆 does. When 𝐶 is suboptimal, a higher value of 𝑃(𝑌) leads to
a higher probability of taking an USD as opportunity and thereby shortening the cycle length, which
leads to a higher cost rate.
The last parameter to be analyzed for the CBM model is 𝜏.
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Figure 46: CBM sensitivity analysis: τ

Figure 46 shows that 𝑍𝐶𝐵𝑀 increases slightly when 𝜏 increases for both control limits. The explanation
is that when 𝜏 increases, 𝑃 𝑆𝐷 decreases and simultaneously 𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 and 𝑃𝐶𝐵𝑀 increase. Because 𝐶𝑈𝑆𝐷
and 𝐶𝐶𝐵𝑀 are higher than 𝐶𝑆𝐷 , this leads to a higher cost rate. However, the influence of 𝜏 on the cost
rate remains small, for the same reason as in the UBM sensitivity analysis.
Table 35 gives insight in the effects of changing the other variables in the CBM model on the cost rate
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 . The table should be read as follows: an increase of 1 in the left column leads to an increase of
the cost rate as shown in the right column.
Table 35: Influence of cost related variables on cost rate 𝒁𝑪𝑩𝑴

Parameter
𝑪𝒇𝒔𝒕
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒄𝒎
𝑪𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕
𝑵𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒔
𝑺𝒔𝒅

Influence of increase of one of parameter on cost rate Z
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 /𝐸𝐶𝐿
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 /𝐸𝐶𝐿
((𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟 ∗ (𝑃𝑢𝑠𝑑 + 𝑃𝑐𝑚 )) /𝐸𝐶𝐿
1/𝐸𝐶𝐿
𝑆𝑠𝑑
((− 2 ) ∗ 𝑃𝑠𝑑 ) /𝐸𝐶𝐿
𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠
((𝑃𝑠𝑑 /𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠 + 𝑃𝑐𝑏𝑚 )/𝐸𝐶𝐿

𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒑𝒂𝒊𝒓

((𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠 + 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡 ) + 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚 ∗ (𝑃𝑐𝑏𝑚 + 𝑃𝑢𝑠𝑑 )) /𝐸𝐶𝐿
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Appendix Y: Multi-item maintenance approach
This appendix shows the complete multi-item maintenance model of Zhu (2015).
Notation:
Parameter
𝑨𝒊
𝑪𝒊
𝑭𝒊
𝑺𝑺𝑫
𝒁𝒊
𝒁𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕
𝝀𝒊
𝝁𝒊
𝛕
𝝀

Definition
𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈ 𝑈𝐵𝑀 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝐵𝑀 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈ 𝐶𝐵𝑀 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑝 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈ {𝑈𝐵𝑀 ⋃ 𝐶𝐵𝑀 ⋃𝐶𝑀} 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜
𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟
𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈ {𝑈𝐵𝑀 ⋃ 𝐶𝐵𝑀 ⋃𝐶𝑀}
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖 ∈∈ {𝑈𝐵𝑀 ⋃ 𝐶𝐵𝑀 ⋃𝐶𝑀} 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑈𝑆𝐷𝑠 (𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠)

The model starts with the sub problem at part level for a given 𝜏. 𝑪 and 𝑨 are vectors consisting of all
control limits 𝐶𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼𝐶𝐵𝑀 and the age limits 𝐴𝑗 , 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼𝑈𝐵𝑀 . The long-run average cost rate under a given
choice for 𝑪 and 𝑨 is denoted by 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏, 𝑪, 𝑨). This cost rate consists of the average cost rate of
scheduled downs 𝑆 𝑆𝐷 /τ and all other cost rates that can be directly coupled to individual parts:
𝑍𝑖 (𝜏, 𝑪, 𝑨). Then it holds that:
(40)
𝑆 𝑆𝐷
(𝜏,
𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 𝑪, 𝑨) =
+ ∑ 𝑍𝑖 (𝜏, 𝑪, 𝑨)
𝜏
𝑖∈𝐼

Based on formula 37, the minimum average cost rates for a given 𝜏 are equal to:
𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏) = 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏, 𝑪∗ (𝜏), 𝑨∗ (𝜏))

(41)

If the sub problem can be solved for a given 𝜏, then the next step is to solve the main problem at the
system level. This problem is defined as:
(𝑃): min 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏)
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝜏

𝜏
𝐿𝐵

< 𝜏 < 𝜏 𝑈𝐵

The time between two scheduled downs 𝜏 might be subject to a lower and an upper bound. The lower
bound can be a result of the fact that the client does not allow too frequent scheduled downs, or
capacity limitations of service engineers. The upper bound may come from regulations that prescribe
the minimal frequencies of regular inspections.
Zhu developed a heuristic procedure, based on approximate evaluation of 𝑍𝑖 (𝜏, 𝑪, 𝑨). The heuristic
procedure works as follows:
Initialization:
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4) First, each CM part is considered. Each of these parts generate unscheduled downs with rate
1

𝜆𝑖 = 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 .
𝑖

5) Then, each UBM part is considered. The age limit Ai is set equal to ∞ for these parts. This
means these parts will also behave as CM parts. Thus, also for these parts the rate λi with
which unscheduled downs will be generated is determined based on the mean time to failure
1

of the part: 𝜆𝑖 = 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 .
𝑖

6) Similarly, for each CBM part the control limit 𝐶𝑖 is set equal to failure limit 𝐹𝑖 , in which case
these CBM parts also behave as CM parts. Again, the rate λi with which unscheduled downs
1

will be generated is determined based on the expected cycle length: 𝜆𝑖 = 𝐸𝐶𝐿(𝐶 =𝐹 ). The
𝑖

𝑖

expected cycle length is calculated with the model shown in section 4.1.3.
Iteration step: Each of the control limits 𝐶𝑖 and age limits 𝐴𝑖 are now optimized in an iterative way.
Per iteration, all CBM and UBM parts are considered.
1) CBM parts: for each of these parts unscheduled downs with rate ∑j∈{I\i} λj and scheduled
downs with intervals of length τ are considered. Control limit 𝐶𝑖 needs to have a value such
that Zi (τ, 𝐂, 𝐀) is minimized. Also, the rate 𝜆𝑖 with which unscheduled downs are generated
by part 𝑖 is updated, based on the new 𝐶𝑖 .
2) UBM parts: A similar approach works for usage based parts. In these cases optimal age limit
𝐴𝑖 and average cost rate Zi (τ, 𝐂, 𝐀) are calculated. Then, again the rate λi is updated based
on the new value of 𝐴𝑖 .
These iterations are continued until λi converges (i.e. it does not change more than 0,001 for each in
the next iteration) for all parts. This process is repeated for different values of 𝜏. Ultimately, the value
of 𝜏 for which the lowest cost rate of the system 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏) is the optimal value of 𝜏. The corresponding
age limits and control limits of individual parts together with the optimal value of 𝜏 form the optimal
maintenance plan for the machine.
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Appendix Z: Verification of heuristic approach for multi-item
maintenance optimization
This appendix aims to verify the model is implemented correctly by using the same input values as in
Chapter 5 of Zhu (2015). In Table 36, the input values of the parts in this case are shown. The variable
𝜆𝐶𝑀 in this model is the arrival rate of USD’s due to failure of CM parts only. In the optimization model,
the value of lambda is 𝜆𝐶𝑀 plus the variable 𝜆 due to failure of parts which are maintained
preventively.
Table 36: Input values verification multi-item maintenance model

Input
𝑪𝑴

𝑪

Parts UBM (1; 2; 3; 4; 5)
{€ 5000; € 5500; € 6000; € 6500; € 7000}

𝑪𝑩𝑴

𝑪

𝑺𝑫

𝑪

Parts CBM (6; 7; 8; 9; 10)
{€ 7500; € 8000; € 8500; € 9000; €9500}

{€ 1000; € 1050; € 1100; € 1150; € 1200}

𝑪𝑼𝑺𝑫

{€ 1250; € 1300; € 1350; € 1400; € 1450}

Weibull 𝜼

{1.13; 1.24; 1.35; 1.46; 1.58}

Weibull 𝜷

{2.1; 2.31; 2.52; 2.73; 2.94}

RCM Weibull 𝜼

{1.13; 1.24; 1.35; 1.46; 1.58}

RCM Weibull 𝜷

{6.01; 6.61; 7.21; 7.81; 8.41}

𝑭

{100; 100; 100; 100; 100}

𝒂

{0; 0; 0; 0; 0}

𝑪𝑴

𝑺

€ 5,000

𝑺𝑺𝑫

€ 3,000

𝝀𝑪𝑴

21.56

To reduce the calculation time, optimization of the age limits 𝐴 for the UBM parts took place in steps
of 0.01 years from and optimization for the control limits 𝐶 of the CBM parts took place in steps of
3,75. This led to the following results:
Table 37: Output of verification multi-item maintenance models
∗

𝝉
𝒁𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 (𝝉∗ )
𝒁𝑪𝑩𝑴
𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴
𝒁𝑪𝑴
𝑪
𝑨

Output Zhu
0,5
187,88
{3,13; 3,75; 4,25; 4,61; 4,97}
{6,29; 5,24; 4,45; 3,85; 3,50}
137,82
{81.1; 78.5; 73.2; 73.4; 75.3}
{0,5; 0,5; 0,5; 0,5; 0,5}

Our output
0,5
187,80
{3,10; 3,73; 4,20; 4.64; 4.99}
{6,26; 5,24; 4;44; 3,87; 3,51}
137.82
{81.3; 77,5; 73,8; 73,8; 73,8}
{0.5; 0.5; 0.5; 0.5; 0}

Our results are the same results as those of Zhu (2015). Minor differences occur in the age limits,
because the value of variable 𝜉 is based on a simulation with variable 𝑞. This issue is explained in the
verification of the single-item model. Furthermore, minor differences occur in the control limits,
because of the optimization steps with length 3,75 for the CBM model. We think this is the reason of
the minor difference in 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 (𝜏 ∗ ). The optimal value of 𝜏 is the same in both our results and those of
Zhu (2015).
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Appendix AA: Verification of simulation for single item UBM
model
We compare he results of the numerical example from Chapter 4 of Zhu (2015) with the implemented
simulation approach. The model of Zhu (2015) did not include customer allowance variable 𝑃(𝑌) and
assumed PM at a USD is always allowed (i.e. 𝑃(𝑌) = 1). In Table 38 on the left the input values are
shown for the models. On the right, the output values of Zhu (2015) and the output values of our
heuristic solution (as shown in Appendix X) are compared with our simulated output values. The
settings for the simulation procedure can be found in Appendix O. The number in parenthesis for
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 (𝐴∗ ) for the simulated output is the 95% confidence interval. In Appendix O is shown how this
confidence interval is calculated.
Table 38: Verification of usage based model

Input
Parameter
𝑪𝑪𝑴
𝑪𝑺𝑫
𝑪𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝝉 (years)
Weibull 𝜼
Weibull 𝜷
𝝀 (years)
𝑷(𝒀)

Output
Value Parameter

Zhu (2015)

𝑨∗
𝒁𝑼𝑩𝑴 (𝑨∗ )
𝑷𝑺𝑫
𝑷𝑼𝑺𝑫
𝑷𝑪𝑴
𝑬𝑪𝑳

0.4
€ 5,189
0.857
0.027
0.116
0.399

€ 10,000
€ 1,000
€ 2,000
0.2
1.129
2.101
2
1

Our heuristic
output
0.394
€ 5,158.00
0.861
0.025
0.114
0.398

Our simulated
output
0.4
€ 5,269 (+/- €144)
0.843
0.036
0.121
0.403

Our simulated results are approximately equal to the heuristic results of Zhu (2015) and our heuristic
results. This verifies that the simulation as solution approach obtains similar results as the heuristic
solution. Based on these results, we conclude that we implemented the simulation correctly.
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Appendix AB: Validation of simulation for single item UBM model
Similar to the validation of the heuristic solution approach in Appendix X, we use extreme values for
the model parameters to validate our implemented simulation. We calculate the extreme values for
variables 𝜆, 𝑃(𝑌), 𝜏 and 𝐴. For each of these variables, an extreme low value (0.01) and an extreme
high value (1000) are used for the implemented simulation settings of the simulation are shown in
Appendix O. The results are compared with the heuristic validation results from Appendix X.
Table 39: Validation results of UBM model

Parameter
Normal case
𝝀
𝝀
𝑷(𝒀)
𝑷(𝒀)

Value

Simulation for UBM model
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀
𝑃𝑆𝐷
𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷
𝑃𝐶𝑀

𝐸𝐶𝐿

€ 1669,18
€ 1668,70
€ 1676,95
€ 1582,69
€ 1655,22

0,006
0,352
0,000
0,356
0,005

0,512
0,001
0,580
0,000
0,501

0,482
0,647
0,420
0,644
0,494

0,706
0,706
0,702
0,744
0,712

𝝉 (years)

0,01
1000
0,01
1
0,01

𝝉 (years)
𝑨 (years)

1000
0,01

€ 1630,22
€ 1652,71
€
13829,35

0,569
0,000

0,000
0,531

0,431
0,469

0,722
0,713

0,012

0,985

0,003

0,085

𝑨 (years)

1000

€ 1680,39

0,000

0,000

1,000

0,701

Heuristic UBM model with 𝜉 ≠ 0
𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀
𝑃𝑆𝐷
𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷
𝑃𝐶𝑀
𝐸𝐶𝐿
€ 1624,87
€ 1618,23
€ 1632,92
€ 1618,18
€ 1625,33
€ 1612,77

0,090
0,395
0,003
0,400
0,087
0,546

0,431
0,001
0,567
0,000
0,441
0,023

0,479
0,605
0,431
0,600
0,473
0,432

0,722
0,771
0,701
0,769
0,720
0,701

€ 1626,49
€ 16202,37

0,000
0,174

0,511
0,825

0,489
0,001

0,727
0,053

€ 1737,38

0,000

0,000

1,000

0,873

The 95% confidence interval of the obtained cost rate 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 in the simulation is on average 𝑍𝑈𝐵𝑀 +/€60. With this confidence interval in mind, we conclude that the results from the simulation are
approximately similar to the heuristic results. Because all results of the validation of the heuristic
solution approach for the single-item UBM model were in line with our expectations, the results of
the simulation approach are also in line with our expectations. This validates that the simulation can
be used in this thesis.
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Appendix AC: Sensitivity analysis multi-item maintenance model
In this appendix, we analyze the influence of two variables in the multi-item maintenance model. First,
we analyze the influence of the setup costs for a scheduled down (𝑆𝑆𝐷 ). Then, we analyze the influence
of the cycle length of a part. This is done by changing shape parameter 𝜂 in the failure distribution of
individual parts. For both analyses the simulation is used in the maintenance environment without an
on-site technician.
In Figure 47, the value of cost rate per year 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 is shown for four scenarios. The first scenario is the
actual scenario (𝑆𝑆𝐷 = € 45 per visit). Then, there is a scenario where 𝑆𝑆𝐷 is ten times the actual
scenario (𝑆𝑆𝐷 = € 450 per visit). In the third scenario, there are no setup costs (𝑆𝑆𝐷 = € 0 per visit). The
last scenario is the scenario where every part is maintained correctively. In this scenario only 1
scheduled down is needed yearly.

Zsyst versus setup costs (Ssd)
Zsyst (euro per year)

€ 90.000
€ 85.000
€ 80.000
Zsyst (Ssd = 45)

€ 75.000

Zsyst (Ssd = 450)

€ 70.000

Zsyst (Ssd = 0)

€ 65.000

Zsyst CM

€ 60.000
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39
# SD visits per year

Figure 47: Influence of 𝑺𝑺𝑫 on cost rate 𝒁𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 in multi-item maintenance model

Figure 47 shows that the normal scenario (𝑆𝑆𝐷 = € 45 per visit) always outperforms the scenario where
every part is maintained correctively, because it always obtains lower costs 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 . Furthermore, we
see that when 𝑆𝑆𝐷 increases from € 45 to € 450, then 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 becomes larger than 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 𝐶𝑀 when the
number of SD visits per year is larger than 5 in our case study.
In the second analysis, we want to investigate the influence of the lifetime of a part on the results. For
parts with a Weibull distributed lifetime, the mean time to failure can be calculated based on shape
parameter 𝜂 and scale parameter 𝛽. For this analysis, we double the value of shape parameter 𝜂 for
each of the parts. This leads to the input values as shown in Table 40.
Table 40: Input values sensitivity analysis η in multi-item maintenance model

Charging unit
TTF belt
OPC belt

𝜼
0,204
0,128
0,132

𝜷
1,777
2,183
1,151

𝑴𝑻𝑻𝑭
0,1815
0,1134
0,1256

The simulation leads to the results as shown in Table 41.
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Table 41: Influence of η on cost rate 𝒁𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 in multi-item maintenance model

No FST on-site
Simulation
𝝉∗
SD visits per year
𝒁𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 (𝝉∗ )
95% Confidence
interval
𝒁𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕 𝑪𝑴
Savings per year

1
1
€ 35,846
+/- € 112
€ 36,391
€ 545 (1,5%)

Table 41 shows that the optimal number of SD visits per year is 1. Furthermore, the table shows that
savings per year of 1,5% can be obtained in this scenario. These savings are lower than in the case
where parts have shorter lifetimes, which is against our expectations. Based on these results we
cannot conclude if longer lifetimes of parts lead to higher savings by implementing the multi-item
maintenance model.
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Appendix AD: User manual maintenance optimization tool
Background information
This manual explains the working of the maintenance optimization tool. The tool uses the model of
Zhu (2015) as reported in Van Elderen (2016). In this manual only the working of the tool itself is
explained; the working of the mathematical model that is behind the tool can be found in Van Elderen
(2016).

Starting the tool
The tool can be found in the folder ‘QVEC’ in the ‘NIAGARA’ folder on the H-drive. The tool is
developed in Matlab and makes use of the statistics toolbox in Matlab. To start the tool, make sure
Matlab is installed on your computer and make sure you have access to the statistics toolbox in
Matlab. Then, you can double click on the file called ‘Dashboard.m’ to start the maintenance
optimization tool. This opens the file in Matlab. Then, in Matlab you can click on the green ‘Run’ arrow
to show the dashboard of the maintenance optimization tool. This is shown in Figure 48.

Figure 48: Starting the maintenance optimization tool
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Now, the dashboard as shown in Figure 49 should be visible.

Figure 49: Dashboard of maintenance optimization tool

The dashboard exists of an input section (upper half), an output section for single-item optimization
(middle) and an output section for multi-item optimization. Each will be further explained in the
forthcoming sections.

Input parameters
The input section of the tool is divided between machine specific input and part specific input. In the
upper left corner, the machine input section can be found. Here, the machine input values can be
inserted or edited. These values are specific for a machine; for example, the vpi300 or vp6000. Clicking
on the button leads to the screen as shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 50: Machine input parameters in maintenance optimization tool

In Table 42, each machine input parameter is explained.
Table 42: Explanation of machine input parameters

Parameter

Definition

Setup costs CM visit (€)
Setup costs SD visit (€)
Penalty CM visit (€)
Costs loss of income
(€/hr)
Extra costs loss of income
CM (€/hr)

Fixed costs per CM visit
Fixed costs per SD visit
Penalty due to customer dissatisfaction per CM visit
Costs per hour of downtime due to loss of income by not
being able to sell ink.
Costs per hour of extra loss of income due to customers
planning more slack time when many CM visits take
place.
Salary per hour of Field Service Technicians (FST)
The average number of parts that is maintained for the
machine during an SD visit.
The average time between a service call and the FST
arriving on location.
The number of CM visits for the machine per year.
The time between two consecutive scheduled downs.
The lower bound for the time between two consecutive
scheduled downs. This value is used for multi-item
maintenance optimization.
The upper bound for the time between two consecutive
scheduled downs. This value is used for multi-item
maintenance optimization.
The number of steps between the minimum time and
the maximum time between SD’s to be taken in the
multi-item maintenance optimization.

Salary costs FST (€/hr)
Average # parts
maintained at SD
Response time (hrs)
CM-rate (failures/year)
Time between SD’s (yrs)
Min time between SD’s
(yrs)
Max time between SD’s

# Optimization steps
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Variable
in report
𝑆𝐶𝑀
𝑆𝑆𝐷
𝑃𝑒𝑛𝐶𝑀
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑐𝑚
𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑡
𝑁𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑠
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒
𝜆
𝜏
−

−

−

In the upper right corner of the dashboard, the part specific input parameters can be found. By
clicking on the ‘Add part’ button, a screen pops up as shown in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Part input parameters

Figure 51 is divided into four sections:
1. General input values: these values should be inserted for each part.
2. Input values for usage based / corrective maintenance: these are input values related to the
failure distributions of parts. The meaning of each input value can be found in Van Elderen
(2016). In Appendix I of the report of Teeuwsen (2016) can be found how to plot a failure
distribution to a part. The failure distribution of a part in the tool can either be the Normal
distribution, the Weibull distribution or the Exponential distribution. The Normal distribution
can only be used for optimization of a usage based maintenance policy of an individual part.
The Weibull distribution can be used for optimization of a usage based maintenance policy of
an individual part and optimization of the maintenance plan of the machine. The Exponential
distribution can be used to calculate the costs for a corrective maintenance policy for a part.
For the Normal distribution and Weibull distribution it is optional to insert an age limit. Based
on this age limit, the tool can calculate the expected costs per year for maintenance of the
part. However, the age limit can also be left blank for only optimizing the maintenance policy
for a part.
3. Input values for condition based maintenance: these values should be inserted for
optimization of a condition based maintenance policy for a part. It is optional to insert a
control limit for a part. Based on this control limit, the tool can calculate the expected costs
per year for maintenance of the part. However, the control limit can also be left blank for only
optimizing the maintenance policy of a part. In Appendix S of Van Elderen (2016) is shown
how to obtain the input values for condition based maintenance for a part.
4. Policy selection for multi-item maintenance: for optimizing a maintenance plan of an entire
machine, a policy (either CM, UBM, or CBM) should be attributed to each part. This can be
done in the ‘Chosen policy’ list in the lower right corner of the screen.
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Each part that is inserted in the maintenance optimization tool obtains the current machine values of
the tool. This means that when the machine values are edited, then the parts should be inserted again.
Input values of parts can be edited and deleted by clicking on the specific part on the dashboard and
then clicking on the ‘Edit part’ or ‘Delete part’ button. Furthermore, there is a button to include
dummy parts in the tool, in order to try out the maintenance optimization tool without having to know
input values for parts.

Maintenance optimization of a part
The costs of a maintenance policy of a part can either be calculated based on an inserted age or control
limit or can be optimized. In Figure 52, the single-item maintenance section shows the calculation and
optimization sections for individual parts.

Figure 52: Dashboard of maintenance optimization tool showing maintenance optimization of a part

To calculate the maintenance costs for a part based on an inserted age or control limit, the following
steps have to be taken:
1. Click on the part in the part input table for which you want to calculate the service costs;
2. Make sure that for this part either the control limit or age limit is inserted, otherwise
calculation of costs is not possible;
3. Click on the ‘Calculate cost’ button. Calculation of expected costs based on an inserted age
or control limit should take no more than one minute.
4. The table in the ‘Calculate’ section shows the expected costs per year for the corrective
maintenance policy and either the usage based maintenance policy and/or the condition
based maintenance policy, dependent of the input values that were inserted for the part. In
Van Elderen (2016) can be found how these costs are calculated.
5. A new screen pops up, as shown in Figure 53, with insights into the obtained expected costs
per year for the part. This figure shows the probability that the part is to be maintained
correctively (𝑃𝐶𝑀 ), the probability that the part is to be maintained at an unscheduled down
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(𝑃𝑈𝑆𝐷 ) and the probability that the part is to be maintained at a scheduled down (𝑃𝑆𝐷 ).
Furthermore, the costs per maintenance visit of each type are shown.

Figure 53: Insights into expected costs for a part in maintenance optimization tool

To optimize the maintenance policy for a part, the following steps have to be taken:
1. Click on the part in the part input table for which you want to optimize the maintenance policy;
2. Dependent of which maintenance policy you want to optimize, click on the ‘optimize age limit’
(for UBM) or the ‘optimize control limit’ (for CBM) button.
3. A new screen pops up in which the boundaries of age or control limit should be inserted. Since
optimization can take much time, it is important to decide between which values optimization
should take place and what the step size between these values should be. The screen is shown
in Figure 54.
4. Dependent of the optimization boundaries and step size, the optimization takes several
minutes. The output of the optimization is shown in the optimize section in Figure 52. The
optimal age or control limit is shown with corresponding expected service costs per year. In
Van Elderen (2016) is shown how these costs are calculated. Furthermore, a graph shows the
expected service costs per year for different age or control limits.
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Figure 54: Insert screen for optimization settings in maintenance optimization tool

Maintenance optimization of a machine
Next to optimizing the maintenance policy of an individual part, the maintenance plan of a whole
machine can be optimized in the maintenance optimization tool. For this, the heuristic solution
approach as shown in Van Elderen (2016) is used.
In the bottom section of the dashboard, two buttons can be found for maintenance optimization of a
machine. With the calculate button, the maintenance plan of the machine can be optimized for a given
number of SD visits per year. With the optimize button, the maintenance plan of the machine can be
optimized simultaneously with the number of SD visits per year.
To optimize the maintenance plan of a machine, the following steps have to be taken:
1. First, multiple parts should be inserted in the tool. Ideally all parts that should be maintained
preventively.
2. Then by clicking on the ‘Calculate’ or ‘Optimize button the model starts calculating. Optimizing
the maintenance plan of a machine for a given number of SD visits per year takes up to an
hour. Optimizing the maintenance plan of a machine and optimizing the number of SD visits
per year can take up to a day.
3. When the tool has finished calculating, a screen pops up as shown in Figure 55. This screen
shows in the upper left corner the optimal value of 𝜏, which is the time in years between two
SD visits. Furthermore, it shows corresponding optimal cost per year 𝑍𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡 and total setup
costs for scheduled downs per year 𝑆𝑆𝐷 /𝜏. In the upper middle of the screen, a table is shown
with the optimal corresponding expected costs per year for each part. In the lower left corner,
the screen shows a table. which shows how the value of 𝜆 converges per iteration. If the value
of 𝜆 converges, then the model has succeeded to optimize the maintenance plan of the
machine. The lower right corner shows another table, which shows the optimal age limits and
control limits for each part.
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Figure 55: Output screen multi-item maintenance of maintenance optimization tool
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Appendix AE: Gantt chart of research directions and
recommendations
In this section, we provide a Gantt chart to give an overview of the recommended starting time and
duration of each proposed research direction and recommendation. This Gantt chart is shown in
Figure 56.
For future graduate assignments at the Service department of Océ, we recommend to start with the
research direction regarding degradation models of parts, because we think implementing condition
based maintenance should be the next step after our graduate assignment, since we made limited use
in our case study of condition based maintenance. After this assignment, we recommend to
investigate the parts availability and service technicians. The research direction regarding imperfect
maintenance could then be a next graduate assignment.
Towards Océ we propose thee short recommendations, two longer recommendations and two
continuous recommendations. The short recommendations are the implementation of count based
maintenance, investigating non-part related maintenance visits and standardization of
documentation. We think implementing count based maintenance should not take too much time,
because the usage based model based on age of this thesis can be used as an example. An analysis of
non-part related maintenance visits should also not take too much time. Based on this analysis, Océ
could develop the next steps in decreasing the amount of non-part related maintenance visits. We
also think standardization of documentation should not take too much time.
We recommend to start investigating CBM based on periodic visits when the first graduate student is
halfway, because this graduate student might have valuable input based on his research of
degradation paths of parts. We think investigating CBM based no periodic inspection costs more time
than the previous mentioned recommendations for Océ. Therefore, we estimated the duration at
three months. We recommend to immediately start the pilot project for implementation of the
maintenance models. If Océ starts earlier, then the results of the pilot project are known earlier. Based
on the results, the next steps in implementing the maintenance optimization models at Océ can be
determined.
Finally, we think that both building up knowledge about failure rates and improving the structure and
usage of remote data for maintenance purposes are both ongoing processes, as shown in the Gantt
chart.
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Figure 56: Gantt chart of recommendations and future research directions
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Appendix AF: Matlab code
UBM model
%formula without taking q into account
function [L,Zubm,Zcor,Pcm,Pusd,Psd,Ccm,Csd,Cusd] = UBM1(m,Threshold)
x = 0;
n = ceil(Threshold/m.tau)
A = Threshold;
M = 10000;
% possibility 1.1 => u =< A; no opportunities are taken and CM action is
performed
if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Weibull')
P11 = wblcdf(A,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta)
FunL11 = @(u) u.*wblpdf(u,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta)
L11 = integral(FunL11,0,A)
else if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Normal')
P11 = normcdf(A,m.UBMNormalMu,m.UBMNormalSigma)
FunL11 = @(u) u.*normpdf(u,m.UBMNormalMu,m.UBMNormalSigma);
L11 = integral(FunL11,0,A);
end
end
%possibility 2.1 => u >= nt and u > A; no (accepted) USD => PM-SD action is
performed
if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Weibull')
P21 = (1-wblcdf(ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.taux,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta) ) .* exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda*(ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x-A) ))
L21 = ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau*P21
else if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Normal')
P21 = (1-normcdf(ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.taux,m.UBMNormalMu,m.UBMNormalSigma) ) .* ( exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda*(ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x-A) ) ));
L21 = n*m.tau*P21;
end
end
%Possibility 2.2 => u >= nt and u > A; accepted USD => PM-USD action is
performed
if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Weibull')
P22 = ((1-wblcdf(ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.taux,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta) ).*(1-exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda*(ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x-A) ) )))
FunL22A = @(u)
(m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*(u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^(m.UBMWeibullBeta1).*exp(-(u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta)
FunL22B = @(s) (A+s).*(m.PY.*m.lambda).*exp(-m.PY.*(m.lambda.*s));
L22 = integral(FunL22B,0,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-xA).*integral(FunL22A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau,M); %M might make script slow
else if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Normal')
P22 = (1-normcdf(ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.taux,m.UBMNormalMu,m.UBMNormalSigma) ).*(1-exp(-

m.PY.*(m.lambda*(ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x-A) ) ));
FunL22A = @(u) 1/(sqrt(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2.*pi)).*exp(-((um.UBMNormalMu).^2/(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2)));
FunL22B = @(s) (A+s).*(m.PY.*m.lambda).*exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*s));
L22 = integral(FunL22B,0,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-xA).*integral(FunL22A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau,M); %M might make script
slow
end
end
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%Possibility 3.1 => u=<nt and u>A; accepted usd => PM-USD action is
performed
if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Weibull')
FunP31 = @(u)
((m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^(m.UBMWeibullBet
a-1)).*exp(-((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta)).*(1-exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(u-A)))));
FunL31 = @(u,s) (A+s).*((m.PY.*(m.lambda).*exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*s)))).*(m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*(u/m.UBMWeibull
Eta).^(m.UBMWeibullBeta-1).*exp(-(u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta);
P31 = integral(FunP31,A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x);
FunUB31 = @(u) (u-A);
L31 = integral2(FunL31,A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.taux,0,FunUB31);
else if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Normal')
FunP31 = @(u) 1/(sqrt(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2.*pi)).*exp(-((um.UBMNormalMu).^2/(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2))).*(1-exp(-m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(uA))));
FunL31 = @(u,s) (A+s).*((m.PY.*(m.lambda).*exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*s)))).*(1/(sqrt(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2.*pi)).*exp(-((um.UBMNormalMu).^2/(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2))));
P31 = integral(FunP31,A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x);
FunUB31 = @(u) (u-A);
L31 = integral2(FunL31,A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.taux,0,FunUB31);
end
end
%Possibility 3.2 => u=<nt and u>A; no (accepted) usd
if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Weibull')
FunP32 = @(u)
((m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^(m.UBMWeibullBet
a-1)).*exp(-((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta)).*(exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(u-A)))));
FunL32 = @(u)
u.*((m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^(m.UBMWeibull
Beta-1)).*exp(-((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta)).*(exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(u-A)))));
P32 = integral(FunP32,A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x);
L32 = integral(FunL32,A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x);
else if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Normal')
FunP32 = @(u) (1/(sqrt(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2.*pi)).*exp(-((um.UBMNormalMu).^2/(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2)))).*(exp(-m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(uA))));
FunL32 = @(u) u.*(1/(sqrt(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2.*pi)).*exp(((u-m.UBMNormalMu).^2/(2.*m.UBMNormalSigma.^2)))).*(exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(u-A))));
P32 = integral(FunP32,A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x);
L32 = integral(FunL32,A,ceil(Threshold/m.tau).*m.tau-x);
end
end
% Calculate cost for various visit types
Ccm = m.Scm +m.Pcm +
(m.Clos+m.Cfst+m.Closcm).*m.RepairTime+(m.Clos+m.Closcm)*m.Tresponse+m.Comp
onentPrice+m.FailureDamage;
Csd = (m.Clos+m.Cfst).*m.RepairTime+m.ComponentPrice;
Cusd = (m.Clos+m.Cfst+m.Closcm).*m.RepairTime+m.ComponentPrice;
Ccbm = m.Spm+(m.Clos+m.Cfst).*m.RepairTime+m.ComponentPrice;
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% Calculate Mean lifetime for CM policy
if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Weibull')
ML = wblstat(m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta)
else if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Normal')
ML = m.UBMNormalMu;
else if strcmp(cellstr(m.Distribution),'Exponential')
ML = 1/m.ExponentialLambda;
end
end
end
%Display outcome
P = P11+P21+P22+P31+P32
Pcm = P11+P32
Pusd = P22+P31
Psd = P21
K = (P11+P32).*Ccm+P21.*Csd+(P22+P31).*Cusd
L = L11+L21+L22+L31+L32
Zubm = K/L
Zcor = Ccm./ML;
end
end
function [Pr_OPMUSD,Pr_OPMSD,Pr_CM, ECL]=QiushiSim_Weibull(m,
Threshold)
%%% Simulation to determine deviation from renewal point.
A = Threshold;
Tmax = 1000;
I=[m.tau:m.tau:Tmax];
max_itr=20; % numbers of simulation run
SeedJ=cell(max_itr,1);
for n=1:max_itr % simulation run
clear T; % if T has been used in the previous code
T(1)=random('Exponential',1/(m.lambda*m.PY));
k=1;
while T(k) < Tmax,
T(k+1)=T(k)+random('Exponential',1/(m.lambda*m.PY);
k=k+1;
end
T(k)=Tmax;
SeedJ(n,1)={ T(1:k-1) }; % "{" and "}" are crucial: a cell
array, not a matrix
% Weibull Distr, Failure time
SeedRnd(n,1)={
wblrnd(m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta,1,Tmax*100) };
end
%% 1st Renewal Cycle
n=1;
for n=1:max_itr % simulation run
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% General remark: "numel( find(J<i(1)) )" is used because
when X is empty matrix, translate X to zero; If X is non-empty,
find(J<i(1)) is already sufficient
% "wblrnd(A,B)" generates random numbers for the Weibull
distribution with scale parameter, A and shape parameter, B
k=1;
J=cell2mat(SeedJ(n,1)); % convert a cell array to a matrix
Rnd=cell2mat(SeedRnd(n,1));
T_F(k)=Rnd(k);
T_A(k)=A;
j=J(J>=T_A(k)&J<T_F(k));

% USD events time within T_C &

T_H
i=I(I>=T_A(k)&I<T_F(k));

% SD events time within T_C &

T_H
if T_F(k)>T_A(k)
if isempty(j)==0
means "if exist such a set j"

% 1= true; 0= false, this condition

if isempty(i)==0
if min(j) > min(i)
% OPM, SD =1
Scenario(k,n)=1;
R(k,n)= min(i);
%
NrSD(m)=find(I==i(1)); %
SYSTEM LEVEL: number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=numel( find(J<i(1))
); % SYSTEM LEVEL: largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is
happened
else
% OPM, USD =2
Scenario(k,n)=2;
R(k,n)= min(j);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<j(1))
);% number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=find(J==j(1)); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
else

% OPM, USD =3
Scenario(k,n)=3;
R(k,n)= min(j);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<j(1)) );%
number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=find(J==j(1)); % largest
index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
elseif
isempty(i)==0
% OPM, SD =4
Scenario(k,n)=4;
R(k,n)= min(i);
%
NrSD(m)=find(I==i(1)); % number of
failure is counted by starting from this SD
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%
NrUSD(m)=numel( find(J<i(1)) ); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
else

% CPM =5
Scenario(k,n)=5;
R(k,n)= T_F(k);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<T_H(k)) ); %
number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)= numel( find(J<T_H(k)) );%
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
else
Scenario(k,n)=6;
R(k,n)= T_F(k);
end
% Get distribution of offset value x from tau
%______________________________
X_offset(k)=min( I(I>=R(k,n)) )-R(k,n); % x_offset is the
difference between renewal point and the next closest Tau.
%______________________________
NrOPMsd(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==1 | Scenario(:,n)==4)
);
NrOPMusd(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==2 |
Scenario(:,n)==3) );
NrPM(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==5 | Scenario(:,n)==6) );
CL(k,n)=R(k,n);
%% kth renewal cycle
while Tmax > R(k,n) % Comp = Z(k-1)
k=k+1;
T_F(k)=R(k-1,n)+Rnd(k);
T_A(k)=R(k-1,n)+A;
j=J(J>=T_A(k)&J<T_F(k));

% USD events time within T_C

& T_H
i=I(I>=T_A(k)&I<T_F(k));

% SD events time within T_C

& T_H
if T_F(k)>T_A(k)
if isempty(j)==0
condition means "if exist such a set j"

% 1= true; 0= false, this

if isempty(i)==0
if min(j) > min(i)
% OPM, SD =1
Scenario(k,n)=1;
R(k,n)= min(i);
%
NrSD(m)=find(I==i(1)); %
SYSTEM LEVEL: number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=numel(
find(J<i(1)) ); % SYSTEM LEVEL: largest index of J, the closest USD before
SD is happened
else
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% OPM, USD =2
Scenario(k,n)=2;
R(k,n)= min(j);
%
NrSD(m)= numel(
find(I<j(1)) );% number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=find(J==j(1)); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
else

% OPM, USD =3
Scenario(k,n)=3;
R(k,n)= min(j);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<j(1))
);% number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=find(J==j(1)); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
elseif
isempty(i)==0
% OPM, SD =4
Scenario(k,n)=4;
R(k,n)= min(i);
%
NrSD(m)=find(I==i(1)); % number
of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=numel( find(J<i(1)) ); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
else

% OPM, SD =5
Scenario(k,n)=5;
R(k,n)= T_F(k);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<T_H(k)) );
% number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)= numel( find(J<T_H(k))
);% largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
else
Scenario(k,n)=6;
R(k,n)= T_F(k);
end
% Get distribution of offset value x from tau
%______________________________
if isempty(min( I(I>=R(k,n)) ))==1 % make sure the
last renewal point bigger than Tmax, so I(I>=R(k,m)) is an empty set
X_offset(k)=0;
else
X_offset(k)=min( I(I>=R(k,n)) )-R(k,n); % x_offset
is the difference between renewal point and the next closest Tau.
end
%______________________________
NrOPMsd(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==1 |
Scenario(:,n)==4) );
NrOPMusd(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==2 |
Scenario(:,n)==3) );
NrPM(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==5 |
Scenario(:,n)==6) );
CL(k,n)=(R(k,n)-R(k-1,n));
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end
k_max(n)=k;
CycleLength(n)=mean(CL(:,n));
PMSD(n)=NrOPMsd(n)/(NrOPMsd(n)+NrOPMusd(n)+NrPM(n));
PMUSD(n)=NrOPMusd(n)/(NrOPMsd(n)+NrOPMusd(n)+NrPM(n));
CM(n)=NrPM(n)/(NrOPMsd(n)+NrOPMusd(n)+NrPM(n));
end
% Comparison
Pr_OPMSD=mean(PMSD(:))
Pr_OPMUSD=mean(PMUSD(:))
Pr_CM=mean(CM(:))
% simCycleLength=mean(CycleLength(:));
ECL=mean(CycleLength);
Pr_OPMSD2=sum(NrOPMsd(:))/(
sum(NrOPMsd(:))+sum(NrOPMusd(:))+sum(NrPM(:)) )
Pr_OPMUSD2=sum(NrOPMusd(:))/(
sum(NrOPMsd(:))+sum(NrOPMusd(:))+sum(NrPM(:)) )
Pr_CM2=sum(NrPM(:))/(
sum(NrOPMsd(:))+sum(NrOPMusd(:))+sum(NrPM(:)) )
end
function [Pusd_qsim, Psd_qsim,Pcm_qsim, ECL_qsim]= AB2(m, Threshold,
q_iteration)
%Second part of formulas, so with the integral in 4.14
A = Threshold;
n =@(x) ceil((A+x)/m.tau);
P11_qsim = wblcdf(A,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta)*(1q_iteration);
FunP21_qsim = @(x) (1-q_iteration)/m.tau* ((1wblcdf(ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta) ) .* (
exp(-m.PY.*(m.lambda*(ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x-A) ))));
FunP22_qsim = @(x) (1-q_iteration)/m.tau* ((1wblcdf(ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta) ) .* (1exp(-m.PY*(m.lambda*(ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x-A) ))));
FunP31_qsim = @(x,u) (1q_iteration)/m.tau*((m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*((u/m.UBMWeibullEta
).^(m.UBMWeibullBeta-1)).*exp(((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta)).*(1-exp(-m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(uA)))));
FunP32_qsim = @(x,u) (1-q_iteration)/m.tau
*((m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^(m.UBMWeibullBe
ta-1)).*exp(-((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta)).*(exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(u-A)))));
FunUBP3 = @(x) ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x;
Pusd_qsim =
integral(FunP22_qsim,0,m.tau)+integral2(FunP31_qsim,0,m.tau,A,FunUBP3)
Psd_qsim = integral(FunP21_qsim,0,m.tau)
Pcm_qsim = P11_qsim + integral2(FunP32_qsim,0,m.tau,A,FunUBP3)
%Second part of ECL
i_step=20;
for i=1:i_step
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x=m.tau/i_step*i;
A = Threshold;
n=ceil((A+x)/m.tau);
M = 10000;
FunL11_qsim = @(u)
u.*wblpdf(u,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta);
L21_qsim = (ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x)*((1wblcdf(ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x,m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta) ) .* (
exp(-m.PY.*(m.lambda*(ceil((A+x)/m.tau).*m.tau-x-A) ))));
FunL22A_qsim = @(u)
(m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*(u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^(m.UBMWeibullBeta1).*exp(-(u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta);
FunL22B_qsim = @(s) (A+s).*(m.PY.*m.lambda).*exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*s));
FunL31_qsim = @(u,s) (A+s).*((m.PY.*(m.lambda).*exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*s)))).*(m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*(u/m.UBMWeibull
Eta).^(m.UBMWeibullBeta-1).*exp(-(u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta);
FunUB3 = @(u) (u-A);
FunL32_qsim = @(u)
u.*((m.UBMWeibullBeta/m.UBMWeibullEta).*((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^(m.UBMWeibull
Beta-1)).*exp(-((u/m.UBMWeibullEta).^m.UBMWeibullBeta)).*(exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*(u-A)))));
Lusd_qsim =
(integral(FunL22B_qsim,0,ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-xA).*integral(FunL22A_qsim,ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.taux,M))+integral2(FunL31_qsim,A,ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x,0,FunUB3)
Lsd_qsim = L21_qsim
Lcm_qsim =
integral(FunL11_qsim,0,A)+integral(FunL32_qsim,A,ceil((A+x)/m.tau)*m.tau-x)
Lusd_qsim_x(i) = Lusd_qsim*(1q_iteration)/m.tau*m.tau/i_step;
Lsd_qsim_x(i) = Lsd_qsim*(1q_iteration)/m.tau*m.tau/i_step;
Lcm_qsim_x(i) = Lcm_qsim*(1q_iteration)/m.tau*m.tau/i_step;
ECL_qsim_x(i) = Lusd_qsim_x(i)+ Lsd_qsim_x(i)+Lcm_qsim_x(i)
;
ECL_qsim = sum(ECL_qsim_x(:))
end
end
function [Z_qsim, ECL_qsim, Pr_usd_qsim, Pr_sd_qsim,
Pr_cm_qsim,Zcor,Zubm,q_iteration] = UBM_final(m, Threshold)
%Calculates probabilities of P_usd, P_sd and P_cm according to
page 83 and 84.
%First part of formulas, so without the integral in 4.14
[L,Zubm,Zcor,Pcm,Pusd,Psd,Ccm,Csd,Cusd] = UBM1(m,Threshold);
%First determine q_iteration via Sim:
[~,q_iteration,~,~] = QiushiSim_Weibull(m, Threshold);
%Then use to calculate second part of formulas, so with the
integral in 4.14
[Pusd_qsim, Psd_qsim,Pcm_qsim, ECL_qsim]= AB2(m, Threshold,
q_iteration);
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%Then combine for probabilities, ECC, ECL and then Z:
Pr_usd_qsim= Pusd.*q_iteration + Pusd_qsim
Pr_sd_qsim= Psd.*q_iteration + Psd_qsim
Pr_cm_qsim= Pcm.*q_iteration + Pcm_qsim
ECL_qsim = L.*q_iteration + ECL_qsim
Z_qsim
=(Pr_usd_qsim.*Cusd+Pr_sd_qsim.*Csd+Pr_cm_qsim*Ccm)./ECL_qsim
Zcor
Zubm
q_iteration
end
function [OptThreshold,Zubmopt,Z_final,Threshold] =
DetermineThreshold(m)
% Determine for given tau the optimal age limit
h = findobj('Tag','DashBoard');
handlesDashBoard = guidata(h);
UBa = 0
LBa = 0
steps = 10
Z = [];
for i=1:steps;
Threshold(i)=LBa+i*((UBa-LBa)/steps);
[~,~,~,~,Z_final(i),CI(i)] = Simulation(m,Threshold(i))
end
[Zubmopt, C]=min(Z_final(:));
OptThreshold = LBa+ C*((UBa-LBa)/steps);
Zubmopt
end
end
end

CBM model
function [L,Zcbm,Pcbm,Pusd,Psd,Ccbm,Csd,Cusd] = CBM(m,W)
F = m.CBMFailureValue
S = m.CBMStartValue
rc = (F-S)/(W-S)
M = 10000 ;
% possibility 1.1 => (n-1)tau =< Tw =< ntau AND Th < ntau; accepted
USD => PM-USD is performed
P11=zeros(1,100);
for n=1:100
FunP11 = @(u) (1-exp(-m.PY.*m.lambda.*(rc.*uu))).*ceil((n.*m.tau-rc.*u)./M).*(((m.CBMWeibullEta.*m.CBMWeibullBeta)...
./(W-S)).*(((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^(m.CBMWeibullBeta+1)).*exp(-((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^...
m.CBMWeibullBeta));
P11(n) = integral(FunP11,(n-1).*m.tau,n.*m.tau);
end
L11=zeros(1,100);
for n=1:100
FunL11A = @(u) rc.*u-u;
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FunL11 = @(u,s) ((u+s).*((m.lambda.*m.PY).*exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*s)))).*(ceil((n.*m.tau-rc.*u)./M))...
.*(((m.CBMWeibullEta.*m.CBMWeibullBeta)./(W-S)).*(((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^(m.CBMWeibullBeta+1)).*...
exp(-((W-S)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^m.CBMWeibullBeta));
L11(n) = integral2(FunL11,(n-1).*m.tau,n.*m.tau,0,FunL11A);
end
% possibility 1.2 => (n-1)tau =< Tw =< ntau AND Th < ntau; no
opportunities are taken and CBM action is performed
P12=zeros(1,100);
for n=1:1000
FunP12 = @(u) exp(-m.PY.*m.lambda.*(rc.*u-u)).*ceil((n.*m.taurc.*u)./M).*...
(((m.CBMWeibullEta.*m.CBMWeibullBeta)./(W-S)).*(((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^...
(m.CBMWeibullBeta+1)).*exp(-((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^m.CBMWeibullBeta));
P12(n) = integral(FunP12,(n-1).*m.tau,n.*m.tau);
end
L12=zeros(1,100);
for n=1:1000
FunL12 = @(u) rc.*u.*exp(-m.PY.*m.lambda.*(rc.*uu)).*ceil((n.*m.tau-rc.*u)./M).*...
(((m.CBMWeibullEta.*m.CBMWeibullBeta)./(W-S)).*(((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^...
(m.CBMWeibullBeta+1)).*exp(-((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^m.CBMWeibullBeta));
L12(n) = integral(FunL12,(n-1).*m.tau,n.*m.tau);
end
% possibility 2.1 => (n-1)tau =< Tw =< ntau AND Th >= ntau;
accepted USD => PM-USD is performed
P21=zeros(1,100);
for n=1:1000
FunP21 = @(u)(1-exp(-m.PY.*m.lambda.*(n.*m.tauu))).*ceil((rc.*u - n.*m.tau)./M)...
.*(((m.CBMWeibullEta.*m.CBMWeibullBeta)./(W-S)).*(((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u))...
.^(m.CBMWeibullBeta+1)).*exp(-((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^m.CBMWeibullBeta));
P21(n) = integral(FunP21,(n-1).*m.tau,n.*m.tau);
end
L21=zeros(1,100);
for n = 1:1000
FunL21A = @(u) n.*m.tau-u;
FunL21 = @(u,s) ((u+s).*((m.lambda.*m.PY).*exp(m.PY.*(m.lambda.*s))))...
.*(ceil((rc.*u n.*m.tau)./M)).*(((m.CBMWeibullEta.*m.CBMWeibullBeta)./(W-S)).*...
(((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^(m.CBMWeibullBeta+1)).*exp(-((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u))...
.^m.CBMWeibullBeta));
L21(n) = integral2(FunL21,(n-1).*m.tau,n.*m.tau,0,FunL21A);
end
% possibility 2.2 => (n-1)tau =< Tw =< ntau AND Th >= ntau; no
(accepted)usd => PM-SD is performed
P22=zeros(1,100);
for n=1:1000
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Fun22 = @(u) exp(-m.PY.*m.lambda.*(n.*m.tau-u)).*ceil((rc.*u n.*m.tau)./M).*(((m.CBMWeibullEta...
.*m.CBMWeibullBeta)./(W-S)).*(((WS)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^(m.CBMWeibullBeta+1)).*exp...
(-((W-S)./(m.CBMWeibullEta.*u)).^m.CBMWeibullBeta));
P22(n) = integral(Fun22,(n-1).*m.tau,n.*m.tau);
end
L22=zeros(1,100);
for n=1:1000
L22(n) = n.*m.tau.*P22(n);
end
% Calculate cost for various visit types
Ccm = m.Scm +m.Pcm +
(m.Clos+m.Cfst+m.Closcm).*m.RepairTime+(m.Clos+m.Closcm)*m.Tresponse+m.Comp
onentPrice+m.FailureDamage;
Csd = (m.Clos+m.Cfst).*m.RepairTime+m.ComponentPrice;
Cusd = (m.Clos+m.Cfst+m.Closcm).*m.RepairTime+m.ComponentPrice;
Ccbm = m.Spm+(m.Clos+m.Cfst).*m.RepairTime+m.ComponentPrice;
%Display outcome
Pcbm = sum(P12)
Pusd = sum(P11)+sum(P21)
Psd = sum(P22)
P = sum(P11)+sum(P12)+sum(P21)+sum(P22)
K = (sum(P11)+sum(P21)).*Cusd+sum(P12).*Ccbm+sum(P22).*Csd;
L = sum(L11)+sum(L12)+sum(L21)+sum(L22);
Zcbm = K/L;
end
function [OptLimit,Zcbmopt,Zcbm,Limit,Pcbm,Pusd,Psd,Ccbm,Csd,Cusd] =
DetermineLimit(m)
% Determine for given tau the optimal age limit
h = findobj('Tag','DashBoard');
handlesDashBoard = guidata(h);
UBa = m.CBMFailureValue;
LBa = m.CBMStartValue+0.8*(m.CBMFailureValue-m.CBMStartValue);
steps = 4;
Zcbm = [];
for i=1:steps;
Limit(i)=LBa+i*((UBa-LBa)/steps);
[L(i),Zcbm(i),Pcbm(i),Pusd(i),Psd(i),Ccbm(i),Csd(i),Cusd(i)] =
CBM(m,Limit(i));
end
[Zcbmopt, C]=min(Zcbm(:));
OptLimit = LBa+C*((UBa-LBa)/steps)
Zcbm
end
end
end

Heuristic solution approach for multi-item maintenance model
% Preparation: Retrieve all components
function ClusteringGivenTau(tau)
h = findobj('Tag','DashBoard');
handlesDashboard = guidata(h);
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All_UBM = handlesDashboard.all_UBM
All_CBM = handlesDashboard.all_CBM;
All_CM = handlesDashboard.all_CM;
Components_CM = length(All_CM)
Components_UBM = length(All_UBM)
Components_CBM = 0
% Step 1: Evaluate the cost rate for main problem (P)...
% Z_syst(tau,C(tau),A(Tau)) under a given tau
% Calculate Lambdaik = 1/Liki for all components
for f = 1:Components_CM
lambda = lambda +
All_CM(f).ExponentialLambda*All_CM(f).NumberOfComponents;
end
% Step 1.1: Evaluate the cost rate of each subproblem (SP)...
% Z_i(tau,C(tau),A(tau)) under a given tau
iteration_error = 0.001;
iteration = 0;
%ComponentCosts = zeros((Components_CBM)+(Components_UBM),1);
% Step 1.1.1 Initiation k = 1
if Components_CBM > 0
for c = 1:Components_CBM
All_CBM(c).tau = tau
[L,Zcbm,~,~,~,~,~,~] = CBM(All_CBM(c),(All_CBM(c).CBMFailureValue))
All_CBM(c).lambda2 = 1 / L; % expected cycle length
ComponentCosts(c,1) = Zcbm;
end
end
if Components_UBM > 0
for a = 1:Components_UBM
All_UBM(a).tau = tau
if strcmp(cellstr(All_UBM(a).Distribution),'Weibull')
All_UBM(a).lambda2 =
1/wblstat(All_UBM(a).UBMWeibullEta,All_UBM(a).UBMWeibullBeta)
else if strcmp(cellstr(All_UBM(a).Distribution),'Normal')
All_UBM(a).lambda2 = 1/(All_UBM(a).UBMNormalMu)
end
end
[~,Zubm,~,~,~,~,~,~,~] = UBM1(All_UBM(a),inf)
ComponentCosts(a+Components_CBM,1) = Zubm;
end
end
% Calculate total lambda from CM, CBM & UBM components
% Set Cik = Hik for all CBM components
% Set Ai = inf for all UBM components
TotalLambda = lambda
LambdaArray = zeros((Components_CBM + Components_UBM),1);
CLimitArray = zeros((Components_CBM + Components_UBM),1);
D_opmArray = ones(Components_CBM,1); %Control limits at 1 => CBM components
behave as CM components
A_Array = inf(Components_UBM,1); %Age limits at infinity => UBM components
behave as CM components
lambda_err = ones((Components_CBM)+(Components_UBM),1);
for c = 1:Components_CBM
TotalLambda = TotalLambda + All_CBM(c).lambda2;
LambdaArray(c,1) = All_CBM(c).lambda2;
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CLimitArray(c,1) = All_CBM(c).CBMFailureValue;
end
for a = 1:Components_UBM
TotalLambda = TotalLambda + All_UBM(a).lambda2;
LambdaArray(a+Components_CBM,1) = All_UBM(a).lambda2;
CLimitArray(a+Components_CBM,1) = inf;
end
%Iterations
IterationSteps = 3
progressSteps = IterationSteps*(Components_UBM+Components_CBM);
counter = 0;
while max(lambda_err) > iteration_error && iteration <= IterationSteps
iteration = iteration + 1
% Usage based components
if Components_UBM > 0
for a = 1:Components_UBM
counter = counter +1;
waitbar(counter/progressSteps)
TotalLambda = TotalLambda - All_UBM(a).lambda2
All_UBM(a).lambda = TotalLambda;
[OptThreshold,Zubmopt,~,~] = DetermineThreshold(All_UBM(a))
[~,~,Pr_CM, ECL,~,CI] = Simulation(All_UBM(a), OptThreshold)
ComponentCosts(Components_CBM+a,(iteration+1)) = Zubmopt
ComponentCI(Components_CBM+a,(iteration+1)) = CI
All_UBM(a).lambda2 = Pr_CM/ECL;
TotalLambda = TotalLambda + All_UBM(a).lambda2
LambdaArray((a+Components_CBM),(iteration+1)) =
All_UBM(a).lambda2
CLimitArray((a+Components_CBM),(iteration+1)) = OptThreshold
end
end
if Components_CBM > 0
for c = 1:Components_CBM
counter = counter +1;
waitbar(counter/progressSteps)
TotalLambda = TotalLambda - All_CBM(c).lambda2
All_CBM(c).lambda = TotalLambda
[OptLimit,Zcbmopt,Zcbm,Limit,Pcbm,Pusd,Psd,Ccbm,Csd,Cusd] =
DetermineLimit(All_CBM(c));
[L,Zcbm,Pcbm,Pusd,Psd,Ccbm,Csd,Cusd] = CBM(All_CBM(c),OptLimit)
ComponentCosts(c,(iteration+1)) = Zcbm
All_CBM(c).lambda2 = Pcbm/L
TotalLambda = TotalLambda + All_CBM(c).lambda2
LambdaArray(c,(iteration+1)) = All_CBM(c).lambda2
CLimitArray(c,(iteration+1)) = OptLimit
end
end
for c = 1:(Components_CBM+Components_UBM)
lambda_err(c,1) = abs((CLimitArray(c,iteration+1)CLimitArray(c,iteration)))
end
end
% Create output
handlesDashboard.CLimitArray = CLimitArray(:,iteration+1)
handlesDashboard.LambdaArray = LambdaArray(:,iteration+1)
handlesDashboard.ComponentCosts = ComponentCosts(:,iteration+1)
handlesDashboard.ComponentCI = ComponentCI(:,iteration+1)
Totalcosts = sum(ComponentCosts)
handlesDashboard.TotalCosts = Totalcosts
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handlesDashboard.LambdaErr = lambda_err(:,1)
sheet = handlesDashboard.sheet
X = [CLimitArray,LambdaArray,ComponentCosts,lambda_err,ComponentCI];
xlswrite('Scenario1',X,sheet)
% Data output
guidata(h, handlesDashboard)

Simulation procedure
function [Pr_OPMUSD,Pr_OPMSD,Pr_CM, ECL,Z_final,CI]=Simulation(m,
Threshold)
%%% Simulation to determine deviation from renewal point.
% Visit costs
Ccm = m.Scm +m.Pcm +
(m.Clos+m.Cfst+m.Closcm).*m.RepairTime+(m.Clos+m.Closcm)*m.Tresponse+m.Comp
onentPrice+m.FailureDamage;
Csd = (m.Clos+m.Cfst).*m.RepairTime+m.ComponentPrice;
Cusd = (m.Clos+m.Cfst+m.Closcm).*m.RepairTime+m.ComponentPrice;
A = Threshold;
Tmax = 1000;
I=[m.tau:m.tau:Tmax];
max_itr=2; % numbers of simulation run
SeedJ=cell(max_itr,1);
for n=1:max_itr % simulation run
clear T; % if T has been used in the previous code
T(1)=random('Exponential',1/(m.lambda*m.PY));
k=1;
while T(k) < Tmax,
T(k+1)=T(k)+random('Exponential',1/(m.lambda*m.PY));
k=k+1;
end
T(k)=Tmax;
SeedJ(n,1)={ T(1:k-1) }; % "{" and "}" are crucial: a cell
array, not a matrix
% Weibull Distr, Failure time
SeedRnd(n,1)={
wblrnd(m.UBMWeibullEta,m.UBMWeibullBeta,1,Tmax*100) };
end
%% 1st Renewal Cycle
n=1;
for n=1:max_itr % simulation run
% General remark: "numel( find(J<i(1)) )" is used because
when X is empty matrix, translate X to zero; If X is non-empty,
find(J<i(1)) is already sufficient
% "wblrnd(A,B)" generates random numbers for the Weibull
distribution with scale parameter, A and shape parameter, B
k=1;
J=cell2mat(SeedJ(n,1)); % convert a cell array to a matrix
Rnd=cell2mat(SeedRnd(n,1));
T_F(k)=Rnd(k);
T_A(k)=A;
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j=J(J>=T_A(k)&J<T_F(k));

% USD events time within T_C &

T_H
i=I(I>=T_A(k)&I<T_F(k));

% SD events time within T_C &

T_H
if T_F(k)>T_A(k)
if isempty(j)==0
means "if exist such a set j"

% 1= true; 0= false, this condition

if isempty(i)==0
if min(j) > min(i)
% OPM, SD =1
Scenario(k,n)=1;
R(k,n)= min(i);
%
NrSD(m)=find(I==i(1)); %
SYSTEM LEVEL: number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=numel( find(J<i(1))
); % SYSTEM LEVEL: largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is
happened
else
% OPM, USD =2
Scenario(k,n)=2;
R(k,n)= min(j);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<j(1))
);% number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=find(J==j(1)); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
else

% OPM, USD =3
Scenario(k,n)=3;
R(k,n)= min(j);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<j(1)) );%
number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=find(J==j(1)); % largest
index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
elseif
isempty(i)==0
% OPM, SD =4
Scenario(k,n)=4;
R(k,n)= min(i);
%
NrSD(m)=find(I==i(1)); % number of
failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=numel( find(J<i(1)) ); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
else

% CPM =5
Scenario(k,n)=5;
R(k,n)= T_F(k);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<T_H(k)) ); %
number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)= numel( find(J<T_H(k)) );%
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
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else
Scenario(k,n)=6;
R(k,n)= T_F(k);
end
% Get distribution of offset value x from tau
%______________________________
X_offset(k)=min( I(I>=R(k,n)) )-R(k,n); % x_offset is the
difference between renewal point and the next closest Tau.
%______________________________
NrOPMsd(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==1 | Scenario(:,n)==4)
);
NrOPMusd(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==2 |
Scenario(:,n)==3) );
NrPM(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==5 | Scenario(:,n)==6) );
CL(k,n)=R(k,n);
%% kth renewal cycle
while Tmax > R(k,n) % Comp = Z(k-1)
k=k+1;
T_F(k)=R(k-1,n)+Rnd(k);
T_A(k)=R(k-1,n)+A;
j=J(J>=T_A(k)&J<T_F(k));

% USD events time within T_C

& T_H
i=I(I>=T_A(k)&I<T_F(k));

% SD events time within T_C

& T_H
if T_F(k)>T_A(k)
if isempty(j)==0
condition means "if exist such a set j"

% 1= true; 0= false, this

if isempty(i)==0
if min(j) > min(i)
% OPM, SD =1
Scenario(k,n)=1;
R(k,n)= min(i);
%
NrSD(m)=find(I==i(1)); %
SYSTEM LEVEL: number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=numel(
find(J<i(1)) ); % SYSTEM LEVEL: largest index of J, the closest USD before
SD is happened
else
% OPM, USD =2
Scenario(k,n)=2;
R(k,n)= min(j);
%
NrSD(m)= numel(
find(I<j(1)) );% number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=find(J==j(1)); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
else

% OPM, USD =3
Scenario(k,n)=3;
R(k,n)= min(j);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<j(1))
);% number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
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%
NrUSD(m)=find(J==j(1)); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
elseif
isempty(i)==0
% OPM, SD =4
Scenario(k,n)=4;
R(k,n)= min(i);
%
NrSD(m)=find(I==i(1)); % number
of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)=numel( find(J<i(1)) ); %
largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
else

% OPM, SD =5
Scenario(k,n)=5;
R(k,n)= T_F(k);
%
NrSD(m)= numel( find(I<T_H(k)) );
% number of failure is counted by starting from this SD
%
NrUSD(m)= numel( find(J<T_H(k))
);% largest index of J, the closest USD before SD is happened
end
else
Scenario(k,n)=6;
R(k,n)= T_F(k);
end
% Get distribution of offset value x from tau
%______________________________
if isempty(min( I(I>=R(k,n)) ))==1 % make sure the
last renewal point bigger than Tmax, so I(I>=R(k,m)) is an empty set
X_offset(k)=0;
else
X_offset(k)=min( I(I>=R(k,n)) )-R(k,n); % x_offset
is the difference between renewal point and the next closest Tau.
end
%______________________________
CL(k,n)=(R(k,n)-R(k-1,n));
end
k_max(n)=k;
NrOPMsd(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==1 | Scenario(:,n)==4)
);
NrOPMusd(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==2 |
Scenario(:,n)==3) );
NrPM(n)=numel( find(Scenario(:,n)==5 | Scenario(:,n)==6) );
CycleLength(n)=mean(CL(:,n));
PMSD(n)=NrOPMsd(n)/(NrOPMsd(n)+NrOPMusd(n)+NrPM(n));
PMUSD(n)=NrOPMusd(n)/(NrOPMsd(n)+NrOPMusd(n)+NrPM(n));
CM(n)=NrPM(n)/(NrOPMsd(n)+NrOPMusd(n)+NrPM(n));
% Average cost rate per simulation run
Z(n) = (PMSD(n)*Csd + PMUSD(n)*Cusd + CM(n)*Ccm)/CycleLength(n)
end
% Comparison
Pr_OPMSD=mean(PMSD(:))
Pr_OPMUSD=mean(PMUSD(:))
Pr_CM=mean(CM(:))
% simCycleLength=mean(CycleLength(:));
ECL=mean(CycleLength)
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Pr_OPMSD2=sum(NrOPMsd(:))/(
sum(NrOPMsd(:))+sum(NrOPMusd(:))+sum(NrPM(:)) );
Pr_OPMUSD2=sum(NrOPMusd(:))/(
sum(NrOPMsd(:))+sum(NrOPMusd(:))+sum(NrPM(:)) );
Pr_CM2=sum(NrPM(:))/(
sum(NrOPMsd(:))+sum(NrOPMusd(:))+sum(NrPM(:)) );
% Total average cost rate
Z_final = (Pr_OPMSD*Csd + Pr_OPMUSD*Cusd + Pr_CM*Ccm)/ECL
% Confidence interval
max_n = max_itr
for n = 1:max_n
S(n) = ((Z(n)-Z_final)^2)/(max_itr-1)
end
S_final = sum(S)
t = 1.984
CI = t*sqrt((S_final)^2/max_itr)
X_offset
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